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F 0 R E W 0 R D 
This 1967-68 Directory of Tennessee Municipal Officials is the 23rd 
issue of the directory series . It  has been compiled , for the mos t part , 
from questionnaires sent to all ci ties . Although every effort has been 
made to make the information for each city complete and correct , for 2 7  
cities that did not return the questionnaires it  was necessary to  rely 
upon latest information available in our files . 
To all city recorders and other officials who have contributed 
information we are deeply grateful . Without the willing and prompt 
cooperation of these officials , publication of the directory would have 
been difficul t ,  if not impossible . 
Comments and suggestions as to how future issues of the directory 
can be further improved will be appreciated . They may be sent to either 
of the following : 
Herbert J. Bingham 
Executive Secretary 
Tennessee Municipal League 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 




The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville , Tennessee 37916 
T E N N E S S E E M U N I C I P A L L E A G U E 
East Tennessee 
Ralph Kelley 
Mayor , Chattanooga 
1967-68 OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT 
Beverly C .  Briley , Mayor 
Nashville-Davidson Co . 
VICE PRESIDENTS 
Middle Tennessee 
Charles W .  Crow 
Mayor ,  Clarksville 
DIRECTORS 
West Tennessee 
W .  D .  Frizzell 
Manager, Union City 
William V .  Ricker 
Administrator , Morristown 
Robert A .  McNees 
Councilman 
Leonard Rogers 
Mayor ,  Knoxville 
Cecil Harper 
Mayor ,  Hartsville 
J .  Travis Price 
Mayor ,  Springfield 
W .  D .  Copeland 
Mayor ,  Shelbyville 
Dennis Page 
Mayor ,  Trenton 
Harlan Thomas 
Mayor , Bolivar 
Claude A .  Armour 
Vice-Mayor , Memphis 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Oak Ridge 
Lytle Brown, III  
Director of Engineering 
Nashville-Davidson County 
President ,  TCAPWA 
Robert D .  Grewell 
Director of Finance 
Oak Ridge 
Pres ident, TMFOA 
Sam Null, Director 
Dyersburg Housing Authority 
President , TAHRA 
Keith J. Honaker 
Building Inspector 
Johnson City 
President , TBOA 
E .  C .  Fite ,  Jr . 
City Manager 
Murfreesboro 
President , TCMA 
Herbert J .  Bingham 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--255-6416 
ADDRESSES OF INTEREST TO MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
Vi<;;ts,t- $k11f>bclfiy;, E�cut�\'f Director Thetr'nivet�h§1 \(;1: 'Y"en��ee''V> J. 
Knoxville , Tennessee 37916 
Phone : 615--974-5301 
Branch Offices : 
226 Capitol Boulevard , Room 306 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--256-3447 
127  Madison Avenue 
Memphis , Tennessee 38103 
Phone : 901--527-9247 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Lee S .  Greene , Director �/'./ � , d\yr�s Hall, R:ODm 320 /() () j (}\ � � The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville , Tennessee 37916 
Phone : 615--974-2261 
DEPARTMENT OF OLD AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSURANCE 
H. Gordon Nicho l ,  Director 
Cordell Hull Building , Room 326 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--741-2311 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Julian R .  Fleming , Director 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
Cordell Hull Building , Room 602 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--741-2281-2282-2283 
STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
Harold V .  Miller , Executive Director 
Room C2-20 8 ,  Central Services Building 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--741-2166 
STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
Carlton N .  Martin 
Executive Secretary 
226 Capitol Boulevard , Room 317 
Nashville , Tennessee 37 219 
Phone : 615--741-2838-2839 
STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
S .  Leary Jones , Exec . Secretary 
Cordell Hull Building , Room 621 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--741-2275 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Homer S .  Elkins 
Instructor-Coordinator 
Fire Service Training 
215 Chestnut Street 
Chattanooga , Tennessee 37402 
Phone : 615--AMhurst 6-8163 
STAFF DIVISION FOR INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
James H .  Alexander 
Governor ' s  Staff Director for 
Industrial Development 
Cordell Hull Building , Room 240 
Nashville ,  Tennessee 37 219 
Phone : 615--741-2540-2549 
TENNESSEE INSPECTION BUREAU 
C .  N .  Mullican ,  State Manager 
4304 Harding Road - Entry C .  
P .  0 .  Box 127  
Nashville , Tennessee 37202 
Phone: 615--298-3333 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
Charles W .  Speight, Commissioner 
Highway Building , Room 817 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--741-2848 
TENNESSEE COUNTY SERVICES ASSN.  
James Tipton, Executive Director 
106 YMCA Building 
Nashville , Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 615--CHapel 2-5591 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
DEPT . OF CONSERVATION 
Raleigh W .  Robinson, Director 
2611 West End Avenue 
Nashville , Tennessee 37203 
Phone : 615--741-2572 
TENNESSEE VALLEY PUBLIC POWER ASSN.  
TENNESSEE TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION J .  Wiley Bowers 
Donald W .  Jackson , Executive Secretary Executive Secretary 
214 Stahlman Building Electric Power Board Building 
Nashville , Tennessee 3 7 201 Chattanooga , Tennessee 37402 
Phone : 615--242-1854 _ Phone : 615--266-5045 
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GUIDE TO USE OF THIS DIRECTORY 
After the name of each city is the county name, in parentheses, in which the 
city is located. Next is a letter showing in which grand division of the state 
the city is located, East, Middle, or West. The figure following this letter is 
the population (see third paragraph, this page). Next is the fiscal year ending; 
for example, "F.Yr.5/31" means the fiscal year ends May 31. There follows the 
date of the next election; for example, "Elec.5/68" means the next election will 
be in May 1968. The last entry on this line is the area code and telephone num­
ber of the city hall or office. 
On the second line is shown the time and place of the meetings of the govern­
ing body and the zip·code. On the third line is shown any closing of city offices 
(other than the usual Saturday afternoon and Sunday). This information was not 
obtainable for some cities. 
Population data are presented on the following two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and on the other in descending order according to population. 
These population figures are as of July 1, 1967, as used by the State of 
Tennessee for distributing State-shared taxes. The next page lists cities by 
counties under the three grand divisions of the state. 
Municipal elections in Tennessee are held throughout the year, and changes 
are therefore constantly occuring. Changes are announced each month in Tennessee 
Town! City magazine, the official magazine of the Tennessee Municipal League. 
The magazine is sent free to municipal officials; others desiring to subscribe may 





Acct Accountant FM 
Admr City Administrator HBCh 
Ald Alderman HI 
Atty City Attorney HOf f 
I Building Inspector Jg 
CD Civil Defense Director Lib 
CE Commissioner of Education Mar 
CF Commissioner of Fire Mgr 
CFin Commissioner of Finance MgrA 
CH Commissioner of Health PA 
CP Commissioner of Police PBCh 
CPW Commissioner of Public Works PCCh 
Clk City Clerk PI 

















, Chief of Police 
City Recorder 
Director of Finance 
Director of Housing Authority 
Director of Personnel 
Director of Public Safety 
Director of Public Works 
Director of Planning & Zoning 
Director of Welfare 

















titles is given below. 
Fire Marshal 







Assistant City Manager 
Purchasing Agent 
Power Board Chairman 
Planning Commission Chm. 
Plumbing Inspector 
Recreation Board Chairman 
Recreation Director 
City School Superintendent 
Secretary 
Superintendent of Gas System 
Superintendent of Parks 
Superintendent of Streets 
Supt. of Sewage Plant 
Supt. of Utilities 
Supt. of Water Works 
Tax Assessor 
Treasurer 
Utilities Board Chairman 
Vice Mayor 



















































POPULATIONS OF TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
used for distributing State-shared taxes, 1967-68 
53 Church Hill 2 , 701 Gadsden 281 
521 Clarksville 35 , 6 5 7  Gainesboro 1 , 207  
1 , 259 Cleveland 17 , 687 Gallatin ll,979 
2 , 02 2  Clifton 708 Gallaway 261 
7 , 902 Clinton 4 , 943 Garland 280 
599 Coalmont 458 Gates 291 
1 , 545 Collierville 2 , 020 Gatlinburg 2 , 303 
556 Collinwood 882 Germantown 1 , 845 
552 Columbia 2 2 , 008 Gibson 297  
610 Cookeville 13 , 227 Gilt Edge 
1 , 005 Copperhill 631 Gleason 1 , 32 7  
1 , 7 84 Cornersville 654 Goodlettsville 4 , 79 2  
12 , 103 Cottage Grove 130 Gordonsville 476 
357 Covington 5 , 944 Grand Junction 446 
638 Cowan 1 , 9 79  Graysville 838 
256 Crossville 4 , 668 Greenback 285 
206 Cumberland City 314 Greenbrier 2 , 05 2  
1 , 201 Cumberland Gap 291 Greeneville 14 , 060 
l,ll8 Dandridge 829 Greenfield 2 , 071  
5 7 7  Dayton 3 , 668 Halls 2 , 102 
551 Decatur 681 Harriman 10 , 054 
3 , 082 Decaturville 5 71  Hartsville 2 , 147 
1 , 232  Decherd 2 , 161 Henderson 2 , 691  
638 Denmark 58 Henning 466 
1 , 655 Dickson 5 , 897  Henry 283 
680 Dover 736 Hickory Valley 179 
541 Dowelltown 279 Hohenwald 3 , 151 
948 Doyle 484 Hollow Rock 592 
4 , 037 Dresden 1 , 6 75  Hornbeak 307 
9 24 Ducktown 741 Hornsby 228 
802 Dunlap 1 , 817 Humboldt 9 , 522  
20 , 809 Dyer 1 , 909 Huntingdon 3 , 130 
6 , 041 Dyersburg 13' ll4 Huntland 633 
1 , 449 Eagleville 363 Huntsville 387 
682 East Ridge 20 , 260 Iron City 5ll 
378 C"lizabe.thton 10 , 896 (!ackson 38 , 4 7 6  -/ib.!JiV1 <. W �t.bl:»PY'O 
569 Elkton 296 Jamestown 1 , 9 5 7  
613 Englewood 1 , 791  Jasper 1 , 686 
706 Enville 250 Jefferson City 5 , 169 
2, 774 Erin 1 , 156 Jellico 2 , 210 
2 , 487 Erwin 4 , 881 Johnson City 34 , 712  
414 Estill Springs 865 Jonesboro 1 , 19 7  
1 , 228 Etowah 3 , 562 Kenton 1 , 095 
169 Fairview 1 , 017 Kimball 716 
2 , 501 Fayetteville 7 , 254 Kingsport 33 , 767  
630 Forest Hills 3 , 334 Kingston 4 , 319 
764 Franklin 8 , 051  Kingston Springs 290 
551 Friendship 399 Knoxville 179 , 9 73 
132 , 24 7  Friendsville 606 Lafayette 1 , 900 
LaFollette 7,130 New Johnsonville 
LaGrange 217 New Tazewell 
Lake City 1,995 Newbern 
Lakewood 1,896 Newport 
Lawrenceburg 9,485 Niota 
Lebanon ll,171 Normandy 
Lenoir City 6,080 Norris 
Lewisburg 7,007 Oak Hill 
Lexington 4,892 Oak Ridge 
Liberty 336 Oakdale 
Linden 1,086 Oakland 
Livingston 2,817 Obion 
Lobelville 449 Oliver Springs 
Lookout Mountain 1,817 Oneida 
Loretto 1,148 Orlinda 
Loudon 4,269 Orme 
Luttrell 880 Palmer 
Lynchburg 564 Paris 
Lynnville 362 Parrottsville 
McEwen 1,150 Parsons 
McKenzie 4,580 Petersburg 
McLemoresville 285 Gigeon Forge McMinnville 10,479 Pikeville Madisonville 1,812 Pleasant Hill t-h °'' a-l.-., r\..' � 
Manchester 6,038 Portlan 
Martin 5,812 Pulaski 
Maryville 12,021 Puryear 
Mason 407 Ramer 
Maury City 624 Red Bank 
Maynardville 668 Red Boiling Springs 
Medina 722 Richard City 
Medon 97 Ridgely 
Memphis 536,585 Ridgeside 
Michie 457 Ridgetop 
Middleton 461 Ripley 
Milan 6,309 Rives 
Milledgeville 350 Rockwood 
Millington 19,071 Rogersville 
Mitchellville 184 Rossville 
Monteagle 775 Rutherford 
Monterey 2' 297 Rutledge 
Morrison 426 Saltillo 
Morristown 21,902 Samburg 
Moscow 368 Sardis 
Mount Carmel 2' 776 Saulsbury 
Mount Pleasant 2,945 Savannah 
Mountain City 1,784 Scotts Hill 
Munford l,ll8 Selmer 
Murfreesboro 21,441 Sevierville 
























































































































































TENNESSEE CITIES BY POPULATION RANK 
as used for distributing state-shared taxes, 1967-68 
Memphis 536,585 Rockwood 5,799 Greenfield 2,071 
Nashville 250,887 Jefferson City 5,169 Greenbrier 2,052 
Knoxville 179,973 Winchester 5,004 Newbern 2,033 
Chattanooga 132,247 Clinton 4,943 Alamo 2,022 
Jackson 38,476 Lexington 4,892 Collierville 2,020 
Clarksville 35,657 Erwin 4,881 Lake City 1,995 
Johnson City 34, 712 Oak Hill 4,869 Cowan 1,979 
Kingsport 33,767 Goodlettsville 4, 792 Jamestown 1,957 
Oak Ridge 29,696 Crossville 4,668 Dyer 1,909 
Columbia 22,008 McKenzie 4,580 Lafayette 1,900 
Morristown 21,902 Sparta 4,510 Lakewood 1, 896 
Murfreesboro 21,441 Trenton 4,409 Whitwell 1,857 
Bristol 20,809 Kingston 4,319 Germantown 1,845 
East Ridge 20,260 Loudon 4,269 Somerville 1,820 
Millington 19,071 Sweetwater 4,145 Dunlap 1,817 
Cleveland 17,687 South Pittsburg 4,130 Lookout Mountain 1,817 
Tullahoma 14,517 Signal Mountain 4,083 Madisonville 1,812 
Greeneville 14,060 Rogersville 4,050 Tusculum 1,804 
Cookeville 13, 227 Bolivar 4,037 Spring City 1,800 
Dyersburg 13,ll4 Ripley 4,016 Englewood 1,791 
Athens 12,103 Dayton 3,668 Ashland City 1,784 
Maryville 12, 021 Oliver Springs 3,606 Mountain City 1,784 
Gallatin ll, 979 Waverly 3,595 Jasper 1,686 
Red Bank ll,737 Etowah 3,562 Dresden 1,675 
Lebanon 11,171 Forest Hills 3,334 Berry Hill 1,655 
Elizabethton 10,896 Hohenwald 3,151 Tracy City 1,642 
McMinnville 10,479 Huntingdon 3,130 Tazewell 1,626 
Shelbyville 10,466 Belle Meade 3,082 Woodbury 1,562 
Harriman 10,054 Mount Pleasant 2,945 Algood 1,545 
Smyrna 9,931 Sevierville 2,890 Waynesboro 1,521 
Paris 9,832 Livingston 2,817 Ridgely 1,464 
Springfield 9,555 Mount Carmel 2' 776 Bruceton 1,449 
Humboldt 9,522 Camden 2, 774 Pikeville 1,397 
Lawrenceburg 9,485 Church Hill 2,701 Norris 1,389 
Union City 9 ,138 Henderson 2,691 White Pine 1,371 
Franklin 8,051 South Fulton 2,686 Gleason 1,327 
Alcoa 7,902 Centerville 2,501 Surgoinsville 1,324 
Newport 7,282 Carthage 2,487 Adamsville 1,259 
Fayetteville 7,254 Oneida 2,480 Obion 1,248 
LaFollette \ 7,130 Portland 2,424 Bells 1,232 
Lewisburg 7,007 Selmer 2,371 Celina 1,228 
Pulaski 6,616 Smithville 2,348 Gainesboro 1,207 
Milan 6,309 Gatlinburg 2,303 Bartlett 1, 201 
Lenoir City 6,080 Monterey 2,297 Pigeon Forge 1,200 
Brownsville 6,041 Tiptonville 2,214 Jonesboro 1, 197 
Manchester 6,038 Jellico 2,210 Westmoreland 1,168 
Covington 5,944 Parsons 2,193 Erin 1,156 
·Dickson 5,897 Decherd 2,161 McEwen 1,150 
Savannah 5,860 Hartsville 2,147 Loretto 1,148 
Martin 5,812 Halls 2,102 New Tazewell 1,131 
LaFollette 7,130 New Johnsonville 
LaGrange 217 New Tazewell 
Lake City 1,995 Newbern 
Lakewood 1,896 Newport 
Lawrenceburg 9,485 Niota 
Lebanon ll,171 Normandy 
Lenoir City 6,080 Norris 
Lewisburg 7,007 Oak Hill 
Lexington 4,892 Oak Ridge 
Liberty 336 Oakdale 
Linden 1,086 Oakland 
Livingston 2,817 Obion 
Lobelville 449 Oliver Springs 
Lookout Mountain 1,817 Oneida 
Loretto 1,148 Orlinda 
Loudon 4,269 Orme 
Luttrell 880 Palmer 
Lynchburg 564 Paris 
Lynnville 362 Parrottsville 
McEwen 1,150 Parsons 
McKenzie 4,580 Petersburg 
McLemoresville 285 Gigeon Forge McMinnville 10,479 Pikeville Madisonville 1,812 Pleasant Hill t-h °'' a-l.-., r\..' � 
Manchester 6,038 Portlan 
Martin 5,812 Pulaski 
Maryville 12,021 Puryear 
Mason 407 Ramer 
Maury City 624 Red Bank 
Maynardville 668 Red Boiling Springs 
Medina 722 Richard City 
Medon 97 Ridgely 
Memphis 536,585 Ridgeside 
Michie 457 Ridgetop 
Middleton 461 Ripley 
Milan 6,309 Rives 
Milledgeville 350 Rockwood 
Millington 19,071 Rogersville 
Mitchellville 184 Rossville 
Monteagle 775 Rutherford 
Monterey 2' 297 Rutledge 
Morrison 426 Saltillo 
Morristown 21,902 Samburg 
Moscow 368 Sardis 
Mount Carmel 2' 776 Saulsbury 
Mount Pleasant 2,945 Savannah 
Mountain City 1,784 Scotts Hill 
Munford l,ll8 Selmer 
Murfreesboro 21,441 Sevierville 
























































































































































TENNESSEE CITIES BY POPULATION RANK 
as used for distributing state-shared taxes, 1967-68 
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Tennessee Ridge 324 





Cumberland Gap 291 
Gates 291 
Rives 291 





































TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 















































































































Madisonville Bedford County 
Sweetwater Bell Buckle 
Tellico Plains Normandy 
Vonore Shelbyville 
Mor an Count Wartrace 
Oakdale... ��b�Y'� Cannon County 
Polk CoJltty Auburntown 
Benton Woodbury 
Copperhill Cheatham County 
Ducktown Ashland City 
Rhea County Kingston Springs 
Dayton Clay County 
Graysville Celina 
Spring City 































































































































































































































































Tennessee Ridge 324 





Cumberland Gap 291 
Gates 291 
Rives 291 





































TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 
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WEST TENNESSEE WEST TENNESSEE 
Crockett County Henry County 




Maury City Lake County 
Decatur County Ridgely 
Decaturville Tiptonville 
Parsons Lauderdale Count1 
*Scotts Hill Gates 
Dyer County Halls 
Dyersburg Henning 
Newbern Ripley 
Trimble Madison County 




Oakland McNairy County 
Rossville Adamsville 
Somerville l::" t , �ethel Springs 















Hardeman County South Fulton 











Haywood County Covington 
Brownsville Garland 
Stanton Gilt Edge 
Henderson County Mason 
Lexington Munford 
Sardis Weakley County 





CITY OF *ADAIR (Madison) -W- 53 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .. 
Meetings on·call, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Owen Williams CR 
V-May M. R. Williams Mgr 
comm M. R. Foster Atty 
*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 38301 
Ppone 901--427-1095 
Zip Code 38302 
Mrs. 0. Williams 
Johnnie Williams 
Jack Manhein 
CITY OF ADAMS (Robertson) -M- 521 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 615--696-2383 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p,m., at Community Clubhouse Zip Code 37010 
Mayor 
V-May 






TOWN OF ADAMSVILLE (McNairy) -W- 1,259 F.Yr.4/30 Elec.10/67 Phone 901--632-2790 







Eci-d i � Di c. k.�y 
L, b, Blaat:-en- Mar 
Will Vinson SS-SWW-SSP 
Buford Suu a-H-G- ure. J?la"'-i� r\ PCCh 
Mrs, Jo Pr::tce-Yi"' �""� '<\f\\'\<,\'r\.s FC 
,J.., s. Ja�re�K\i\\v-l!!d. a"n-��ve.wcD 
Henry McGill 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W- 2,022 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 












J. B. Avery, Jr. 



















F. M. Porter 
Zip Code 38001 
Phone 615--982-4190 
Second and fourth Thursday 
Offices close Saturday all 









day, all year 
Gaylord M. Lambdin 
Clarence L. Byrd 
Paul G. Worley 




James Clodfelter ScS 
Joe C. Gamble* RD 
��l'e'i� ��'/ EMgr .C. F. Hord 'l"Jb'f'l\'r\\ v'tl.h ,. � 
�&V±d�W><i..t;.z·e<J?- �-J, l;",�v_ c.k. 
Don O. Bledsoe 
James H. Millard, M.D. 
Joel Bailey 
R. M. Robinson 
W. Bailey 
C. E. Dyer ?22- - 2. �3] 
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CITY OF *ADAIR (Madison) -W- 53 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .. 
Meetings on·call, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Owen Williams CR 
V-May M. R. Williams Mgr 
comm M. R. Foster Atty 
*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 38301 
Ppone 901--427-1095 
Zip Code 38302 
Mrs. 0. Williams 
Johnnie Williams 
Jack Manhein 
CITY OF ADAMS (Robertson) -M- 521 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 615--696-2383 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p,m., at Community Clubhouse Zip Code 37010 
Mayor 
V-May 






TOWN OF ADAMSVILLE (McNairy) -W- 1,259 F.Yr.4/30 Elec.10/67 Phone 901--632-2790 







Eci-d i � Di c. k.�y 
L, b, Blaat:-en- Mar 
Will Vinson SS-SWW-SSP 
Buford Suu a-H-G- ure. J?la"'-i� r\ PCCh 
Mrs, Jo Pr::tce-Yi"' �""� '<\f\\'\<,\'r\.s FC 
,J.., s. Ja�re�K\i\\v-l!!d. a"n-��ve.wcD 
Henry McGill 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W- 2,022 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 












J. B. Avery, Jr. 



















F. M. Porter 
Zip Code 38001 
Phone 615--982-4190 
Second and fourth Thursday 
Offices close Saturday all 









day, all year 
Gaylord M. Lambdin 
Clarence L. Byrd 
Paul G. Worley 




James Clodfelter ScS 
Joe C. Gamble* RD 
��l'e'i� ��'/ EMgr .C. F. Hord 'l"Jb'f'l\'r\\ v'tl.h ,. � 
�&V±d�W><i..t;.z·e<J?- �-J, l;",�v_ c.k. 
Don O. Bledsoe 
James H. Millard, M.D. 
Joel Bailey 
R. M. Robinson 
W. Bailey 
C. E. Dyer ?22- - 2. �3] 
*Address: Bank of Maryville Bldg., Maryville, Tennessee 37801 
1 
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA (DeKalb) -M- 599 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.9/67 Phone 615--529-2171 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Friday and Saturday all day, all year 








C. P. Smith 








*Address: Smithville, Tennessee 37166 
J. P. Huffman 
Mrs. Joe Huffman 
McAllen Foutch* 
J. P. Huffman 
James Avant 
TOWN OF ALGOOD (Putnam) -M- 1,545 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 Phone 615--537-9545 
Fourth Friday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 38540 









�G-l:y-de .... Gepe- :ro\...- C.�vv PCCh 
Claude Robinson CoP 
Roy Gene Fleming�..,.ry_A0� d<A>t WBCh 
Rey Ph±ll4�s Co">"" i4 \ \ 0q--':'"�\ \ s SWW .!femmy-MeGttg4-a f"..$-f 12. .s I \.� ' n LS FC 
Mrs. Frank Btmle�J.:r�!>. C.151A<:k SG 




James C. Hunter 
Claude Williams 
CIJY OF ALLARDT (Fentress) -M- 556 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.11/68 Phone 615--879-6388 













Virgil V. E�sley 
Charles Foy· 
TOWN OF ALTAMONT (Grundy) -M- 552 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/68 Phone 615--692-3321 





�"' '6.r-t. w S e.o_g Y- Q v Q.. S" 
*6-Bensen \J 
H. B. Williams 
J. F. Payne 
(\'\I \ \ � '( � 1-t.. -\-q .. 
TOWN OF ARDMORE (Giles) -M- 610 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.11/67 Phone 615�-427-2765 
37301 
First Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 38449 
Mayor c. P. Forbes Ald Charles Berry 
Ald H. T. Simmons Ald 
Ald Homer Boggs CR Mabron Lewter 
Ald Morgan Mims Atty Tom Moore* 
Ald Robert B. Hargrove CoP -\ e"""/ � 61�rt- .s 
*Address: Pulaski, Tennessee 38478 
2 
I' 
TOWN OF ARLINGTON (Shelby) -W- 1,005 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/67 Phone fil:S,t. �y each month, 8:00 P . • m., at Town Hall 901--867-2620 Zip Code 38002 








C. W. Bond CR 
M. S. Wilson Clk �-u-t:he-FS-�n"�Q" \?� \ey Atty 
--&t:-a-a±e-y-D-.-Qs b.e-i:.ae-.Be"V\ e, 8..CTc:. �b"S SP-SWW 
Sam Wilson PCCh 
-M-r-b-;-H�rr-4.-fl:g "l'v """""" J /\1 o-r r \ .s F C L. T. Hughes 
P. J. Henry 
Mrs. W. N. Carruthers 
Lee Winchester, Jr. 
M. L. Herring 
B. G. Bailey 
Frank Shepard 
TOWN OF ASHLAND CITY (Cheatham) -M- 1,784 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/67 Phone 615--792-4211 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Municipal Building 
Offic�s close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 37015 
Mayor � Ws13e eowan-('" (3,."�� &fov-�u l. 
Ald - J. C. Balthrop 
Ald F, C, Strat:t�-l..f .:J.�. f:\:i_.., \� 
Ald Paul R. Gupton 
Ald Paul Ford 
·�ld. J .  C. Poole 









J .  C. Poole 
James H. West 
Webb e-o'W'Btt- 0: � . \3a.\th v<:1p 
Eugene Simpkins 
Ralph Spangler 
J .  E. Frazier 
CITY OF ATHENS (McMinn) -E- 12,103 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone 615--745-3140 
First and third Tuesday each month, 8:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37303 
!1ayor C. C. Redfern �PCCh G. T. Lefler 
V-May Jack Owen CoP Ed Morrow 
Coun· w. c. (Bill) Snyder FC Bill Knox 
Coun Cecil Mason Jg Wallace D. Hitch 
Coun Dr, R. Danny Hays Scs..- w. F. Whitaker 
Mgr-PA William J. Garrett CD Carl Sturgill 
Atty Kenneth Higgins SS J. o .  Cagle 
Clk BI-PI Bill Knox 
DFin-Tr s. w .  Elrod RD Ben Wilson 
HBCh Harry Hawkins DPZ 
DH L. I. Hines RB Ch Brody Ellis 
HO ff Dr. John H. Lillard Lib Mrs. Herbert Ray 
SSP Kalen Chandler V\3 t.� Ov-� Q_ \ E-·rw � '<"\. 
\) '? '<'! ��""" 91.A�\'u SU G.T. L� ff t.y '1'-\� ..- �5� \ 
3 
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2 
I' 
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3 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 357 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone. 901--TE 7-5642 


















J. A. Billings 
TOWN OF ATWOOD (Carroll) -W- 638 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.11/68 Phone 901--662-2491 
First Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 38220 
Mayor �B. W. Allison CR 
Comm .,.......... ._,James Halford FC 
Comm -e...c.:..-, -lfr>f .�B e-11...J..-j;·��.e..-f- P. � fh<L.,.. i 4 8 Q. S G 
Mgr-CD W. B. Belew 
TOWN OF AUBURNTOWN (Cannon) -M- 256 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 
James Marshall 
Elmer Morris 
B. C. McGregor 
Phone 615--464-2465 
First Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Bank of Auburn Zip Code 37016 
Mayor R. M. Hitt Ald J. H. Jones 
Ald I. B. Gaither Sec Eugene Harris 
Ald T. E. Jones Tr T. E. Jones 
Ald M. J. Summar CD G. w. Kennedy 
Ald Magnus Phillips 
TOWN OF BAILEYTON (Greene) -E- 206 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Recorder's home Zip Code 37743 
�\h-\e.-r vv�:\ttn pa,..,..."t �Y 
Mayor A-1-re11?'-E��y-W'e'e1ft8 CJ -•t·t';r-PCCh 
Ald Roscoe Adams Mar 
Ald .Bichard Ar..OOe-rTo""' 5 C.v�.vt SWW 
Ald James Light SS 
Ald �BTmm N-c.�R\\ � Wq,Q.w-.J /:fi�7 
CR '0fte6 �t.l•Wtc.°\h n-}, \3)t.Y'l\�")e,. 
Robert H. Bailey* 
J. R. Mottern 
.J:,yle Pi-e-cG-e\>Q.\m� .,.. W e,-\�\Q\, h.''f\(l'r 
T. H. Kilday 
�d �,.\�mp 
*Address: 120 E. Center Street, Kingsport, Tennessee 37660 
4 
TOWN OF BARTLETT (Shelby) -W- 1,201 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.11/68 Phone 901--386-1414 second Tuesday each month, 8:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Oscar T. Yates Ald 
V-May Glen Reid Clk 
Ald o .  s. Fuller Mar-FC 
Ald Earl Brewer sww 
Ald Joe Freeman Eng 
Ald D. H. Gotten Jg 
Zip Code 38005 
William C. Rhodes 
Catherine P. Warner 
Thurman Carpenter 
A. G. Warner, Jr. 
Ed E. Rosenstein 
TOWN OF BAXTER (Putnam) -M- 1,118 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/69 Phone 615 858 4746 
First Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Howard Alexander CR-SS 
Ald Charles Nunally CoP 
Ald Bill Mahan SWW-CD 
Ald Harold Bartlett WBCh 
Ald Emil Emerton PC Ch 
·TOWN OF BEERSHEBA SPRINGS (Grundy) -M- 577 F.Yr.6/30 




.. J.anu;�s-Jl..r-B-rewn.T\'\�Jh &. �I\ ( Mgr-CR ��o�-.., � \c.hh'\'- d .SOVl FC 
Lloyd Tate 
Zip Code 38544 
Robert Starnes 
Lawrence Maxwell 
Luke C. Hensley 
James D. Maxwell 
Leroy Laughley 
Elec.8/67 Phone 615 -692-2221 
Zip Code 37305 
·W"T"-W .-�Wfl /(\; J.J- A.�! 'f. \SY'4 IV� 
-S-teR3:-e, B-FeWR�),Pi \hOn1fJ()f\ 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE (Bedford) -M- 551 F.Yr.10/31 Elec.10/68 Phone 615--275-4221 
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4 
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CITY OF *BELLE MEADE (Davidson) -M- 3 082 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. 
First Thursday February, May, August and November, 7:30 p.m., 
at City Hall 
Phone 615--297-60� 





Sam Davis Bell 
John H. Teas 
Marion G. Smith 






M. B. Howell, Jr.** 
Warren W. Taylor 
T. E. Williams 
4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37205 
4408 Sheppard Place, Nashville, Tennessee 37205 
TpWN OF BELLS (Crockett) -W- 1,232 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 901--663-2334 ��-'--'......:...:'---....;:..:c:..::..;;.;;..;;___;�=---=....:=-....=.::=-:.._��� 




















C. Rex Mehr, Jr. 
Basil J. Crider 
Bennie Yearwood 
TOWN OF BENTON (Polk) -E- 638 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/68 Phone 615--338-5941 
First Friday each month, 8:00 p.m., at City Office Zip Code 37307 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Lenton Wilson 
Conun Clyde Stephens 
Comm Eulian Bramlett 
CR Mrs. Charlotte Burris 








T. S. Witt 
CITY OF *BERRY HILL (Davidson) -M- 1,655 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/68 Phone 615--297-452l_ 
First and third Wednesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Zip Code 37204 
Mayor Ralph P. Rosa Clk Mrs. Artie Blanke 
V-May Dr. L. w .  Noel, Jr. Atty John M. Grissim 
Comm Clarence W. Watson PC Ch John Mathewson 
Mgr-TA Bryan H. Alsup CoP Robert K. Hill, Jr. 
*Address: 698 Thompson Lane, Nashville, Tennessee 37204 
6 
' 
.!Q_WN OF BETHEL SPRINGS (McNairy) -W-. 680 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 
Fiirst Monday after first Wednesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Town Hall Zip Code 38315 
Mayor C. L. Hendrix 
V-May Waldemar Williams 
Ald J. w .  Cheshier 
Ald Howard Maness 
Ald Fate Walker 










James A. Hines 
TOWN OF B IG SANDY (Benton) -W- 541 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/69 Phone 901--593 3511 















Zip Code 38221 
Billy Peach 
Mrs. Polly Stockdale 
Frank Hollis 
TOWN OF BLUFF CITY (Sullivan) -E- 948 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 Phone 615- 538-38ll 
First and third Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37618 
Mayor L. B. Webb, Sr. CR-TA L. B. Webb, Sr. 
V-May Kyle Weaver CoP o .  w .  Burdine 
Ald Germany Souder sww Germany Souder 
Ald Leonard Miller SSP Leonard Miller 
Ald w .  J. Harkleroad, Jr. SS Verlin Dempsey 
Ald Verlin Dempsey FC Roy R. Fox 
Mgr James s. Carrier 
CITY OF BOLIVAR (Hardeman) -W- 4,037 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/69 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Phone 901--658-5101 
Zip Code 38008 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Harlan Thomas FC-SG M. w .  Fulghum 
V-May Hall Brooks EMgr Beryle F. Williams 
Coun Mahlon Brown HO ff George Wallace 
Coun A. B. Fortune PB Ch Dewey Whitenton 
Coun John V. Anderson, Jr. CD Moorman McAnulty 
Coun Dr. Harold Fitts SS Leo Smith 
Coun Ben Williams SWW-SSP-PI B. c. Jones 
Coun Joe West Williams UBCh T. H. Stallings 
CR-Tr-Jg Jbe McCoy CoP w .  H. Armstrong 
Atty E. J. Harris RD Mahlon Brown 
Acct-Sec Mrs. Lenora Hazlegrove HBCh John V. Anderson, Sr. 
BI-PA Joe McCoy DH L. A. Shappley 
PC Ch John V. Anderson, Jr. 
7 
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Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Phone 901--658-5101 
Zip Code 38008 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Harlan Thomas FC-SG M. w .  Fulghum 
V-May Hall Brooks EMgr Beryle F. Williams 
Coun Mahlon Brown HO ff George Wallace 
Coun A. B. Fortune PB Ch Dewey Whitenton 
Coun John V. Anderson, Jr. CD Moorman McAnulty 
Coun Dr. Harold Fitts SS Leo Smith 
Coun Ben Williams SWW-SSP-PI B. c. Jones 
Coun Joe West Williams UBCh T. H. Stallings 
CR-Tr-Jg Jbe McCoy CoP w .  H. Armstrong 
Atty E. J. Harris RD Mahlon Brown 
Acct-Sec Mrs. Lenora Hazlegrove HBCh John V. Anderson, Sr. 
BI-PA Joe McCoy DH L. A. Shappley 
PC Ch John V. Anderson, Jr. 
7 
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson) -W- 924 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/69 Phone 901--742-3465 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 38316 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor J. Thomas Taylor CR 
Ald Bill Pierce Clk-SWW 
Ald R. F. Green Atty 
Ald H. 0. Cash SS 
Ald Knox Smith FC 
Ald H. L. Walker CoP 
Ald c. H. Leech CD 
TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Tipton) -W- 802 F.Yr. 8/31 Elec. 







J. W. Perrine 







J. C. Nowell 
H. 0. Cash 
Kenneth Crocker 




Dale H. Smith 
A. P. Smith 
J. M. Smith 
Zip Code 380ll 
CITY OF BRISTOL (Sullivan) -E- 20,809 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 Phone 615--764-1622 
First, third and fifth Tuesday each month, 2:00 p.m., at Courthouse Zip Code 37620 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
w 2 .. 1 �l 










Wesley L. Davis (CP)7\!ff HOff 
Edward F. Musick (CFin) PCCh 
Maurice Conn (CPW) PBCh 
Miss June Sparger SSP 
Craig H. Caldwell ScS 
Wilfred Gillenwater SWW 
Mack Godsey TA 
Louis Peters Lib 
Clarence W. Richards DPZ 
James Sherffey '1 \,'-j - l..l l '5 CD 
CITY OF BROWNSVILLE (Haywood) -W- 6,041 F.Yr.6/30 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May through August 
Mayor Dr. J. K .  Welch, Jr. SU 
Ald Billy Joyner PC Ch 
Ald Jimmy Halbrook PB Ch 
Ald Fred Jones PI 
Ald Lioard Warren SP 
Clk S. M. Duckworth SS 
Atty John W. Norris TA 
CoP Darrell Bull HO ff 
FC c. Battle Shaw BI 
8 
H. K. Elmore 
L. Lowell Anderson 
Conley S. Scott 
W. J, Bricker 
Dr. James Thomas 
Burley L. Frye 
C. E. Vance 
Louis J. Smith 
Virgil Rutherford 
Elec.6/68 Phone 901--772 1212 
F. T. Edmonds 
Curtis Lowery 
A. S, Rose 
C. T. Callery 





Zip Code 38012 
' 
TOWN OF BRUCETON (Carroll) -W- 1,449 F.Yr.8/31 Elec.8/68 Phone 901--586 2401 
- �cond Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 38317 
Mayor Sam Siegel Ald M. o .  Wall 
Ald T. M. Miller CR F. W. Turner 
Ald Gene Lowe Atty Jimmy Lee Taylor 
Ald Taylor Hopper CoP Milburn Moore 
Ald w .  T. Franklin FC Troy Smothers 
TOWN OF BULLS GAP (Hawkins) -E- 682 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone 615 -235 5216 





James J. Price 
Joe T. Davis 
George W. (Bill) Gray 





TOWN OF BURLISON (Tipton) -W- 378 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 
Jay H. Tipton 
Jay H. Tipton 
W. O. Grubb 
George W. Gray 
Phone 901--476-6412 





Coun Milton J, Branch 
TOWN OF BURNS (Dickson) -M- 569 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.5/69 Phone 615--446-4732 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37029 




Marshall S. Stuart 
William R. Spencer 





Ben M. Bishop 
Warren G. Brown 
TOWN OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 613 F.Yr.8/31 Elec.8/68 Phone 615--864-4845 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Mayor's office 
Offices open every afternoon, Wednesday all day, all year 






C. H. Vincent 
Danny Harer 
Charles Crouch 
G. D. Byrd 
CALHOUN (McMinn) -E-
Second Monday each month, 7:00 
Mayor Lawrence Roussell 
V-May 





706 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 
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Ald R. F. Green Atty 
Ald H. 0. Cash SS 
Ald Knox Smith FC 
Ald H. L. Walker CoP 
Ald c. H. Leech CD 
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Dale H. Smith 
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J. M. Smith 
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w 2 .. 1 �l 










Wesley L. Davis (CP)7\!ff HOff 
Edward F. Musick (CFin) PCCh 
Maurice Conn (CPW) PBCh 
Miss June Sparger SSP 
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Ald Fred Jones PI 
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Atty John W. Norris TA 
CoP Darrell Bull HO ff 
FC c. Battle Shaw BI 
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Burley L. Frye 
C. E. Vance 
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Virgil Rutherford 
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F. T. Edmonds 
Curtis Lowery 
A. S, Rose 
C. T. Callery 





Zip Code 38012 
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Mayor Sam Siegel Ald M. o .  Wall 
Ald T. M. Miller CR F. W. Turner 
Ald Gene Lowe Atty Jimmy Lee Taylor 
Ald Taylor Hopper CoP Milburn Moore 
Ald w .  T. Franklin FC Troy Smothers 
TOWN OF BULLS GAP (Hawkins) -E- 682 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone 615 -235 5216 
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Joe T. Davis 
George W. (Bill) Gray 





TOWN OF BURLISON (Tipton) -W- 378 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 
Jay H. Tipton 
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W. O. Grubb 
George W. Gray 
Phone 901--476-6412 





Coun Milton J, Branch 
TOWN OF BURNS (Dickson) -M- 569 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.5/69 Phone 615--446-4732 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37029 




Marshall S. Stuart 
William R. Spencer 
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Warren G. Brown 
TOWN OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 613 F.Yr.8/31 Elec.8/68 Phone 615--864-4845 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Mayor's office 
Offices open every afternoon, Wednesday all day, all year 






C. H. Vincent 
Danny Harer 
Charles Crouch 
G. D. Byrd 
CALHOUN (McMinn) -E-
Second Monday each month, 7:00 
Mayor Lawrence Roussell 
V-May 





706 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 















TOWN OF CAMDEN (Benton) -W- 2,774 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  Phone 901--584-6000 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 











M. L .  Hudson (CF) 
H .  H .  Wismer (CPW) 
Dr .  John H .  Overall (CFin) 
Elvin Johnson (CSt) 













C .  L .  Barker 
Wallace McKelvy 
Tommy Bordonaro 
TOWN OF CARTHAGE (Smith) -M- 2,487 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 615--735-1881 










C .  E .  Hackett 
W. M. Tuley, Jr . 
J .  C .  Rankin , Jr .  











Mrs . Edd Moore 
Harry L ,  Davis 
Wal ter Malone 
Ben H .  Thomas 
Roy Barre t;;d._ '3}()..i Y  
TOWN OF CEDAR HILL (Robertson) -M- 414 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 11/67  Phone 615--696-2226 
Th ird Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at Community Clubhouse Zip Code 37032 
Mayor 
Comm 
J , W .  Lowe b <} f>. -· i. 2. J 1 




Mrs .  Louise Hollingsworth 
... 
TOWN OF CELINA (Clay) -M- 1,228 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 615--243-3380 







J .  H .  Overstreet HO ff 
.Eraak 'fh1:1rm-Etft" SWW 
Charles M. Hamilton Mar-CD 
E .  L .  Wilson D CoP --Ghmde E. Ham±±eenY', � .\ �'("' �\7'(\.S:RBCh 
J .  H .  Reneau, II 
Dr. Champ Clark 
Landon B .  Anderson 
J .  D .  Donaldson 
J .  H .  Overstreet 
C .  M. King 
TOWN OF *CENTERTOWN (Warren) -M- 169 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 3/69 Phone 
First Monday each month, 8 : 00 p .m . , at Community Center 
615--939-2681 








L .  W. Akers 
Comm Willie Claud Harmon 
*Addres s :  Box 11 7 ,  Route 1 ,  McMinnville , Tennessee 
QF e:e©Y\\..l...E (C��fbt<. IJ) -t?- ��· 5) 17) �� "'�� cy 1cA �- r CJf r;·I �·(1 . 
:rt? h "' M £;. G J, t e. A\ d T. c . w i\;\- -� v n 
� c b�v--r � �:r·\-1ey1J"Y"'. �) cl. �e."' 'b�)'I l'(\21.-� Se.\'\� ;\\ 
A'>'--1 � 1-t .... ':I°' )1 ,� 1 o 











D .  H .  Loveless 
g�rHaee T �atQs 
Robert Anderson 
Dean Bates 
W. W. Bogle 
Bill Duncan 
Charles Minick 
Jesse Peeler ,  Jr .  












Zip Code 37033 
Guy Smithson 
John W .  Hatcher 
Claude B .  Stephenson 
Abner C .  Breece 
W. S .  Lawson 
J .  W .  Shouse 
B .  T .  Bates 
Buford Gill 
Jerry McClanahan 
I .  B .  Beale 
TOWN OF CHAPEL HILL (Marshall) -M- 630 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  Phone 615--364-7334 







Jack W .  Cromes 
Wilburn Moorehead 










Zip Code 37034 
Edward Crutcher 





TOWN OF CHARLESTON (B radley) -E- 7 6 4  F . Yr . 6 / 30 E le c . 8 / 6 8  Phone 6 15--336-2405 









CITY OF CHARLOTTE (Dickson) -M-
Meetings on call , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday all day , 
Mayor �!��9��l�1�Y\ 
Coun John Loggins 
Coun Lawrence Porter 
Coun Henry Garrett 
Coun Clyde Buckner 












Ele c .  
Zip Code 37310 
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Comm 
J , W .  Lowe b <} f>. -· i. 2. J 1 
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... 
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D .  H .  Loveless 
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Robert Anderson 
Dean Bates 
W. W. Bogle 
Bill Duncan 
Charles Minick 
Jesse Peeler ,  Jr .  












Zip Code 37033 
Guy Smithson 
John W .  Hatcher 
Claude B .  Stephenson 
Abner C .  Breece 
W. S .  Lawson 
J .  W .  Shouse 
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Buford Gill 
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TOWN OF CHAPEL HILL (Marshall) -M- 630 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  Phone 615--364-7334 







Jack W .  Cromes 
Wilburn Moorehead 










Zip Code 37034 
Edward Crutcher 





TOWN OF CHARLESTON (B radley) -E- 7 6 4  F . Yr . 6 / 30 E le c . 8 / 6 8  Phone 6 15--336-2405 









CITY OF CHARLOTTE (Dickson) -M-
Meetings on call , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday all day , 
Mayor �!��9��l�1�Y\ 
Coun John Loggins 
Coun Lawrence Porter 
Coun Henry Garrett 
Coun Clyde Buckner 












Ele c .  
Zip Code 37310 










CITY OF CHATTANOOGA (Hamilton) -E- 13 2,247 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 3/ 7 1  Phone 615 -267-6681 
Tuesday each week , 2 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor Ralph Kelley 
V-May A .  L .  Bender (CPW) 
Comm Steve Conrad 
Comm s .  D .  Petersen (GE) 
Comm James E .  Turner (CF, CP) 
Adm Asst 
to Mayor Charles L .  Griffin 






Riley Graham (Eugene N .  Collins2 b.5-J.iC? J 
Frank Dowler 
Francis Bishop 
S .  R .  Finley 














Zip Code 37402 ---.. 
E�Q�s;s ��r �!��;n�)-
T .  D .  Hardin 
Ellis Spencer 
C .  B .  Souders 
R. R .  Gouldy 
-George R I'arkeF 1 &F .  C,, )), 'Joh� .sori 
Dr .  Marion M. Young 
Mike Quinn 
Mrs . Katherine Arnold 
W .  S .  Teppenpaw 
Robert Bradshaw 
Harlan Whitfield 
Dr .  Charles Edward Martin 
TOWN OF CHURCH HILL (Hawkins) -E- 2,701 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  Phone 615- 35 7  6161 
Third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Bank 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor James H .  Crowe CR 
Ald Sam Smith Atty 
Ald Bobby Green Jg 
Ald Lyle Harris Mar-SS 
Ald E .  B .  Noe PC Ch 
Ald Floyd Feagins BI 
Ald Claude Roller 
Zip Code 37642 
Daniel Fielden 
Robert H .  Bailey 
Roy Green 
..&&lph-Laws.en ... 
Dr .  Warren Clark 
Cecil F .  Keith 
CITY OF CLARKSVILLE (Montgomery) M- 35,657 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .  ll/70 Phone 615- 645-2306 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City 



















e i}.."""'  
C-<i\o\,."' 
Charles W. Crow 
Charles R .  Jones 
Edward R .  Sneed 
John P .  Balthrop 
Berkley Clark 
J .  D .  Hanley 





John W .  Binkley 
David P .  Nussbaumer ,  Jr . 
Mrs . Christine Carpenter 
Runyon & Runyon 
() .  'G . tr1of.1\"'� ""e u. J 
V:. ."E, . Ov.v vt:"f-7 
w .w .  Nl w J e.  


















Zip Code 37040 
Collier Goodlett ,  Jr .  
H .  W .  Smith , Jr . 
Walter C .  Gray 
John D .  Russell 
Charles Vaden 
Sor don Keei_:c.k..e. vv' �\ � �c. <I.. 
J .  F .  Perry 
J .  T .  Cunningham , Jr .  




Frank M .  Ditmore 
Rufus Johnson 
W .  E .  Orgain 
Don Pruitt 
I \  
CITY OF CLEVELAND (Bradley) -E- 17,687 F . Yr . 9 /30 Elec . 10/68 $ec6nd Monday each month ,. 3 : 00 p .m . , at �ity Courtroom 












Harry L .  Dethero 
John H .  Hall (CP , CSt) 
George R .  Taylor (CFin) 
Kenneth Tinsley (CF) 
Robert Bryan 
Harlan Painter 
Earle G .  Murphy 
,Rrm,aJ: d E :i;_a.zi.ru:-
M.  E .  Beavers 't 1 1.. - l/-.>2. I 











Zip Code 373ll 
Eddie G .  Cartwright 
W .  H .  Shultz 
L .  F .  McDaris 
�r�a-A�ottcll-� �. 2;7. L . ��ss 
Robert Yeary �Sc\� �. 
Ruth Chambers �\ 
J .  B .  Lambdin 
Robert F .  Mcintire 
Doyle Clark 
CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) -M- 708 F .Yr .8/31 Elec . 9 /68 Phone 901 --6 76-3311 
First and third Friday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Peoples Bank Zip Code 38325 





Warren B .  Miller , III 
Rex Evans 
Grady Hickerson 





Joe A. Kelley 
Roy Hollis 
J .  C. Pitts 
James Evans 
TOWN OF CLINTON (Anderson) -E- 4,943 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--457-0424 
First and third Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , a t  Municipal Bldg . 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Zip Code 37716 
Mayor James F .  Stair FC 
V-May Charles G .  Seivers � ScS 
Ald �t\.Qw-�-Y-A 4V) .  �\y SS-BI-HI 
Ald James Q .  Webber ,  Jr . PCCh 
Ald Ray L .  Hill CoP 
Ald Edwin L .  Brown §/iliQ ��)e. RBCh 
Ald �Ft Gfia£lss F s� RD 
CR-Tr-Jg D .  P .  Covington UBCh 
Atty Jim Underwood CD 
SU H .  L .  Sparkman HBCh 
.£]:TY OF COALMONT (Grundy) -M- 458 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , a t  City Hall 










Charles D .  May 
H .  L .  Morrow 
Oliver Herrell 
J .  Leo Waters 
William C .  Shorter 
Dr .  P .  J .  Wenk 
George Margrave 
J .  L .  Henniss 
Dan Hicks , Jr .  
Wallace Cantrell 
Phone 615--7 79-4166 
Zip Code 37313 
CITY OF CHATTANOOGA (Hamilton) -E- 13 2,247 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 3/ 7 1  Phone 615 -267-6681 
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First and third Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , a t  Municipal Bldg . 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Zip Code 37716 
Mayor James F .  Stair FC 
V-May Charles G .  Seivers � ScS 
Ald �t\.Qw-�-Y-A 4V) .  �\y SS-BI-HI 
Ald James Q .  Webber ,  Jr . PCCh 
Ald Ray L .  Hill CoP 
Ald Edwin L .  Brown §/iliQ ��)e. RBCh 
Ald �Ft Gfia£lss F s� RD 
CR-Tr-Jg D .  P .  Covington UBCh 
Atty Jim Underwood CD 
SU H .  L .  Sparkman HBCh 
.£]:TY OF COALMONT (Grundy) -M- 458 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , a t  City Hall 










Charles D .  May 
H .  L .  Morrow 
Oliver Herrell 
J .  Leo Waters 
William C .  Shorter 
Dr .  P .  J .  Wenk 
George Margrave 
J .  L .  Henniss 
Dan Hicks , Jr .  
Wallace Cantrell 
Phone 615--7 79-4166 
Zip Code 37313 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W- 2,020 F . Y r . 4 /30 Elec . Phone 901--853-8501 








A. G .  Neville� J r .  
H .  w. Cox , Jr .  
·d-ames-R4't&S�·J...l)iW1 I v-h � WL 1 1  1.i\-
Robert H .  Hu'p,h�s 
-E•ve:t?etbWf}t't' I"': q\.t_...., 
Martin Newby 
Maureen M. Gaither 
o.,.,+\ o "'  
Jg William Allen 
Tr Fred H .  Medling 
FC Lewis Baker 
HO ff  Dr .  William Outlan 
CoP M. R. Ferguson 
SWW-BI-SS Clarence House 
PC Ch A. F .  Haynes , Jr .  
CITY OF COLLINWOOD (Wayne) -M- 882 F . Y r . 9 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 6 15--724-9129 
First and third Saturday each month , 4 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close at 1 : 00 p .m .  every day , all year 
Zip Code 38450 
Mayor James 
Comm w. c .  
Comm Floyd 









Mrs . Willodean Hill 
Leon King 
W .  C .  Smith 
0 .  K .  Smith 
CITY OF COLUMBIA (Maury) -M- 22.008 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 11/69 Phone 615--388-4400 
Zip Code 38401 First and third Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor James H .  Dowdy 
V-May J .  A .  Lynn 
Comm Ralph Maddux , Jr . 
Comm w. c .  Fraser 
Comm J .  A. (Buddy) Morgan 
Mgr E .  s .  Bartlett 
CR Herman Roach 
Atty Robin Courtney 
Jg J .  Dawson Frierson, 
HBCh Frank McBride , Jr .  
PB Ch J .  Ralph Matthews 












A .  F .  Oakes , Sr .  
J .  P .  Woodruff 
Orton Bennett  




Robert L .  Maddux 
Ronald B .  Norton 
J. Wilbur Berry 
Cyril Evers 
CITY OF COOKEVILLE (Putnam) -M- 13 I 227  F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--526-9591 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Municipal Building Zip Code 38501 
Mayor Robert C .  Davis DH Dero Brown 
V-May w. s .  Johnson SG M. L .  Mathis 
Coun Kenneth Dyer PCCh-DPZ I .  B .  Brooks 
Coun Robert M .  King foni 1- Eng-SSP Holla Burgess Coun �wp<H"� 13,..,_b sww Holla Burgess 
Mgr� P t.  L.  M �fn·, .s Lib Clara Starnes 
MgrA hu,t.f},e-i-Ma-t.,fi..i.s EMgr w. R. Holland 
Clk-BI-Tr Donald Ferrell SS James Cumby 
Atty Wesley P .  Flat t ,  Jr . CD Maurice Haste 
Jg Keith Bohannon FC Frank Moss 
DFin� F P, \r � �'n t \ I{ 4.. w 'f !J'<"'lr HBCh E .  c .  Reeves 
CoP Dawson Gentry RB Ch M. P .  Quillen 
TA Walter Fitzpatrick HI S .  T .  Brown 
PI N .  B .  Brown RD-SP Frank Layne 
14 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) -E- 631 F .Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 12/68 Phone 615- 496 5141 'Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Zip Code 37317 
Mayor I Robert E .  Barclay , Jr . Clk Mrs . G .  F .  Henson 
V-May w. E .  Tallent CoP �af>pa4io� 
Ald E .  v .  Brackett FC w .  E .  Tallent 
Ald Ray R .  Odom SS-SWW Ji:1a�v4n�y�f«l."' V\.tl°h C� ChY"O.n 
Ald Paul Walden, Jr . CD Dr .  J .  R .  Daves 
Ald Bob Kilpatrick 
TOWN OF CORNERSVILLE (Marshall) -M- 654 F . Yr . 12/31  Elec . 6/69 Phone 615--293-4706 





H .  L .  McMahon 
Cecil Spencer 






Zip Code 37047 
Thomas Freeland 
John Wallace'� 
R .  J .  Mcclintock 
Dalton Mitchell 
*Address :  114 2nd Avenue , South , Lewisburg , Tennessee 37091 
TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 130 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 901--3455 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at Cottage Grove Bank Zip Code 38224 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor J .  T .  Rainey , Jr. Ald Guy Wimberly 
Ald E .  w. Call Ald J .  R .  E .  Snow 
Ald J .  R. Smith CR w .  D .  Cox 
Ald Thelma Bell Mar B .  B .  Bell 
Ald Ray Nichols 
CITY OF COVINGTON (Tipton) -W- 5,944 F .Yr . 3/31 Elec . 2/6 9 Phone 901- 4 76 9613 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 












R. A. Baxter , Jr .  
Sam Fee 
Oney J .  Naifeh 
Clyde Owen 
Jack C .  Sanford 
Ray Moore 
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14 
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John Wallace'� 
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Ald Ray Nichols 
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R. A. Baxter , Jr .  
Sam Fee 
Oney J .  Naifeh 
Clyde Owen 
Jack C .  Sanford 
Ray Moore 
















Barthold R. Hake 
Roy McDaniel 
Shannon Faulkner 
R .  K .  Castellaw 
Jimmy Chumley 
F .  W .  McBride , S r .  
Leo Wingate 
TOWN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1,979 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 8/67 Phone 615--932-7318 
First Monday night each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 









� ..... � � �;l �hsp5 ..... .R-e-v"l'"""'&ar. ark-£� 
Gene Foreman 
Robert Ansley 
H .  J .  Hawkins 
Paul R .  Smith 
Lawrence W .  McBee 
C .  K .  Ray 








C .  E. Ross 
.J.am���?>.v)\� G-\11.n) er 
Charles Abbott 
J. H. Hawkins 
Robert Lee Amacher 
Mrs . Jo Ann Goodman 
CITY OF CROSSVILLE (Cumberland) -E- 4,668 F . Yr .6/?IJ Elec . 12/68 Pho�e 615--484 5113 









Dr .  James Watson (CFin) 
Carl Sutton (CP) 1 
Boyd Wyatt 




Mrs . Myrtle Houston 
TA W .  M .  Stone 
PCCh Arthur Myers 
CoP Roy Loveday 
FC Ernes t Hutchings 
SS David Bond 
SWW Dick Brady , Jr . 
CD 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND CITY (Stewart) -M- 314 F .Yr . 12/67 Elec . 12/67  Phone 





H .  Ryan Holley 







A .  M .  Parchman 
T .  R .  Parchman 
Zip Code 37050 
Mrs . Fannie May Parchman 
Cooksey Bayer 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND GAP (Claiborne) -E- 291 F . Yr . 6/'1J Elec . 8/67  Phone 615--869-2735 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at school 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor Luther K .  Owens Ald 
Ald Sam Bowman CR-TA 
Ald Lewis Chumley Atty 
Ald A .  L .  Owenby PC Ch 
Ald William R .  Moss FC 
Ald Robert E .  Howard 
16 
Zip Code 3 7 724 
Charlie Smith 












H .  B .  Jarnigan , S r .  
· R � , E .  Farrar , .Jr .  
Robert Baker 
T .  C .  Greene 









Elec . 5/68 Phone 615--39 7-3361 
Zip Code 37725 
Jason Miller 
Cecil R .  Chambers 
L .  R .  Sherrod 
Tom Eslinger . . 
John C .  Miller ,  Jr. 
Dale Rutherford 
CIT.Y:' OF DAYTON (Rhea) -E- 3,668 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . ll/67 Phone 615--7 75-1817 
F"frst and th� Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Municipal Bldg . Zip Code 37321 
Mayor 
��£� co o J CoP U11 Tc1uty8'0'n-&o.-.... I J'2.'<" ki11d 
V-May Kelso Ballard i FC Paul Patton 
Comm ..Je&S-G-!J..�r�e C. ,", G-� �.t.Y' . SWW Richard Hall 
Mgr� ;Carrol J T-.J.1e•C�v-\ S)Qo-\-� n EMgr Ralph Arnold CR-Tr George Kermit fravis RBCh Dr .  J .  J .  Rogers 
Atty Walter Cheers PCCh Gene Graham 
Jg 0 .  W .  McKenzie ScS Carroll Tallent 
CQ.� <Si...,.... ""'-'J t"'�V\ i \-'l��'M. 
CJ4 rw\ """ ·c;i � ....... \ b."" \ " • T A-'j \ 0 V" 
TOWN OF DECATUR (Meigs) -E- 681 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . 4/69 Phone 615--334-5739 























Mrs . Neva o .  Legg 
J .  D .  Culvahouse 
G .  H .  Parris 
L .  B .  Massengill 
c. E .  Rockholt 
H .  H .  Cline 
George Key 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur) -W- 571  F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/68 Phone 901--852-2034 







Will T .  Rogers 
Guy Butler 
A. F .  Hardin 
Cleo Spence 
Fred Pratt 






1 7  
Zip Code 38329 
Roy N .  McPeak 
James Smith 
Mrs . Ruth W .  Rogers 
Cecil Marr 
Roy N .  McPeak 
TOWN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1,979 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 8/67 Phone 615--932-7318 
First Monday night each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
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Will T .  Rogers 
Guy Butler 
A. F .  Hardin 
Cleo Spence 
Fred Pratt 






1 7  
Zip Code 38329 
Roy N .  McPeak 
James Smith 
Mrs . Ruth W .  Rogers 
Cecil Marr 
Roy N .  McPeak 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- 2,161 F . Yr . 6 /30 
Once a month , day designated by board , 9 : 00 a . m . , 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Mayor William T .  Brown Atty 
Ald B .  0 .  Huffman, Jr . CoP 
Ald Sumner Rose FC 
Ald John H .  Keese ,  S r .  sww 
Ald Richard Powell Lib 
CR-Jg Clyde H .  McDaniel WBCh 
Elec . 6/68 Phone 615--923-5181 
at City Hall Zip Code 37324---. 
Wiseman & Hickerson* 
Bob Lynch 
F .  M. Crownover 
Joe Davidson 
Mrs . Judy Solomon 
Ernest Starnes 
*Address : Winchester , Tennessee 37398 
TOWN OF DENMARK (Madison) -W- 58 F . Yr . 6 / 30 






S .  A. Carter 
Mrs . J .  L .  Williamson 




Elec . Phone 901--42 7-4035 
C .  E .  Harris 
Will A .  Hardee 
J .  A. Tyson 
Zip Code 38022 -
TOWN OF DICKSON (Dickson) -M- 5,897 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . 9 /67  Phone 615--446-2400 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 











Dr . W .  A .  Crosby · 
�1� vJ\)d l � \ l  
E .  W .  Daniel 
�006-8* i)v.;� h•'M �"'...,..s�y 
Ray Brazzell 
John Allen Mays 





Atty Robert S .  Clement 
FC Claude Ragan 
CoP John Baggett 
EMgr C .  N .  Dunegan 
sww-ss Van Corlew 
Lib Mrs . A .  N .  Hines 
BI Robert Booker 
Tr Mary Diamond 
PB Ch Clark Leech 
TOWN OF DOVER (Stewart) -M- 736 F . Yr . 2/28 Elec . 2/68 Phone 615--232-5907 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Recorde r ' s  office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 











W .  L .  Cook 







Thomas R. Sills 
Maek; Heace.:r:Dc\ltc:i �  i�t/«. \ }  '' �a-B-a--gwe-B.-- EA��y� � stc� 
Ira Atkins 
Will R .  Brigham 







w .  A. Cathcart 
P .  R .  Duggin 
J .  R .  Turner 
Harman Banks 







Zip Code 37059 
GA tt.\.'\ C..() -t-�t. e... 
Charlie Hale 
John D .  Vandergriff 
Carl Boyd Banks 
J .  R .  Turner 
TOWN OF DOYLE (White) -M- 484 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 7 /69 Phone 615--657-2133 





Joe B .  Sparkman 
Chester Miller 
Roy Womack 





J .  S .  Goddard 
Paul T .  Haston 
Willie H .  Clouse 
Charles R .  Taylor 
TOWN OF DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- 1,675 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 901--364-2270 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38225 
Mayor Fred Rucker CR c .  T .  Spikes 
Ald M .  R .  Cannady Atty Homer Bradberry 
Ald s .  T .  Bowlin CoP W .  G .  Tuck 
Ald T .  R .  Alexander BI c .  c .  Carroll 
Ald E .  E .  Brooks , Jr . SWW E .  c .  McAlister 
Ald Joe Anderson HO ff Dr .  E .  H .  Welles 
Ald J .  ,;:; 0. /Alexander , Jr . SS Elbert L .  Call 
CITY OF DUCKTOWN (Polk) -E- 741 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/67  Phone 615--5541 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37326 








,£!TY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 1,817 F . Yr . 3/31 













Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615--949-2115 
Zip Code 37327 
Mrs . Ramah Mosley 
T .  A .  Greer ,  Jr .  
Miss Betty Worley 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- 2,161 F . Yr . 6 /30 
Once a month , day designated by board , 9 : 00 a . m . , 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Mayor William T .  Brown Atty 
Ald B .  0 .  Huffman, Jr . CoP 
Ald Sumner Rose FC 
Ald John H .  Keese ,  S r .  sww 
Ald Richard Powell Lib 
CR-Jg Clyde H .  McDaniel WBCh 
Elec . 6/68 Phone 615--923-5181 
at City Hall Zip Code 37324---. 
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w .  A. Cathcart 
P .  R .  Duggin 
J .  R .  Turner 
Harman Banks 







Zip Code 37059 
GA tt.\.'\ C..() -t-�t. e... 
Charlie Hale 
John D .  Vandergriff 
Carl Boyd Banks 
J .  R .  Turner 
TOWN OF DOYLE (White) -M- 484 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 7 /69 Phone 615--657-2133 





Joe B .  Sparkman 
Chester Miller 
Roy Womack 





J .  S .  Goddard 
Paul T .  Haston 
Willie H .  Clouse 
Charles R .  Taylor 
TOWN OF DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- 1,675 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 901--364-2270 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38225 
Mayor Fred Rucker CR c .  T .  Spikes 
Ald M .  R .  Cannady Atty Homer Bradberry 
Ald s .  T .  Bowlin CoP W .  G .  Tuck 
Ald T .  R .  Alexander BI c .  c .  Carroll 
Ald E .  E .  Brooks , Jr . SWW E .  c .  McAlister 
Ald Joe Anderson HO ff Dr .  E .  H .  Welles 
Ald J .  ,;:; 0. /Alexander , Jr . SS Elbert L .  Call 
CITY OF DUCKTOWN (Polk) -E- 741 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/67  Phone 615--5541 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37326 








,£!TY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 1,817 F . Yr . 3/31 













Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615--949-2115 
Zip Code 37327 
Mrs . Ramah Mosley 
T .  A .  Greer ,  Jr .  
Miss Betty Worley 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1,909 F . Yr . 6 / 30 Elec . 6/ 69 Phone 901--692-3431 
38330 -Second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 
Off ices close Saturday all day , except f irst Saturday each month 
Mayor Dr .  David Robinson CR Miss Modene Allen 
Ald Garland Nicholson , Jr . Atty Thomas Harwood 
Ald Wilfred Bonds FC Robert Wilson 
Ald T .  C .  Karnes Mar 
Ald Eddie Bone SS Howard Baker 
Ald Charles L .  Griffin sww 
Ald W. D .  Thomas TA 
Ald Horace McEwen CD Robert L .  Webb 
Ald D .  D .  (Judy) Mosley PC Ch Gammon Gulledge 
CITY OF DYERSBURG (Dyer) -W- 13,114 F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 11/67 Phone 901--285-2642 
Zip Code 38024 Second and fourth Monday each month , 3 : 30 and 7 : 00 p .m . , 













David W. Lahier 
����"' '" �e>�t 
.Pattl Fersy-efte \?) \ \ j A t..v L ' 
Nap Brigham 
Balpk Rind-J:a. iQ \:> J.l i ..,.  k 
Lloyd Noble 
Nghlli �a>V+s [7� \ \ L>� c, te..v 
.l?.e};>ert EntH::s -e;r� l"<b<"o .. '\": 
�al ph lrtiW'S'On JI'.\..,.. �4 1 M"- 'V 
M .  Watkins Ewell,  Jr .  
R .  S .  Sellers 
John Fisher 
t,S,. 5 <-I \ Q..y .s 
SSP 











TOWN OF EAGLEVILLE (Rutherford) -M- 363 F . Yr . 12/31  




W .  H .  Dyer 
Fred Smithson (CF) 




TOWN OF EAST RIDGE (Hamilton) -E- 20,260 F . Yr . 3/31 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Town Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor G .  W .  White Clk-Tr 
V-May w. D .  Farley BI-PI 
Comm Dan Haley RB Ch 
Comm William Haisten (CF,  CP) SSP 
Comm Curtis Hixon RD 
Mgr-PA Charles L .  Thrailkill SS 
Atty Charles W .  Lusk,  Jr . CD 
Jg William B .  Luther FC 
Roger Hawkins 




W. 0 .  Warren 
J .  P ,  Crawford 
Mrs . Frank B .  Craddock 
-Lel-and_,B.�t"0�"N\e,, j. C. �"" � 1' «- Id  
L .  A .  Pinckley 
Danal Hotaling 
Burrell R. Jernigan 






Elec . 4 /68 Phone 615--867-7711_ 
Zip Code 37412 
William Haisten 
Fate Smith 
Ralph Swaf ford 
George T. Weaver 



















John L .  Bowers CoP 
Marion Morriss _ EMgr 
�l'. Hai;el.'1 W, Z-Tehra'\'l'"'·eJ 'f. O�\ft ScS 
Ronald J, Martin FC 
John Fetzer SS 
Glenn Isaacs SWW 
Wil.l;i,.am-.J......-G.�M�� L .c.� lrtD 
Kenneth R .  Devera 
Robert Ross 
Dan M. Laws 











C .  B .  Allen 
Henry T. Johnson 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear, Jr .  
Mrs . Ethel Nance 
John R .  Campbell 
B .  W. Birchfiel 
TOWN OF ELKTON (Giles) -M- 296 F. Yr .  6./30 Elec . 5/68  Phone 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Town Hall 
Mayor J .  s .  Rainey , S r .  Ald 
Ald Joe Merrell CR 
Ald Hoover Hughes Atty 
Ald Macon �uce Mar 
Ald V .  L .  , edgers 
*Address : Pulaski , Tennessee 38478 
Zip Code 
Joe D .  Crony 





TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn) -E- 1,7 9 1  F . Y r . 1 2 / 3 1  Ele c . 1 2 / 6 8  Phone 6 1 5 -- 8 8 7- 7 2 2 4  







David Hutsell ( CH) 
Wayne Williams (CF ,  CP) 
William Patterson (CPW) 
Arland Burger (CFin) 








*Address :  Athens , Tennessee 3 7 30 3  
.'!QW� OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W- 250 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First Friday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 






Max O 'Neal 
R. B .  Johnson 
Sam O ' Neal 
A .  B .  Crowder 











Dr .  John H .  Lillard* 
Howard Guffey 
Phone 901 -687 6191 
Zip Code 
E .  E .  Jackson 
E .  H .  Clenney 
Willard Smith 
H .  L .  Bradley 
38332 
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Elec . 4 /68 Phone 615--867-7711_ 
Zip Code 37412 
William Haisten 
Fate Smith 
Ralph Swaf ford 
George T. Weaver 
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Marion Morriss _ EMgr 
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Ronald J, Martin FC 
John Fetzer SS 
Glenn Isaacs SWW 
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Kenneth R .  Devera 
Robert Ross 
Dan M. Laws 











C .  B .  Allen 
Henry T. Johnson 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear, Jr .  
Mrs . Ethel Nance 
John R .  Campbell 
B .  W. Birchfiel 
TOWN OF ELKTON (Giles) -M- 296 F. Yr .  6./30 Elec . 5/68  Phone 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Town Hall 
Mayor J .  s .  Rainey , S r .  Ald 
Ald Joe Merrell CR 
Ald Hoover Hughes Atty 
Ald Macon �uce Mar 
Ald V .  L .  , edgers 
*Address : Pulaski , Tennessee 38478 
Zip Code 
Joe D .  Crony 





TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn) -E- 1,7 9 1  F . Y r . 1 2 / 3 1  Ele c . 1 2 / 6 8  Phone 6 1 5 -- 8 8 7- 7 2 2 4  







David Hutsell ( CH) 
Wayne Williams (CF ,  CP) 
William Patterson (CPW) 
Arland Burger (CFin) 








*Address :  Athens , Tennessee 3 7 30 3  
.'!QW� OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W- 250 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First Friday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 






Max O 'Neal 
R. B .  Johnson 
Sam O ' Neal 
A .  B .  Crowder 











Dr .  John H .  Lillard* 
Howard Guffey 
Phone 901 -687 6191 
Zip Code 
E .  E .  Jackson 
E .  H .  Clenney 
Willard Smith 
H .  L .  Bradley 
38332 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1,156 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/68 Phone 615--289-3377 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Mayor w .  B .  Price CR 
V-May Dr .  Albert Mitchum Atty 
Ald John Barber Jg 
Ald Grady Hunt CoP 
Ald George Cook sww-s s  
Ald · Ralph Boone FC 
Ald I .  D .  Lewis CD 
Ald M .  T .  Brewer WBCh 
Ald c .  E .  Marable HOff-PCCh 
Zip Code 
Mrs . Nelma Dixon 







Dr .  o .  S .  Luton 
CITY OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 4,881 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6 /68 Phone 615--743-6231 
37061 -
Second and fourth Monday each month ,  7 : 15 p .m . , at Municipal Bldg . Zip Code 37650 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor R .  w .  McNabb SU-WBCh E .  E .  Woodruff 
Ald E .  E .  Woodruff (DFin) CoP L .  T .  Guinn 
Ald Roland McCurry (CF) EMgr-SWW H .  L .  Reeves 
Ald Joe Hendren Eng-BI Lewis c .  Kerns 
Ald Joe Frazier SS James Peterson 
Ald James E .  Peterson FC-CD-HI Mack Phillips 
CR-Jg-Tr J .  R .  Dunbar , Sr .  PB Ch E .  E .  Woodruff 
Atty-PCCh John R .  Jones HO ff Harry Chaney 
SG Tony Duncan 
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M- 865 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 10/67 Phone 615--649-4120 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 







Leon ll8Wkersfft4:..t:.ft.C .  G- .  \-\-o\ \ 








P .  A. Kirby 
Pat Lynch 
John Richardson 
E .  P .  Elder 
Lawrence Jones 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E- 3,562 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 12/68 Phone 615--263-2023 









J .  O .  Shugart 
Allen P .  Swayne ( CFin) 
Harold R .  Cox 
Spence Dixon (CH) 
James F .  Frost (CF , CP) 
Dan Ivins 
I .  O .  Kellar 
UBCh J .  0 .  Munger 
CoP Clyde Dale 
PCCh L .  F .  Ownbey 
ScS Matney Reed ��.S lA. William Huddles ton 
FC-CD L .  C .  Newman 
RD John W. Cate 
SS Jay Bain 
22 
CITY OF FAIRVIEW (Williamson) -M- 1,017 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 8/67  �st and third Thursday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at  City Hall 
offices close Thursday afternoon , all year 
Phone 615--799-2431 
Zip Code 37062 
J�;�'J ��o€ldw��>. ��'j c. )i"�v-�R 
1/#May<>Y Sterling Rainey Atty 
Comm ,.M.,..  T . !:f-ay-.hn:;-::h:"'! IY\"".J, L11:1 s st)'""' CoP 




*Address : 214 Union Stree t ,  Nashville , Tennessee 37201 
CITY OF FAYETTEVILLE (Lincoln) -M- 7,254 F . Yr . 9 /30 Elec .  10/68 Phone 6 15--433-4501 
'Second Tuesday each month , 4 : 00 p .m . , at Municipal Building 
offices close Thursday afternoon , all year 
Zip Code 37334 
Mayor I .  c .  Pullias sww-s s  Orville Allen 
V-May Don Holman SG Lester Simms 
Ald Richard Thornton CoP-HOff Ottis Dye 
Ald . M .  D .  Crabtree EMgr Floyd S .  Nelson 
Ald Paul Badenhop FC Benny Crumbley 
Ald Thomas W .  Towry ScS-RBCh-RD Ralph Askins 
Ald s .  J .  King PB Ch Paul Badenhop 
CR Freeman Towry CD Herman Woodard 
Atty Tom 0 .  Bagley BI c. c .  Umstead 
Clk E .  L .  Payne PC Ch Thomas E .  Bailey 
CITY OF *FOREST HILLS (Davidson) -M- 3,334 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 2/69 Phone 615--291-8447 
Third Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Office 







John R. Potter 




Zip Code 3 7215 
Mrs . Julia Baker 
John Grissim 
Charles A .  Yancey 
i<Address : 
**Address : 
Morehead Center , 4012 Hillsboro Rd . ,  Nashville , 37215 
321 4th Avenue , South , Nashville , Tennessee 37201 
CITY OF FRANKLIN (Williamson) -M- 8,051 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . 10/67 Phone 615--794-4572 

















R ,  N .  Moore 
Pete Gunnell 
Dr .  Jack Hall 











Zip Code 37064 
Cletus McWilliams 
J .  C .  Short 
Morgan Hood 
John L .  Smith 
Emmet T .  Strickland 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Morton Fisher 
Robert H .  King 
Paul Ogilvie 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1,156 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/68 Phone 615--289-3377 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
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22 
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Mrs . Julia Baker 
John Grissim 
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**Address : 
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CITY OF FRANKLIN (Williamson) -M- 8,051 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . 10/67 Phone 615--794-4572 

















R ,  N .  Moore 
Pete Gunnell 
Dr .  Jack Hall 











Zip Code 37064 
Cletus McWilliams 
J .  C .  Short 
Morgan Hood 
John L .  Smith 
Emmet T .  Strickland 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Morton Fisher 
Robert H .  King 
Paul Ogilvie 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crock�t t) -W- 399 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 3/68 Phone 901--6 7 7-4000 






Roy S ,  Carman 
Edward Williams 
John E , York, Jr . 
Coy Branch 






Zip Code 38034 -
Orlan L .  Agee 
J .  B .  Avery , Jr . 
Kermit Harrison 
Orlan L .  Agee 
J .  F .  Bailey 
CITY OF FRIENDSVILLE (Blount) -E- 606 P o  Yr , 5 /31 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615 995 2328 










John A. Coffee , Jr .  
Willi.am Crisp 
TOWN OF GADSDEN (Crocke t t )  -W- 281 F . Yr . 1 2/31 Elec . 3 /68 Phone 901--784-1349 
Third Monday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at Gadsden Bank 
Mayor Jesse L Antwine CoP 
Ald Jeff Thomas Davis FC 
Ald Charles Loyd ScS 
Ald Theo Mitchell SP 
Ald Cec i l  Norvi l l e  SS 
CR A .  L ,  Kincaid SWW-UBCH 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson ) -M- 1,207 F .Yr . 8/31 
First Tuesday each mon th , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 









Ca\v\"" ((" )...,.k, 
±ae:n;la RJ.eh-ardson· CoP 
Bill Naff FC 
��u-ar-lesP..,. . 9. C! .  \)y c:-.., .r- RBCh 
J ack L .  Meadows PCCh 
W;Hlcne Daij /(\ .L .  Ly·n n CD 
R .  L .  Johnson SG 
Casey Day 
w , \ \q_ '<\ � D �'I 
Zip Code 38337 
Carroll P .  Young 
J ,  L .  Antwine 
Frank Latham 
Herman G .  Emison 
A .  L .  Ferguson 
Fred C ., James 
Elec . 8/ 6 7  Phone 615--268-2941 
Zip Code 38562 
Henry Rush, Jr .  
R " L .  Johnson 
Charles Settle 
Sam 0 ,  Anderson 
Robert Fox 
Donald McCormick 
CITY OF GALLATIN ( Sumner) -M- 1 1,9 79 F , Y r . 1 / 3 1  Elec , 12/67 Phone 615--452 3162 
Firs t and second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37066 
Mayor Ot tis Kemp CD Raymond Cantor 
V-May Dr , Ha.l Hooper CoP James R .  Brazier 
Ald Jack Ki ttre l l  FC Joe S t .  Charles 
Ald Dr . Paul Enoch EMgr w .  M .  Parker 
Ald Jimmy D i. t ty PB Ch Townes Boyd Johnson 
Ald Cortez Ford SG-SWW John M .  Franklin 
Ald Ike Brown HO ff Miss Ora Pearl Moore 
Ald Mrs ,. Bettye Scott Lib Nell McDonald 
CR-Jg W ,  T . Donoho RD Elizabeth Miller 
Atty Thomas Boyers HBCh James E, Cron 
Tr E , C ,  Brown PC Ch Dr . John Wallace 
BI Leland Jones 
24 
CITY OF GALLAWAY (Fayette) -W- 261 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone Frrst and third Thursday each month, 8 : 00 p .m . , at Blue Building 
offices close Saturday all day , all year 
901--867-2690 
Layton Watson 
�e�y t.� , C �ytLY 
Zip Code 38036 
Jesse H .  Dyles 
M"r� . E d  ...... Q.. .5. w�.+ i o n  
J"�h""' S, W � \ d  �v 
TOWN OF *GARLAND (Tipton) -W- 280 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 8/67 Phone 901--476-6231 
Fourth Monday each quarter , 7 : 30 p .m . , at homes of officials Zip Code 38019 
Mayor R .  E .  Dickey Ald Charles Morris 
Ald J .  L .  Hensley Ald Ollion Bilderback 
Ald o .  s .  Leach , Jr . CR Mrs . Elizabeth Shankle 
Ald c. B .  Pickard Mar A .  A. Shankle 
Ald Eufred Bradshaw 
*Address : Route 1 ,  Covington , Tennessee 38019 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W-
Meetings on call , at City Hall 
Mayor c .  J .  Baker 
Ald E .  s .  Cates 
Ald Royce Baker 
Ald W .  H .  Hartman 
Ald York Henderson 






Royce B aker 
E .  S .  Cates 
C .  J ,  Baker 
Carl Robison 
Zip Code 38037 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier) -E- 2, 303 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 615--436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month , and first Tuesday after 
15th of month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Zip Code 37738 
Mayor W. L .  Mills 
l/-MayC.>1"""...,.... -&lri:rl-eumptun�"' ..., 2..a d  � Y-
Comm Charles A .  Reagan 
Comm �-MGCa,r:.te.r.::f<Mk. f\yt)., ...... y 1 :J;., 
Comm Jack Huff 
Mgr-CR Walter W .  Mynatt 








R. B .  Hailey 
W .  B .  Ogle 
Dr . Ralph H .  Schilling 
M .  M .  Whittle 
Joe Manley 
Donald A. Watson 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crock�t t) -W- 399 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 3/68 Phone 901--6 7 7-4000 






Roy S ,  Carman 
Edward Williams 
John E , York, Jr . 
Coy Branch 
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John A. Coffee , Jr .  
Willi.am Crisp 
TOWN OF GADSDEN (Crocke t t )  -W- 281 F . Yr . 1 2/31 Elec . 3 /68 Phone 901--784-1349 
Third Monday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at Gadsden Bank 
Mayor Jesse L Antwine CoP 
Ald Jeff Thomas Davis FC 
Ald Charles Loyd ScS 
Ald Theo Mitchell SP 
Ald Cec i l  Norvi l l e  SS 
CR A .  L ,  Kincaid SWW-UBCH 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson ) -M- 1,207 F .Yr . 8/31 
First Tuesday each mon th , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 









Ca\v\"" ((" )...,.k, 
±ae:n;la RJ.eh-ardson· CoP 
Bill Naff FC 
��u-ar-lesP..,. . 9. C! .  \)y c:-.., .r- RBCh 
J ack L .  Meadows PCCh 
W;Hlcne Daij /(\ .L .  Ly·n n CD 
R .  L .  Johnson SG 
Casey Day 
w , \ \q_ '<\ � D �'I 
Zip Code 38337 
Carroll P .  Young 
J ,  L .  Antwine 
Frank Latham 
Herman G .  Emison 
A .  L .  Ferguson 
Fred C ., James 
Elec . 8/ 6 7  Phone 615--268-2941 
Zip Code 38562 
Henry Rush, Jr .  
R " L .  Johnson 
Charles Settle 
Sam 0 ,  Anderson 
Robert Fox 
Donald McCormick 
CITY OF GALLATIN ( Sumner) -M- 1 1,9 79 F , Y r . 1 / 3 1  Elec , 12/67 Phone 615--452 3162 
Firs t and second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37066 
Mayor Ot tis Kemp CD Raymond Cantor 
V-May Dr , Ha.l Hooper CoP James R .  Brazier 
Ald Jack Ki ttre l l  FC Joe S t .  Charles 
Ald Dr . Paul Enoch EMgr w .  M .  Parker 
Ald Jimmy D i. t ty PB Ch Townes Boyd Johnson 
Ald Cortez Ford SG-SWW John M .  Franklin 
Ald Ike Brown HO ff Miss Ora Pearl Moore 
Ald Mrs ,. Bettye Scott Lib Nell McDonald 
CR-Jg W ,  T . Donoho RD Elizabeth Miller 
Atty Thomas Boyers HBCh James E, Cron 
Tr E , C ,  Brown PC Ch Dr . John Wallace 
BI Leland Jones 
24 
CITY OF GALLAWAY (Fayette) -W- 261 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone Frrst and third Thursday each month, 8 : 00 p .m . , at Blue Building 
offices close Saturday all day , all year 
901--867-2690 
Layton Watson 
�e�y t.� , C �ytLY 
Zip Code 38036 
Jesse H .  Dyles 
M"r� . E d  ...... Q.. .5. w�.+ i o n  
J"�h""' S, W � \ d  �v 
TOWN OF *GARLAND (Tipton) -W- 280 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 8/67 Phone 901--476-6231 
Fourth Monday each quarter , 7 : 30 p .m . , at homes of officials Zip Code 38019 
Mayor R .  E .  Dickey Ald Charles Morris 
Ald J .  L .  Hensley Ald Ollion Bilderback 
Ald o .  s .  Leach , Jr . CR Mrs . Elizabeth Shankle 
Ald c. B .  Pickard Mar A .  A. Shankle 
Ald Eufred Bradshaw 
*Address : Route 1 ,  Covington , Tennessee 38019 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W-
Meetings on call , at City Hall 
Mayor c .  J .  Baker 
Ald E .  s .  Cates 
Ald Royce Baker 
Ald W .  H .  Hartman 
Ald York Henderson 






Royce B aker 
E .  S .  Cates 
C .  J ,  Baker 
Carl Robison 
Zip Code 38037 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier) -E- 2, 303 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 615--436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month , and first Tuesday after 
15th of month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Zip Code 37738 
Mayor W. L .  Mills 
l/-MayC.>1"""...,.... -&lri:rl-eumptun�"' ..., 2..a d  � Y-
Comm Charles A .  Reagan 
Comm �-MGCa,r:.te.r.::f<Mk. f\yt)., ...... y 1 :J;., 
Comm Jack Huff 
Mgr-CR Walter W .  Mynatt 








R. B .  Hailey 
W .  B .  Ogle 
Dr . Ralph H .  Schilling 
M .  M .  Whittle 
Joe Manley 
Donald A. Watson 
CITY OF GERMANTOWN (Shelby) -W- 1,845 F . Yr . 6 /30 










Boyd Arthur , Jr . 
Edward C .  Boldt 
James A. Crislip 
Richard Watson 
Robert Lee Hall 
Hugh s .  Ford 
Bruce Law 









TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 297 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 
Meetings on call , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Bank of Gibson 






G. W. Jackson 
Loyd Jines 
Joe E .  Cooper 
TOWN OF GILT EDGE (Tipton) -W-






F . Y r .  
Elec . ll/70 Phone 901--884-7222 
City Hall Zip Code 38038 -
Bill Weeks 
Robert Lanier 
Bobby J .  Massey 
Dr .  J .  T .  Carter , Jr .  
E .  C .  Boldt 
O .  H .  Miller , Jr .  
David McGeehee 
Mrs . Henriette Quinn 
Phone 901--787-6211 
S .  R. Bass 
Carthel Hassel 
Roger Hinch 
F .  C ,  Fly 
Zip Code 38338 
Elec . Phone 
TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 1,327 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/69 Phone 901--648-5426 
First Thursday each month , 7 ! 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38229 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Mayor c. H .  Huggins Atty George Thomas 
Ald Tommie Page CoP Odell Everett 
Ald Roy Hodges FC Alex Edwards 
Ald Lewis Taylor ss-sww Jim Dunning 
Ald Lyndell Sawyers RD Dudley Sanders 
CR Woodford Tilley 
CITY OF GOODLETTSVILLE (Davidson) -M- 4,792 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 10/68 Phone 615--859-1112. 
Third Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37072 
Mayor H .  s .  Moss CR Edd B .  Young 
V-May J .  E .  Galbreath CoP-FC J .  B .  (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Comm Raymond Massie PC Ch Billy Hitt 
Mgr Claude B .  Garrison Eng Solon Davis 
Atty John Grissim* 
*Address : Court Square Building , Nashville , Tennessee 37201 
26 






Hugh Lee Dillard 
Ray McKinney 





Elec . 10/68 Phone 615--683-8212 
Zip Code 38563 
Ivy Agee , Jr .  
Earl Paschall 
James Robert Bass 
Jimmy Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) -W- 446 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38039 
Mayor Robert Webb Ald H .  L .  Hess , Jr .  
Ald J .  H .  Richardson CR A .  M. Browder 
Ald A .  M .  Browder ,  Jr . FC H .  L .  Hes s ,  Jr. 
Ald Eddie Dixon sww Frank Sutton 
Ald A .  L .  Bruce WBCh J .  H .  Richardson 
Ald J .  Simon Smith 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea) -E- 838 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 3/69 Phone 615--7 75-9242 







T .  0 .  Cox 
Harold Swafford 




TOWN OF .. ���!�}�ACK (LoudQ!"!) -E-
Fourth Monday each month ,  8 : 00 
Mayor Ben Hammontree 
Ald Leon Brient 
285 






B .  J .  Earhart 
J .  F .  Powell 
Hugh C .  Gallagher 
Gary Young 
F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 11/67 Phone 615--856-3907 
at City Hall 
Ald 
CR 
Zip Code 37 742 
Sam King , Sr .  
Ira Hodge 
!OWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M- 2,052 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . Phone 615--643-4531 








Jake L .  Justice 
Tom E .  Wilson 
Ernest M. Williams 












Zip Code 37073 
Mrs . Joan Williamson 
James Walton 
Edward Suter ,_._ J..kl..g.b-I,., F ±sh eT 'T'eYVQ. \ \ � j Sh C. Y' 
Jerry Williams 
.G±en-W� 9�wV..."j \S'o'Jd 
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V-May J .  E .  Galbreath CoP-FC J .  B .  (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Comm Raymond Massie PC Ch Billy Hitt 
Mgr Claude B .  Garrison Eng Solon Davis 
Atty John Grissim* 
*Address : Court Square Building , Nashville , Tennessee 37201 
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Zip Code 38563 
Ivy Agee , Jr .  
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James Robert Bass 
Jimmy Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) -W- 446 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . Phone 
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Mayor Robert Webb Ald H .  L .  Hess , Jr .  
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Ald J .  Simon Smith 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea) -E- 838 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 3/69 Phone 615--7 75-9242 







T .  0 .  Cox 
Harold Swafford 




TOWN OF .. ���!�}�ACK (LoudQ!"!) -E-
Fourth Monday each month ,  8 : 00 
Mayor Ben Hammontree 
Ald Leon Brient 
285 






B .  J .  Earhart 
J .  F .  Powell 
Hugh C .  Gallagher 
Gary Young 
F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 11/67 Phone 615--856-3907 
at City Hall 
Ald 
CR 
Zip Code 37 742 
Sam King , Sr .  
Ira Hodge 
!OWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M- 2,052 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . Phone 615--643-4531 








Jake L .  Justice 
Tom E .  Wilson 
Ernest M. Williams 












Zip Code 37073 
Mrs . Joan Williamson 
James Walton 
Edward Suter ,_._ J..kl..g.b-I,., F ±sh eT 'T'eYVQ. \ \ � j Sh C. Y' 
Jerry Williams 
.G±en-W� 9�wV..."j \S'o'Jd 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) -E- 14,060 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--638-3138 











��. 51�·�1�n b)� e\\+ 
L .  E .  Cox , Jr .  
Pete Luttrell 
G .  Tommy Love 
Buster Holt 
0 .  C .  Armitage 
Thomas Leonard 
Leon E .  Easterly 
R .  A. Parrack 
Fox S .  Bullen 














Homer N .  Mincy 
D .  A. Bowman 
A .  L .  Shepherd 
Robert C .  Austin 
Earl Roberts 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- 2,071 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 901--235-3131 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : p0 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Mayor Jack Huggins Coun 
Q�M�y ames Clark CR 
Coun Joseph Barton Atty 
Coun Samuel Williams CoP 
c. T .  Rawls FC-CD 
Cary Swaim sww 
ravis Taylor Lib 
Richard Jobe Eng 
Zip Code 38230 
Dr . Ira Porter 
Ward R .  Johnston 
R .  L .  Hearn 
.L - G..-Wr.-.etl � l'�\..�v d 13 0�1 
Bill Dudley 
Mrs . Ruth Kimery 
.Mau J;,j Ga-Gasb. A)�)"  �Y-. o"t'-t .. 
TOWN OF HALLS (Lauderdale) -W- 2,102 F .Yr . 5 /31 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 901--234-7031 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38040 













E .  O .  Dew , Jr . 
Perry Williams 
Eugene Pugh 













J .  C .  Escue 
Noel Sherrod 
Robert Poindexter 
CITY OF HARRIMAN (Roane) -E- 10,054 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone �st and second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at  Council Chambers 
offices close Saturday all day , all year 
615--882-9414 
Zip Code 3 7 748 
Mayor A .  B .  ·Foster 
V-May���ill Gibson 
Ald� �ade H .  Honeycutt 
Ald Ben B .  Hamilton 






Ald Olin 0 .  Williams Tr 
Ald W .  D .  McCluen RBCh 
codnr-BI -J-olm s. Ifonly.�e.n\"i '\=J..,.'l.C'"� � .s .s RD 
Clk Margaret Turbyville . HBCh 
Atty 
Jg 
Elmer L .  Eblen 




James D .  Mathis 
Bennie F. Hamilton 




Fain Bennett  
A .  G .  Stuehser 
Clyde Blasengame 
!OWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- 2,147 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 10/67 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Phone 615--374-2576 










C .  D .  Harper (CFin) FC-HBCh 
Ga,, le Crag� (CPW)J;rni.s B'. �"SWW-SSP 
Woodson Vance (CF, CP) DH 
Mrs . Gladys M .  Carter SS 
James Donoho RBCh 
Clayton Parker PCCh 
Flint J .  Webb BI 
Dr. E. K. Bratton TA 
George A .  Holder 
James Cunningham 
Grover T .  Lentz 
James A. Donoho 
Cancel L .  Dixon 




TOWN OF HENDERSON ( Ches ter) -W- 2,691 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 9 /68 Phone 901--989-2201 
Second Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 









James H .  Record 















Zip Code 38340 
Willard E .  Smith 
James H. Record 
Luther Scott 
Gene A .  Maness 
A. R. Orr 
Warren Garner 
Charles R .  Fitts 
Otis Covington 
!.OWN OF HENNING (Lauderdale) -W- 466 F .Yr . 4 / 30 Elec . 5/69 Phone 901--738-2952 
First Monday each month , 7 :30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day) all year 
Mayor Sam F .  Johnston Ald 
Ald c. s .  Craver CR-Tr 
Ald John Caldwell Atty 
Ald Billy Brandon Mar 
Ald Tommy Burns sww 
Ald Lawrence Hamil SS 
29 
Zip Code 38041 
Max Harvey 
Mrs . Thomas E .  Burns 
Thomas J .  Caldwell 
Leroy Sellers 
W. H. Bradford 
Tommy Burns 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) -E- 14,060 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--638-3138 











��. 51�·�1�n b)� e\\+ 
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.L - G..-Wr.-.etl � l'�\..�v d 13 0�1 
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TOWN OF HENDERSON ( Ches ter) -W- 2,691 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 9 /68 Phone 901--989-2201 
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Zip Code 38340 
Willard E .  Smith 
James H. Record 
Luther Scott 
Gene A .  Maness 
A. R. Orr 
Warren Garner 
Charles R .  Fitts 
Otis Covington 
!.OWN OF HENNING (Lauderdale) -W- 466 F .Yr . 4 / 30 Elec . 5/69 Phone 901--738-2952 
First Monday each month , 7 :30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day) all year 
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29 
Zip Code 38041 
Max Harvey 
Mrs . Thomas E .  Burns 
Thomas J .  Caldwell 
Leroy Sellers 
W. H. Bradford 
Tommy Burns 
TOWN OF HENRY (Henry) --.J- 283 F .  Y r .  6 /30 Elec .  5/69 Pi10ne 901--243-2431 
------------···----- - -- ·----·-- · --··--- · · •"··-··-·-· 
··-·-- --
·
--· -· ···----- ·------ -- --;:;-;;-:--..... Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City llall Zip Code 38231 
Mayor Glen Lipps Ald 
Ald R .  M .  Dillahunty CR 
Ald c .  w .  Bowers sww 
Ald John Anderson Mar 
TO\,.,IN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 179 F . Yr . 
�Ieetings held on call 
Mayor John Oldham Ald 
V-ifay Thomas Fawcett Ald 
Ald Paul Woods Clk 
Ald Atty 
Ald Jimmie Chambers Mar 




J .  L .  Rawls 
Elec . Phone 
Zip Code 
Stanton White ,  Sr .  
W .  O .  Davis 
Robert Haralson 
E .  G .  Harris ,� 
Emanuel Kelley 
38042 -
..Q.lTY QF HOHENWALD (Lewis) -M- 3,151 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5/ 7 1  
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , a t  City Hall 
Phone 615--796-2231 
Zip Code 38462 
�fay or Dol Willis Eng w .  G .  Darden 
Coun R .  K .  Roney , J r .  FC E .  s .  Pollock 
Coun Carlos Holland HO ff Dr .  B .  J .  Smith 
Coun Dr . I .  G .  Hurt , Jr . Mar w .  A .  Bates 
Coun Clyde Black s s-sww R .  c. Spann 
CR-TA R .  c .  Spann SG Hubert C .  Milan 
Atty D .  D .  Humphrey , Jr .  CD R .  w .  Bouldin 
Clk Marguerite Hinson PC Ch E .  M. Adcox 
TOWN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carroll) -W- 592  F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/68 Phone 
Third Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 








Ben F. Palmer 














Mrs . Bob Clark 




R .  M .  Dodd 
Billy Dodd 
Zip Code 38342 
TOWN OF HORNBEAK (Obion) -W- 307 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 1/68 Phone 901--538-2282 -g;;tings on call , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38232 
J .  Kenson Williams Ald Tommy Ashley 
Warren Blackley Ald Bruce Cashon 
Dallas Hayes Ald Carney Johnson 
Dewey Darnell CR Bomer Clemmons 
TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 228 F . Y r . 6/XJ Elec . 1/68 Phone 901--658-2162 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Town Hall Zip Code 38044 
Mayor Robert W .  Chandler 
Ald Malcomb Weaver 
Ald .Jimmie Bek� "S1"h,\\��-.v--
Ald George Johnson 






...ll, S. M�W 111 rn }Qioow��'VIY/ �j � 
Woodrow Herriman 
.J:.oe Johrrson- �-,\\1- G-, <l� h-.-.)oliO'r\ 
--H. s. MeGH&t��\\'f � . ..:ro�"'->Ok 
Malcom Weaver 
CITY OF HUMBOLDT (Gibson) -W- 9,522 F . Yr . 12/31  Elec . 12/67 Phone 901-- 784-2511 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor Ernest Griggs RD 
Ald Herbert Schilling , Jr . BI 
Ald Joe Fly 0 dl.)....s. M\ \ \ \ g �"' CoP 
Ald Miss Annie Lou Cox FC 
Ald Thomas Mccaslin S cS 
Ald �a'l!'�fle± G;i;a-;7-:::r;�"' 5-1-uvb. \ \  SS 
Sec Herbert Schilling , Jr . EMgr 
Atty Senter & Senter SG-SWW 
Tr Mrs . George McDearmon PC Ch 
CD Joe Fly UBCh 
SSP Randolf Gammon HI 
TOWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 3,130 F . Yr . 3/31  
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 45 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Mayor 







GFoelter Wat:senW;\\,\AvY' e.�ol \1 CR-Tr 
iilly J, Par.H.s- �9...,.,, �� 'o.-\� Atty �1-as--Rcrgt"mrcl-f ��II\� A. M':.C o� \ ��oP 
Jimmie Boyd SU 
Lee Chance PCCh 
Dr .  Howard Johns 
Odell Wyatt 




Zip Code 38343 
E. H .  Gibson , Jr .  
R
arles Baker 
�VM� kol«j t.k 
R .  I .  Grace 
W i l l i am Sadler 
R .  D .  Goodrich 
Marvin Hill 
Billy Stone 
Turner 0. Lashlee 
A .  x .  Hunt 
Ernest Boals , Jr .  
Elec . 3/68 Phone 901--986-5212 
Zip Code 38344 
R .  C. Mulliniks 






TOWN OF HENRY (Henry) --.J- 283 F .  Y r .  6 /30 Elec .  5/69 Pi10ne 901--243-2431 
------------···----- - -- ·----·-- · --··--- · · •"··-··-·-· 
··-·-- --
·
--· -· ···----- ·------ -- --;:;-;;-:--..... Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City llall Zip Code 38231 
Mayor Glen Lipps Ald 
Ald R .  M .  Dillahunty CR 
Ald c .  w .  Bowers sww 
Ald John Anderson Mar 
TO\,.,IN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 179 F . Yr . 
�Ieetings held on call 
Mayor John Oldham Ald 
V-ifay Thomas Fawcett Ald 
Ald Paul Woods Clk 
Ald Atty 
Ald Jimmie Chambers Mar 




J .  L .  Rawls 
Elec . Phone 
Zip Code 
Stanton White ,  Sr .  
W .  O .  Davis 
Robert Haralson 
E .  G .  Harris ,� 
Emanuel Kelley 
38042 -
..Q.lTY QF HOHENWALD (Lewis) -M- 3,151 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5/ 7 1  
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , a t  City Hall 
Phone 615--796-2231 
Zip Code 38462 
�fay or Dol Willis Eng w .  G .  Darden 
Coun R .  K .  Roney , J r .  FC E .  s .  Pollock 
Coun Carlos Holland HO ff Dr .  B .  J .  Smith 
Coun Dr . I .  G .  Hurt , Jr . Mar w .  A .  Bates 
Coun Clyde Black s s-sww R .  c. Spann 
CR-TA R .  c .  Spann SG Hubert C .  Milan 
Atty D .  D .  Humphrey , Jr .  CD R .  w .  Bouldin 
Clk Marguerite Hinson PC Ch E .  M. Adcox 
TOWN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carroll) -W- 592  F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/68 Phone 
Third Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 








Ben F. Palmer 














Mrs . Bob Clark 




R .  M .  Dodd 
Billy Dodd 
Zip Code 38342 
TOWN OF HORNBEAK (Obion) -W- 307 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 1/68 Phone 901--538-2282 -g;;tings on call , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38232 
J .  Kenson Williams Ald Tommy Ashley 
Warren Blackley Ald Bruce Cashon 
Dallas Hayes Ald Carney Johnson 
Dewey Darnell CR Bomer Clemmons 
TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 228 F . Y r . 6/XJ Elec . 1/68 Phone 901--658-2162 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Town Hall Zip Code 38044 
Mayor Robert W .  Chandler 
Ald Malcomb Weaver 
Ald .Jimmie Bek� "S1"h,\\��-.v--
Ald George Johnson 






...ll, S. M�W 111 rn }Qioow��'VIY/ �j � 
Woodrow Herriman 
.J:.oe Johrrson- �-,\\1- G-, <l� h-.-.)oliO'r\ 
--H. s. MeGH&t��\\'f � . ..:ro�"'->Ok 
Malcom Weaver 
CITY OF HUMBOLDT (Gibson) -W- 9,522 F . Yr . 12/31  Elec . 12/67 Phone 901-- 784-2511 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor Ernest Griggs RD 
Ald Herbert Schilling , Jr . BI 
Ald Joe Fly 0 dl.)....s. M\ \ \ \ g �"' CoP 
Ald Miss Annie Lou Cox FC 
Ald Thomas Mccaslin S cS 
Ald �a'l!'�fle± G;i;a-;7-:::r;�"' 5-1-uvb. \ \  SS 
Sec Herbert Schilling , Jr . EMgr 
Atty Senter & Senter SG-SWW 
Tr Mrs . George McDearmon PC Ch 
CD Joe Fly UBCh 
SSP Randolf Gammon HI 
TOWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 3,130 F . Yr . 3/31  
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 45 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Mayor 







GFoelter Wat:senW;\\,\AvY' e.�ol \1 CR-Tr 
iilly J, Par.H.s- �9...,.,, �� 'o.-\� Atty �1-as--Rcrgt"mrcl-f ��II\� A. M':.C o� \ ��oP 
Jimmie Boyd SU 
Lee Chance PCCh 
Dr .  Howard Johns 
Odell Wyatt 




Zip Code 38343 
E. H .  Gibson , Jr .  
R
arles Baker 
�VM� kol«j t.k 
R .  I .  Grace 
W i l l i am Sadler 
R .  D .  Goodrich 
Marvin Hill 
Billy Stone 
Turner 0. Lashlee 
A .  x .  Hunt 
Ernest Boals , Jr .  
Elec . 3/68 Phone 901--986-5212 
Zip Code 38344 
R .  C. Mulliniks 






TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 633 F . Yr . 12 /31 Elec . 8/ 6 7  Phone 615--469-7702 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Zip Code 37345 -
Mayor �e�ay.na .J a.'(Y'\ Q. � Rit-�ci Ald t���Ae���� 
Ald Homer A .  Adams CR Ray Inglis 
Ald Charles A. Collins Mgr-FC 
Ald J .  B .  Russekl CoP 
Ald � �"'�c.\'\ Sc..\v�\\'Y >S-$wv./ 
Charles Ta,Ylor M <I o  1-1 S"te �J< J e..� 
TOWN OF HUNTSVILLE (Scott) -E- 387 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6/68 Phone 615--663-215 7 





George R .  Potter 
D. B .  Walker 
W .  E .  York 




Zip Code 37 756 
Thomas H. Crowley 
W .  E .  York 
Don Stansberry 
TOWN OF IRON CITY (Lawrence) -M- 511 F . Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 615--845-4410 





Charles Gene Etheredge 
Buford Moore 
W .  B .  Lumpkins , Sr .  







Charles Gene Etheredge 
A. D .  Lindsey 
JACKSON (Madison) -W- 38,476 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6/ 7 1  Phone 901--4 27-55ll 
Tuesday and Friday each week, 10 : 00 a . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 












Robert D .  Conger (CF , CFin, CP) DPZ 
Ben Langford (CE) Eng 
R .  E .  Bailey (CPW , CSt ,  CH) FC 
John L .  Spain CoP 
Russell Rice , S r .  ScS 
Walter Baker Harris Lib 
Duncan Demonbreun TA 
Charles Stanfill BI 
Boyd Fleming CD 
Bruce Bynum DH 
PI 
Richard E .  Duncan 
D .  W .  Allen 
Ben L .  Warlick 
Harvey Marcom 
Fred J .  S tanley 
Mrs . Ann Thurmond 
Roy Davis 
W. H .  Hearn 
Otto Melsa 
Harry Thomas 
J .  D .  Vandiver 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 1,957  F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  Phone 615--879-4315 








Ralph Taylor CR-Jg 
Kirby Johnson SWW-SG 
Casto Knepp CD 
Onie Chapman FC 
James H .  Qualls CoP 
Hutzell Taubert PCCh 
Porter L .  Wilson 
Woodrow S tinson 
Bob G .  Ledbetter 
Arthur Dayhuff 
Denton Bruden 
Robert T .  Beaty 
cf [f\'-llSBO� q (c��f1�1j) ·TC- J'noo�, i.t-)v �� V..�-tY- TGfs �-fD( �t se'f ' 
:f'."°" �l G-e� f}IJ  ]}i i \  C1i'�t� 
��'rf"y (3"',.,.J ' �  -fM� �-m � .  C \ otte.. ltt.Y' )�e."'+- fcw�Y-5 
' 
TOWN OF JASPER (Marion) -E- 1,686 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 'F'ii-st and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at  Town Office 








Ed Ahl� '{N-.,J";.v-< Y'< .\v..vV\� Y' FC 
Corey Sharp SWW 
Buford Graham BI 
A, c .  Cen<k-a,.d-r-.Jiory fJlAsh'n PCCh 
Mrs . Jo Ann Jones PI 
Paul Swafford 
Zip Code 37347 
Lewis F. Brown 
Ralph W .  Piercy 
Morris E .  Burton 
John Cureton 
Wilson C .  Piercy 






















Everett Moyers RBCh 
W .  P .  Graham RD 
Clyde Pike FC 
��f)Jb(rl- I'\. S l o�" CoP 
Carroll Hostetter PCCh 
-A, IL ·lia"r"ring� c. :f, P-a.v·, } BI 
J. Brice Wisecarver 
Charles Catlett ,  Jr .  
Bill Quarles 
� f?o'i1e.rt \<,'�LY 
ify..,.... I kyt� 
J .  G .  Newman 
Hugh T .  Swann 
CITY OF JELLICO (Campbell) -E- 2,210 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 1/68 Phone 615--4 24-6351 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 











. B .  Forman '-\- 1.�- 't>> ) J  
Johnny Faulkner 
Rev . Paul Light 
Clifford Douglas 
Frank Hicks 
Paul Harp (3 \ �' II. t)owney Y\f 'fn ,  � · �·I Q. Y 
Charles Douglas 











B .  L .  Branam 
W .  C .  Duel 




A .  B .  Forman 
Hoyt Morton 
Rev . J .  E .  Hatfield 
�  Q,J--� � "'-"-� �  '-\ )..'-\ - lei � G\_ \i 
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TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 633 F . Yr . 12 /31 Elec . 8/ 6 7  Phone 615--469-7702 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , all year 
Zip Code 37345 -
Mayor �e�ay.na .J a.'(Y'\ Q. � Rit-�ci Ald t���Ae���� 
Ald Homer A .  Adams CR Ray Inglis 
Ald Charles A. Collins Mgr-FC 
Ald J .  B .  Russekl CoP 
Ald � �"'�c.\'\ Sc..\v�\\'Y >S-$wv./ 
Charles Ta,Ylor M <I o  1-1 S"te �J< J e..� 
TOWN OF HUNTSVILLE (Scott) -E- 387 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6/68 Phone 615--663-215 7 





George R .  Potter 
D. B .  Walker 
W .  E .  York 




Zip Code 37 756 
Thomas H. Crowley 
W .  E .  York 
Don Stansberry 
TOWN OF IRON CITY (Lawrence) -M- 511 F . Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 615--845-4410 





Charles Gene Etheredge 
Buford Moore 
W .  B .  Lumpkins , Sr .  







Charles Gene Etheredge 
A. D .  Lindsey 
JACKSON (Madison) -W- 38,476 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6/ 7 1  Phone 901--4 27-55ll 
Tuesday and Friday each week, 10 : 00 a . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 












Robert D .  Conger (CF , CFin, CP) DPZ 
Ben Langford (CE) Eng 
R .  E .  Bailey (CPW , CSt ,  CH) FC 
John L .  Spain CoP 
Russell Rice , S r .  ScS 
Walter Baker Harris Lib 
Duncan Demonbreun TA 
Charles Stanfill BI 
Boyd Fleming CD 
Bruce Bynum DH 
PI 
Richard E .  Duncan 
D .  W .  Allen 
Ben L .  Warlick 
Harvey Marcom 
Fred J .  S tanley 
Mrs . Ann Thurmond 
Roy Davis 
W. H .  Hearn 
Otto Melsa 
Harry Thomas 
J .  D .  Vandiver 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 1,957  F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec .  Phone 615--879-4315 








Ralph Taylor CR-Jg 
Kirby Johnson SWW-SG 
Casto Knepp CD 
Onie Chapman FC 
James H .  Qualls CoP 
Hutzell Taubert PCCh 
Porter L .  Wilson 
Woodrow S tinson 
Bob G .  Ledbetter 
Arthur Dayhuff 
Denton Bruden 
Robert T .  Beaty 
cf [f\'-llSBO� q (c��f1�1j) ·TC- J'noo�, i.t-)v �� V..�-tY- TGfs �-fD( �t se'f ' 
:f'."°" �l G-e� f}IJ  ]}i i \  C1i'�t� 
��'rf"y (3"',.,.J ' �  -fM� �-m � .  C \ otte.. ltt.Y' )�e."'+- fcw�Y-5 
' 
TOWN OF JASPER (Marion) -E- 1,686 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 'F'ii-st and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at  Town Office 








Ed Ahl� '{N-.,J";.v-< Y'< .\v..vV\� Y' FC 
Corey Sharp SWW 
Buford Graham BI 
A, c .  Cen<k-a,.d-r-.Jiory fJlAsh'n PCCh 
Mrs . Jo Ann Jones PI 
Paul Swafford 
Zip Code 37347 
Lewis F. Brown 
Ralph W .  Piercy 
Morris E .  Burton 
John Cureton 
Wilson C .  Piercy 






















Everett Moyers RBCh 
W .  P .  Graham RD 
Clyde Pike FC 
��f)Jb(rl- I'\. S l o�" CoP 
Carroll Hostetter PCCh 
-A, IL ·lia"r"ring� c. :f, P-a.v·, } BI 
J. Brice Wisecarver 
Charles Catlett ,  Jr .  
Bill Quarles 
� f?o'i1e.rt \<,'�LY 
ify..,.... I kyt� 
J .  G .  Newman 
Hugh T .  Swann 
CITY OF JELLICO (Campbell) -E- 2,210 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 1/68 Phone 615--4 24-6351 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 











. B .  Forman '-\- 1.�- 't>> ) J  
Johnny Faulkner 
Rev . Paul Light 
Clifford Douglas 
Frank Hicks 
Paul Harp (3 \ �' II. t)owney Y\f 'fn ,  � · �·I Q. Y 
Charles Douglas 











B .  L .  Branam 
W .  C .  Duel 




A .  B .  Forman 
Hoyt Morton 
Rev . J .  E .  Hatfield 
�  Q,J--� � "'-"-� �  '-\ )..'-\ - lei � G\_ \i 
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CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 34,712 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 
First and third Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 

















Hal Littleford, Jr. 




James M. Mosier 
Calvin Guthrie 
James H. Epps, III 




Carl A. Johnson 















TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1,197 F.Yr.4/30 






Lyle T. Haws CR 
Jud s on g]fi,Q.Ffi't-EHl f 'n,_Hf L . /;\� .,K; ""�Q.y'.FC 
Jack A. Smith CD 
Scott Vines CoP 
w..l�m-Mi-H-eT J .\.,<. k c.�'I\ I .. y ss-sww 
(Gibson & 
Fred Weaver 
C. E. Mullenix 
Joe Jared 
A. E. Cornett T { �a�i;..,Les-�-i-nei � .Y L . � "'"" 
Edward D. Seaton 
Calvin Frey 
John Diel 
c. H. Mccorkle 
Dewey Kelly 
Robert L. Cross 
David R. Ornduff 
Elec.4/68 Phone 615--753-3311 
Zip Code 37659 
Norman C. Francis 
George Campbell 
Keith Honaker 
Dennis Leon Gray, Sr. 
TOWN OF KENTON Obion) -W 1,095 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 Phone 901--749-5767 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all 
Mayor Ray Hollomon 
Ald Thomas Cherry 
Ald R. W. Newmon 
Ald A. F. Lynn, Jr. 
Ald L. A. Baucom 
Ald Leonard Dedlow 
Ald Joe M. Warren 










Zip Code 38233 
A. F. Newmon 
Clyde Howard 
B. L. Mullins 
L. A. Baucom 
R. D. Story 
R. w .  Newmon 
Kyle Bugg 
615--837-6284 TOWN OF *KIMBALL (Marion) -E- 716 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.2/69 Phone 
�rth Thursday each month, 7 :00 ·p .m., at Community Center Zip Code 37380 
G. H. Bennett, Jr. 





Mrs. G. H. Bennett, Jr. 
*Address: Box 12, South Pittsburg, Tennessee 
(Hawkins & 
CITY OF KINGSPORT Sullivan) -E- 33,767 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 615--245-5131 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 















Joseph H. Lewis TA 
T. M. Divine DPS-CD 
Fred Gillette SSP 
Charles B. Dttke-TV FY-�'(>.� G<b.St>11 BI 
John J. Cole FC 
C. K. Marsh 
E. L. Shelor 
William E. Weber 
H. Marvin Parsons 
Everette Dykes 
M. L. West 
Dr. Dana F. Swick 
Robert C. Clear 









CITY OF KINGSTON (Roane) -E- 4,319 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 
J. A. Godwin 
Robert Lee Eisenbise 
R. L. Collins 
Fred Grills 
C. M. Kenner 
S. K. Addington 
W. W. Cawood 
Lewis Long 
F. S. Key 
W. C. McHorris 
thee V.---Me&eWR-�r'C";"" W. 5;m� .S 9' ti 
T. Cal Hendrix 
Phone 615--376-6584 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 37763 
�- :�:�;r 8�. ��;��  T{(\._l;\.•"'1�ff 
Coun J. C. Parker (CFin) Eng 
Coun Theodore Wagner (SP) DPW 
Coun Leo C. Scalf (CH) WBCh 
Coun Ernest Barlow (CSt) CoP 
Coun William C. Carothers (DPZ) CD 
CR-SU R. H. Crowder RBCh-PCCh 
Clk Mrs. Elizabeth Reeves RD 
Atty-Jg W. L. Harwell BI 
Acct Oscar Taylor 
�TY OF KINGSTON SPRINGS �Cheatham) -M- 290 F. Yr. 6/30 
Last Monday each month, 8 : 00 p . rri .  , at Civic Club 
Mayor w .  R. Mays CR 
Comm John W. Frey Mgr 
Comm Terry Moore 
35 
Dr. Carollyn Beard 
Maynard Stout 
John Williams 






Elec.1/68 Phone 615--797-9210 
Zip Code 37082 
Edward W. Clark 
John Sweany 
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 34,712 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 
First and third Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 

















Hal Littleford, Jr. 




James M. Mosier 
Calvin Guthrie 
James H. Epps, III 




Carl A. Johnson 















TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1,197 F.Yr.4/30 






Lyle T. Haws CR 
Jud s on g]fi,Q.Ffi't-EHl f 'n,_Hf L . /;\� .,K; ""�Q.y'.FC 
Jack A. Smith CD 
Scott Vines CoP 
w..l�m-Mi-H-eT J .\.,<. k c.�'I\ I .. y ss-sww 
(Gibson & 
Fred Weaver 
C. E. Mullenix 
Joe Jared 
A. E. Cornett T { �a�i;..,Les-�-i-nei � .Y L . � "'"" 
Edward D. Seaton 
Calvin Frey 
John Diel 
c. H. Mccorkle 
Dewey Kelly 
Robert L. Cross 
David R. Ornduff 
Elec.4/68 Phone 615--753-3311 
Zip Code 37659 
Norman C. Francis 
George Campbell 
Keith Honaker 
Dennis Leon Gray, Sr. 
TOWN OF KENTON Obion) -W 1,095 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 Phone 901--749-5767 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all 
Mayor Ray Hollomon 
Ald Thomas Cherry 
Ald R. W. Newmon 
Ald A. F. Lynn, Jr. 
Ald L. A. Baucom 
Ald Leonard Dedlow 
Ald Joe M. Warren 










Zip Code 38233 
A. F. Newmon 
Clyde Howard 
B. L. Mullins 
L. A. Baucom 
R. D. Story 
R. w .  Newmon 
Kyle Bugg 
615--837-6284 TOWN OF *KIMBALL (Marion) -E- 716 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.2/69 Phone 
�rth Thursday each month, 7 :00 ·p .m., at Community Center Zip Code 37380 
G. H. Bennett, Jr. 





Mrs. G. H. Bennett, Jr. 
*Address: Box 12, South Pittsburg, Tennessee 
(Hawkins & 
CITY OF KINGSPORT Sullivan) -E- 33,767 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 615--245-5131 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 















Joseph H. Lewis TA 
T. M. Divine DPS-CD 
Fred Gillette SSP 
Charles B. Dttke-TV FY-�'(>.� G<b.St>11 BI 
John J. Cole FC 
C. K. Marsh 
E. L. Shelor 
William E. Weber 
H. Marvin Parsons 
Everette Dykes 
M. L. West 
Dr. Dana F. Swick 
Robert C. Clear 









CITY OF KINGSTON (Roane) -E- 4,319 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 
J. A. Godwin 
Robert Lee Eisenbise 
R. L. Collins 
Fred Grills 
C. M. Kenner 
S. K. Addington 
W. W. Cawood 
Lewis Long 
F. S. Key 
W. C. McHorris 
thee V.---Me&eWR-�r'C";"" W. 5;m� .S 9' ti 
T. Cal Hendrix 
Phone 615--376-6584 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 37763 
�- :�:�;r 8�. ��;��  T{(\._l;\.•"'1�ff 
Coun J. C. Parker (CFin) Eng 
Coun Theodore Wagner (SP) DPW 
Coun Leo C. Scalf (CH) WBCh 
Coun Ernest Barlow (CSt) CoP 
Coun William C. Carothers (DPZ) CD 
CR-SU R. H. Crowder RBCh-PCCh 
Clk Mrs. Elizabeth Reeves RD 
Atty-Jg W. L. Harwell BI 
Acct Oscar Taylor 
�TY OF KINGSTON SPRINGS �Cheatham) -M- 290 F. Yr. 6/30 
Last Monday each month, 8 : 00 p . rri .  , at Civic Club 
Mayor w .  R. Mays CR 
Comm John W. Frey Mgr 
Comm Terry Moore 
35 
Dr. Carollyn Beard 
Maynard Stout 
John Williams 






Elec.1/68 Phone 615--797-9210 
Zip Code 37082 
Edward W. Clark 
John Sweany 
615--523-2151 CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 179,973 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.11/67 Phone 
Zip Code 37902 -Every other Tuesday each month, 7:00 p. m. , at Civic Auditorium 





















Leonard R. Rogers ScS 
��Koe-S"loey 1-( .i & �'Y��� Si1:FC 
George C. Sliger Eng 
David Blumberg PA 
Cas Walker PCCh 
...lehn MeGalli�YS,� Yni'-' eJ>Carml>r:'ib 
Milton E. Roberts, Sr. TA 
Alex Harkness SSP 
Ralph Longmire RD 
.Jemaekaa Hz &1.¥ffte4:-t� 1� . F'it'\ \t,.y DPZ 
Jesse W. Butler DPers 
John H. Murrian (Acting) Comp 
Roy I. Gentry 
Dr. Olin L. Adams, 
John P. Anderton 
James P. Futrell 
Charles 0. Currier 
W. E. Cole 
Donald C. Potter 
Robert Patty 
James W. Whisman, 
Maynard Glenn 
Wm. C. McCammon 
J. L. Goebel 
Edward C. Snoddy Knoxville Utilities Board 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Mrs. Irene B. Baker 
Harry Huskisson 
Leonard Dow 
Chm Thomas I. Stephenson, Jr. 
-l.@n-W, e.a¥e� C "'•/\' '<If y. i <t) \, 1 
Bobby L. Shoffner 
GenMgr M. B. Whitaker 
EMgr C. E. Tarwater 
SG P. B. Winchel 
sww 
SAccts 
Ernest D. Hawkins 
Edwin C. Hoskins 
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon) -M- 1,900 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 5/68 Phone 615--666-2194 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p. m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37083 
Mayor F. o .  Harris CR Dewey Jent 
V-May Dr. Jack Clark CoP Jim Wheeler 
Coun H. L. Goodall Atty c .  R. Jent 
Coun Charles Gregory FC-CD F. o .  Harris 
Coun R. c .  Gregory SWW-SG Guy Carter 
Coun Chester Blankenship Jg Joe Wilson 
Phone 615--562-3731 _ CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) E- 7,130 F.Yr.9/30 Elec. 11/67 
Zip Code 37766 First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 











.Wan 8 �a. ((· 1 C' � � \ \ t. Y _ C£� M. u. :!eeM CCFin)P,.,:r-...,s R r��Mgr 
�!h lr.. E_l �c.vjJ'ft'd FC 
&-, C. AHey 'fib"N'\.H� �.l�V'l'Ott; .J'C'", SS 
Bill J;)ow-srC.h�v,�..S T. T6..y } oi--" CD 
MH, Wti'fida "Qew&r\'.l'.€.M l+c:,'nc. \ I  SWW 
Frank Dossett Lib 
�lJee- q) . "€ ,  M",\<'..h� l )  PCCh 
PB Ch 
William H. Dossett 
36 
Roy Beever 
Leonard E. Watson S �  2. - "3" 3'  I (ci 
G. H. Lovely ...--...RanQ.a..l.l-P-&r-k&FCho� .l l)."( \ \'Iv' 
Charles R. Wright, Jr. 
Clyde Wolfenbarger 
Rose C. Pelizzari 
Ray Bolton 
C. W. Phillips 
TOWN OF LAGRANGE (Fayette) -W- 217 F. Yr.12/31 Elec. 
�st Wednesday each month, 7:30 p. m. , at Town Hall 
�ayor F. M. Parham Ald 
p.ld w .  E. Burch Ald 
Ald w .  B. Franklin CR 
Ald J. F. McNamee Mar 
p.ld James Cowan 
Phone 
Zip Code 
Tom R. Beasley 
John McNeill 
Lebert R. Baker 
Dan Talley 
TOWN OF LAKE CITY Anderson -E- 1 995 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.10/67 Phone 








____ __,_ 3"' � � \( E \ \ � d"\'t-
. -
William R. Allen 
·Reho� G.i.�,\ C. .  I<\� .s o  Y\ 
Dr. John Burrell 
Donald R. Pemberton 
Clarence Houck 
Graydon H. Lovely 










Phil C. Mason 






Harry Lee Watts 
38046 
£.!TY OF *LAKEWOOD (Davidson) -M- 1,896 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 Phone 615--847-2187 
First and third Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 




c .  L. Ferrell 







H. Phillip Saddler 
Joe Patterson** 
Dr. E. B. Rhea 
*Address: City Hall, P. 0. Box 125, Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Address: 1807 Overton St., Old Hickory, Tennessee 
37 
615--523-2151 CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 179,973 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.11/67 Phone 
Zip Code 37902 -Every other Tuesday each month, 7:00 p. m. , at Civic Auditorium 





















Leonard R. Rogers ScS 
��Koe-S"loey 1-( .i & �'Y��� Si1:FC 
George C. Sliger Eng 
David Blumberg PA 
Cas Walker PCCh 
...lehn MeGalli�YS,� Yni'-' eJ>Carml>r:'ib 
Milton E. Roberts, Sr. TA 
Alex Harkness SSP 
Ralph Longmire RD 
.Jemaekaa Hz &1.¥ffte4:-t� 1� . F'it'\ \t,.y DPZ 
Jesse W. Butler DPers 
John H. Murrian (Acting) Comp 
Roy I. Gentry 
Dr. Olin L. Adams, 
John P. Anderton 
James P. Futrell 
Charles 0. Currier 
W. E. Cole 
Donald C. Potter 
Robert Patty 
James W. Whisman, 
Maynard Glenn 
Wm. C. McCammon 
J. L. Goebel 
Edward C. Snoddy Knoxville Utilities Board 
Jr. 
Jr. 
Mrs. Irene B. Baker 
Harry Huskisson 
Leonard Dow 
Chm Thomas I. Stephenson, Jr. 
-l.@n-W, e.a¥e� C "'•/\' '<If y. i <t) \, 1 
Bobby L. Shoffner 
GenMgr M. B. Whitaker 
EMgr C. E. Tarwater 
SG P. B. Winchel 
sww 
SAccts 
Ernest D. Hawkins 
Edwin C. Hoskins 
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon) -M- 1,900 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 5/68 Phone 615--666-2194 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p. m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37083 
Mayor F. o .  Harris CR Dewey Jent 
V-May Dr. Jack Clark CoP Jim Wheeler 
Coun H. L. Goodall Atty c .  R. Jent 
Coun Charles Gregory FC-CD F. o .  Harris 
Coun R. c .  Gregory SWW-SG Guy Carter 
Coun Chester Blankenship Jg Joe Wilson 
Phone 615--562-3731 _ CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) E- 7,130 F.Yr.9/30 Elec. 11/67 
Zip Code 37766 First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 











.Wan 8 �a. ((· 1 C' � � \ \ t. Y _ C£� M. u. :!eeM CCFin)P,.,:r-...,s R r��Mgr 
�!h lr.. E_l �c.vjJ'ft'd FC 
&-, C. AHey 'fib"N'\.H� �.l�V'l'Ott; .J'C'", SS 
Bill J;)ow-srC.h�v,�..S T. T6..y } oi--" CD 
MH, Wti'fida "Qew&r\'.l'.€.M l+c:,'nc. \ I  SWW 
Frank Dossett Lib 
�lJee- q) . "€ ,  M",\<'..h� l )  PCCh 
PB Ch 
William H. Dossett 
36 
Roy Beever 
Leonard E. Watson S �  2. - "3" 3'  I (ci 
G. H. Lovely ...--...RanQ.a..l.l-P-&r-k&FCho� .l l)."( \ \'Iv' 
Charles R. Wright, Jr. 
Clyde Wolfenbarger 
Rose C. Pelizzari 
Ray Bolton 
C. W. Phillips 
TOWN OF LAGRANGE (Fayette) -W- 217 F. Yr.12/31 Elec. 
�st Wednesday each month, 7:30 p. m. , at Town Hall 
�ayor F. M. Parham Ald 
p.ld w .  E. Burch Ald 
Ald w .  B. Franklin CR 
Ald J. F. McNamee Mar 
p.ld James Cowan 
Phone 
Zip Code 
Tom R. Beasley 
John McNeill 
Lebert R. Baker 
Dan Talley 
TOWN OF LAKE CITY Anderson -E- 1 995 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.10/67 Phone 








____ __,_ 3"' � � \( E \ \ � d"\'t-
. -
William R. Allen 
·Reho� G.i.�,\ C. .  I<\� .s o  Y\ 
Dr. John Burrell 
Donald R. Pemberton 
Clarence Houck 
Graydon H. Lovely 










Phil C. Mason 






Harry Lee Watts 
38046 
£.!TY OF *LAKEWOOD (Davidson) -M- 1,896 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/69 Phone 615--847-2187 
First and third Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 




c .  L. Ferrell 







H. Phillip Saddler 
Joe Patterson** 
Dr. E. B. Rhea 
*Address: City Hall, P. 0. Box 125, Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Address: 1807 Overton St., Old Hickory, Tennessee 
37 
CITY OF LAWRENCEBURG (Lawrence) -M- 9,485 F . Yr . 6 /30 












0 .  C .  Graves 
Billy Helton (CFin) 
William E .  Boston 
John F .  Morrison 
J .  W .  Durham 
Martha Potts 
A. P .  Rigsby 
R .  G .  Dunn 
W .  T .  Webb 
EMgr 
SS 








Elec . 5 / 71  Phone 615--762-4450 
Zip Code 38464---... 
D .  H .  Truitt 
Oscar Boss ham 
Robert Hood 
J .  w .  Daniels 
Lloyd Comer 
John Roberts 
w. F. Alexander 
Delbert Leo Troup 
CITY OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 11,171 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 10/67  Phone 615--444-6300 
First and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Courtroom Zip Code 37087 
Mayor Charles D .  Loyd BI Ernest P .  Belcher ,  Jr. 
Ald John R .  Hatcher Eng w .  G .  Neal 
Ald Kenneth 0 .  Les ter , Jr . HBCh Pierce Dodson 
Ald J .  c .  Johnson HO f f  Dr .  Kenneth Tilley 
Ald Frank Coles PCCh John D .  Greer 
Atty Vincent Cason RB Ch Dr . T .  J .  Gallaher 
Jg Richard Brodhead sww John J .  Martin, S r .  
CF in Jack Bixler TA George Hodges 
CPW Jesse F .  Coe DH James Rhea Clemmons 
CoP Lawuel Jones FC Reid Maj or 
CD Jerry McFarland 
CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 6,080 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 12 /68 Phone 615--986-2227 
Second and fourth Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Zip Code 37771  
Mayor R .  M .  Ledbetter 
V-May Nathan Tinder 
Ald William Ghormley 
Ald Erskin Foshee 
Ald Joe Grayson 
Ald Don Kelley 
Ald Curtis Keener 
CR Henry C .  Foster 
Atty Thomas F .  Ingram 
PC Ch Dr .  Walter Shea 
SS Tom Mccarroll 












J .  Guy Buckner 
Ed Summitt  
Lester C .  Brabson 
Mrs . T .  E .  Mills 
Harold Duff 
Cecil Cusick 
R. M .  Ledbetter 
CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 7,007 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . 5 /69 �st and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Phone 615--359-1544 




















Dr . J .  C .  Leonard RD 
James W .  Endsley CD 
Edd Little SS 
-Gw-.r-t.;i.s-R-.-Wa.t..t;�s/t\ \<.o \ � B Yb."' d 1m Co P 
Thurman Thompson EMgr 
Judy Beddingfield BI-SSP 
William Mayes 
Leonard B .  Adams 
J . M .  Taylor 






F .  H .  Minturn 
Neil Hardison 
2.7<D I 
CITY OF LEXINGTON (Henderson) -W- 4,892 F . Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 9 /67  Phone 901--968-� 













J.aek lla:y l?�1'b)' .:r, U$.�ov-<'<l 
James Holcomb 
Rex Pope 
�Y' O ) i c. e.  \-\o..y >  
Truman Lewis , Jr . ...l...-M-r-&mv.e:i;;s.,-Jx.,.� \\t � J'oh.,.,5<?n 
-IL E. Baker \5\ \ \1 «\�� '(l/c..,A s  
James T .  Roberts 
H. B .  Bagwell 
Jack Hay 
Kay D .  Wyatt 













TOWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb) M- 336 F . Y r . 8/15 Elec . 













John Hicks Connally 
Wyatt Threadgill 
Truman Lewis , Jr .  
Paul Caywood 
Guy Hodgin 
W. P .  Veteto 
Lester Warren 
A. R .  Wallace , Jr .  
L .  T .  Hay 
James Holcomb 
J .  D .  Jones 
Sam A. Lewis 
Phone 615--536-3875 
Zip Code 37095 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perry) M- 1,086 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 12/67 Phone 615--589-2736 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day ,  all year 
Mayor Keith 
Ald F .' A .  
Ald Ralph 
Ald Billy 
Ald s .  B .  
Ald James 
Ald J .  R .  
L .  Dailey 
Godwin 












Zip Code 37096 
Arvell Ezell 





CITY OF LAWRENCEBURG (Lawrence) -M- 9,485 F . Yr . 6 /30 












0 .  C .  Graves 
Billy Helton (CFin) 
William E .  Boston 
John F .  Morrison 
J .  W .  Durham 
Martha Potts 
A. P .  Rigsby 
R .  G .  Dunn 
W .  T .  Webb 
EMgr 
SS 








Elec . 5 / 71  Phone 615--762-4450 
Zip Code 38464---... 
D .  H .  Truitt 
Oscar Boss ham 
Robert Hood 
J .  w .  Daniels 
Lloyd Comer 
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First and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Courtroom Zip Code 37087 
Mayor Charles D .  Loyd BI Ernest P .  Belcher ,  Jr. 
Ald John R .  Hatcher Eng w .  G .  Neal 
Ald Kenneth 0 .  Les ter , Jr . HBCh Pierce Dodson 
Ald J .  c .  Johnson HO f f  Dr .  Kenneth Tilley 
Ald Frank Coles PCCh John D .  Greer 
Atty Vincent Cason RB Ch Dr . T .  J .  Gallaher 
Jg Richard Brodhead sww John J .  Martin, S r .  
CF in Jack Bixler TA George Hodges 
CPW Jesse F .  Coe DH James Rhea Clemmons 
CoP Lawuel Jones FC Reid Maj or 
CD Jerry McFarland 
CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 6,080 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 12 /68 Phone 615--986-2227 
Second and fourth Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Zip Code 37771  
Mayor R .  M .  Ledbetter 
V-May Nathan Tinder 
Ald William Ghormley 
Ald Erskin Foshee 
Ald Joe Grayson 
Ald Don Kelley 
Ald Curtis Keener 
CR Henry C .  Foster 
Atty Thomas F .  Ingram 
PC Ch Dr .  Walter Shea 
SS Tom Mccarroll 












J .  Guy Buckner 
Ed Summitt  
Lester C .  Brabson 
Mrs . T .  E .  Mills 
Harold Duff 
Cecil Cusick 
R. M .  Ledbetter 
CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 7,007 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . 5 /69 �st and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Phone 615--359-1544 




















Dr . J .  C .  Leonard RD 
James W .  Endsley CD 
Edd Little SS 
-Gw-.r-t.;i.s-R-.-Wa.t..t;�s/t\ \<.o \ � B Yb."' d 1m Co P 
Thurman Thompson EMgr 
Judy Beddingfield BI-SSP 
William Mayes 
Leonard B .  Adams 
J . M .  Taylor 






F .  H .  Minturn 
Neil Hardison 
2.7<D I 
CITY OF LEXINGTON (Henderson) -W- 4,892 F . Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 9 /67  Phone 901--968-� 













J.aek lla:y l?�1'b)' .:r, U$.�ov-<'<l 
James Holcomb 
Rex Pope 
�Y' O ) i c. e.  \-\o..y >  
Truman Lewis , Jr . ...l...-M-r-&mv.e:i;;s.,-Jx.,.� \\t � J'oh.,.,5<?n 
-IL E. Baker \5\ \ \1 «\�� '(l/c..,A s  
James T .  Roberts 
H. B .  Bagwell 
Jack Hay 
Kay D .  Wyatt 













TOWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb) M- 336 F . Y r . 8/15 Elec . 













John Hicks Connally 
Wyatt Threadgill 
Truman Lewis , Jr .  
Paul Caywood 
Guy Hodgin 
W. P .  Veteto 
Lester Warren 
A. R .  Wallace , Jr .  
L .  T .  Hay 
James Holcomb 
J .  D .  Jones 
Sam A. Lewis 
Phone 615--536-3875 
Zip Code 37095 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perry) M- 1,086 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 12/67 Phone 615--589-2736 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day ,  all year 
Mayor Keith 
Ald F .' A .  
Ald Ralph 
Ald Billy 
Ald s .  B .  
Ald James 
Ald J .  R .  
L .  Dailey 
Godwin 












Zip Code 37096 
Arvell Ezell 





TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton) -M- 2,817 F . Yr . 8/31 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 









Charles N .  Eley 
W .  G .  Quarles 
Jack M. Roe 
B .  F .  Winningham 
Dolphus Jolly 
Glenn Webb 








Elec . 7 /68 Phone 615--823-4400 
Zip Code 38570---
John M .  Roberts 
Lester Hull 
Devoe Parrott 
E .  S .  Pryor 
Rhesa Hawkins 
D .  F .  Snyder 
Dr .  W .  G .  Quarles 
CITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -M- 449 F . Y r . 7 / 31 Elec . 5/69  Phone 615--593-2226 
Zip Code 37097 -First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 




Earl H .  Salhanye 




John R .  Bates 
Robert C .  Curl 
TOWN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN (Hamilton) -E- 1,817 F . Yr . 7/31 Elec . 7{68 Phone 615--821-3151 
First Tuesday each month , 4 : 00 p .m . , at Town Hall Zip Code 37350 







Charles W .  Wheland 
Nick F .  Senter 
Dyer Butterfield ,  Jr . 
James F .  Waterhouse 
W .  G .  Raoul, Jr .  






Walter S .  Jeffreys 





*Address : Suite 330 Pioneer Bldg . ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
CITY OF LORETTO (Lawrence) -M- 1,148 F .Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 5/70  Phone 615--853-6434 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Thomas L .  Green Jg Arthur White 
Comm Jimmy Brewer FC Henry Beckman 
Comm John Neidert CoP James McDow 
CR Mrs . o .  M. Hol t ,  Jr .  SU Eugene Guttery 
Atty Locke & Holtsford CD M .  L .  Gray 
40 
Zip Code 38469 
CITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E- 4,269 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . s;;ond Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Mayor Joe M .  Carter , Jr . FC 
comm Hamil Carey SS 
comm Ben Surrett sww 
CR Joe V .  Watkins CD 
Atty A .  M .  Fowler EMgr 
CoP Gerald Lane RB Ch 
RD Bert Ratledge PC Ch 
PB Ch w. F .  Zimmerman 
Phone 615--458-2202 
Zip Code 37774 





R. T .  Birkholz 
W .  E .  Huff , Jr .  
TOWN OF LUTTRELL (Union) -E- 880 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /68 Phone 615--992-5550 
Third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 3 7 7 79 
Mayor Earl Stowers Coun 
Coun J .  H .  Wyrick CR 
Coun Ed Washam Atty 
Coun Elmo Kitts CoP 
Coun Willis Hill Jg 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 564 F . Yr . 7 /31 Elec . 
Call meetings 






Max G .  Ervin 
Quinn Hill 






TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 362 F .Y r . 3/31 Elec . 4/69 







J .  D .  Page 






J .  Howard Collett 
Roy Booker 
Boyd Underwood 
Phone 615--759-7 743 
Zip Code 37352 
Quinn J .  Hill 










f!TY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 1,150 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 5 / 7 1  Phone 615--582-62ll 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close' Thursday afternoon , all year 
Mayor Basil E .  Florence CR 
Ald Hubert Luffman SS 
Ald Paul Bradford FC 
Ald Bobby Baker SWW-Mar-SSP 
Ald Doyle Dillingham 
Ald James R .  Buckner 
41 
Zip Code 37101 
E .  c .  Pullen 
N .  R .  Parchman 
Malcolm Ridings 
Leon S chreiber 
TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton) -M- 2,817 F . Yr . 8/31 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 









Charles N .  Eley 
W .  G .  Quarles 
Jack M. Roe 
B .  F .  Winningham 
Dolphus Jolly 
Glenn Webb 








Elec . 7 /68 Phone 615--823-4400 
Zip Code 38570---
John M .  Roberts 
Lester Hull 
Devoe Parrott 
E .  S .  Pryor 
Rhesa Hawkins 
D .  F .  Snyder 
Dr .  W .  G .  Quarles 
CITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -M- 449 F . Y r . 7 / 31 Elec . 5/69  Phone 615--593-2226 
Zip Code 37097 -First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 




Earl H .  Salhanye 




John R .  Bates 
Robert C .  Curl 
TOWN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN (Hamilton) -E- 1,817 F . Yr . 7/31 Elec . 7{68 Phone 615--821-3151 
First Tuesday each month , 4 : 00 p .m . , at Town Hall Zip Code 37350 







Charles W .  Wheland 
Nick F .  Senter 
Dyer Butterfield ,  Jr . 
James F .  Waterhouse 
W .  G .  Raoul, Jr .  






Walter S .  Jeffreys 





*Address : Suite 330 Pioneer Bldg . ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
CITY OF LORETTO (Lawrence) -M- 1,148 F .Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 5/70  Phone 615--853-6434 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Thomas L .  Green Jg Arthur White 
Comm Jimmy Brewer FC Henry Beckman 
Comm John Neidert CoP James McDow 
CR Mrs . o .  M. Hol t ,  Jr .  SU Eugene Guttery 
Atty Locke & Holtsford CD M .  L .  Gray 
40 
Zip Code 38469 
CITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E- 4,269 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . s;;ond Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Mayor Joe M .  Carter , Jr . FC 
comm Hamil Carey SS 
comm Ben Surrett sww 
CR Joe V .  Watkins CD 
Atty A .  M .  Fowler EMgr 
CoP Gerald Lane RB Ch 
RD Bert Ratledge PC Ch 
PB Ch w. F .  Zimmerman 
Phone 615--458-2202 
Zip Code 37774 





R. T .  Birkholz 
W .  E .  Huff , Jr .  
TOWN OF LUTTRELL (Union) -E- 880 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /68 Phone 615--992-5550 
Third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 3 7 7 79 
Mayor Earl Stowers Coun 
Coun J .  H .  Wyrick CR 
Coun Ed Washam Atty 
Coun Elmo Kitts CoP 
Coun Willis Hill Jg 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 564 F . Yr . 7 /31 Elec . 
Call meetings 






Max G .  Ervin 
Quinn Hill 






TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 362 F .Y r . 3/31 Elec . 4/69 







J .  D .  Page 






J .  Howard Collett 
Roy Booker 
Boyd Underwood 
Phone 615--759-7 743 
Zip Code 37352 
Quinn J .  Hill 










f!TY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 1,150 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 5 / 7 1  Phone 615--582-62ll 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close' Thursday afternoon , all year 
Mayor Basil E .  Florence CR 
Ald Hubert Luffman SS 
Ald Paul Bradford FC 
Ald Bobby Baker SWW-Mar-SSP 
Ald Doyle Dillingham 
Ald James R .  Buckner 
41 
Zip Code 37101 
E .  c .  Pullen 
N .  R .  Parchman 
Malcolm Ridings 
Leon S chreiber 
901--352- 2264 CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 4,580 F . Yr . 2/ 28 Elec . 2/68 Phone Zip Code 382oi--Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor 









..¥, I), Meei?e\1,\). 5e4v.bo'Y'OVv(j h CoP 
:Vaughn Law.i;:.enss- i·,\\ \-<.\v\.t'.. FC 
Boyd Blackburn , Jr .  ScS 
Joe Gooch WBCh 
Price McLean SWW 
John H .  Moseley PCCh 
.W.alter 1'reva�a�. �.Mt..'Do nb I d.  CD 
W .  H .  Dinwiddie HOff 




TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) -W- 285 F . Yr . 6 /30 





'�\�·� \ � � \co w  
Bj 1 1 y D Ro�&@l'l-
.Mara le �.Jo.ew P�-t �o� A 
Troy Kelly 
Ernest Ray Smith 







H .  B .  Brummitt 
James Gregg 
Joe Ward 
Mrs . Ruth Collins 
Dr . J .  T .  Holmes 
Mrs . Mary Hines 
Sam P .  Scarbrough 
Elec . 3 /69 Phone 901--986-4346 
Zip Code 38235 
William E .  O ' Neill 
James V .  Smith 
James V. Smith 
Phone 615--473-2452 CITY OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) -M- 10,479 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 12/67  Zip Code 37110 First and second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor 










Franklin P .  B lue 
Harold N .  Roney 
W .  Lynwood Smith (CP) 
Sam Martin , Jr . 
A .  J .  Ingle (CFin) 
Charles Keplinger ( CF) 
J .  C .  Panter (CSt) 
C .  E. Haston 
John H. Biddle 











B I  
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe) E 1,812 F . Y r . 9 / 30 
First Tuesday each quarter , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Paul Anderson CoP 
Ald Dr .  R .  c .  Kimbrough FC 
Ald Leon Harvey (CP) HOff-SG 
Ald Hugh R .  Stewart SS-CD 
Ald Taylor Howard sww 
Ald Kenneth White SSP 
CR-Jg Joe Jim Richards Lib 
Atty J .  D .  Lee 
PI  J .  H .  Arp 
42 









Virgil K .  Horton 
Elec . 9 I 68 Phone 615--442-2622 _ 
Zip Code 37354 
Guy Lewis 
Anderson Hatcher 
Dr . R .  C .  Kimbrough 
Taylor Howard 
Hugh R. Stewart 
Kenneth White 
Mrs . Ethel Callahan 
CITY OF MANCHESTER (Coffee) -M- 6,038 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5 /68 
First and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Phone 615--728-4652 












Clyde V .  Myers FC 
�11eyd-Mc.Maha-n.,-J� f y-a..." 'K. (;.,.;s"nlHOff 
Milton Jon�s ScS 
Jack Simon WBCh 
Jim Maj or 
Wann W .  Blackburn 
Talmage Tilley 
Mrs . Phillip Moffitt 
Stanley Rogers 


















G .  R .  Mahler 
John Collins 
CITY OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 5,812 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /69 Phone 901--587-2313 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38237 
Mayor c .  E .  Weldon CoP Cecil Levister 
Ald Bill Beard FC N .  B .  Williams 
Ald Willard Rooks SS Tom Winston 
Ald Fred Wade HO ff H .  G .  Edmondson 
Ald H .  c .  Brundige PC Ch James Corbitt 
CR Max Burchard SWW-SG Leon Williams 
Atty Harold Brundige SSP Oliver Miles 
BI Charles A .  Vowell 
CITY 'OF MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 12,021 F . Yr . 6 / JO Elec . 7/69 Phone 615--983-4012 













Joe B .  Montgomery , Jr . (CPW) 
Harold Copeland 
Lynn Shasteen 
F .  Rodney Lawler 
Roy D .  Crawford 











5P- � D 
Dr .  Julian C .  Lentz 
Herman Best 
J .  P .  Stewart 
Mrs . Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
��t;-t; /. II e, J L<!.O� 
Col . Merle Delaney 
Joe B .  Irwin 
W .  C .  Kennedy 
fY•-.-.\\. \Sv-c..d \ Q,1 
.!Q.WN OF MASON (Tipton) -W- 407 F .Y r . 12/31 Elec . 4 /69 Phone 
Second Monday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at Fire Hall Zip Code 38049 
Mayor J .  A. Whitaker Ald J .  D .  Ward Ald c. E .  Nash CR Mrs . Laura P .  O ' Kelly Ald w .  M .  Williamson , Jr . Atty John S .  Wilder Al ct c .  G .  Moseley sww c .  E .  Nash Ald N .  R .  Seay Mar Carl G .  Simpson Ald B .  P .  Atkins , Jr .  
43  
901--352- 2264 CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 4,580 F . Yr . 2/ 28 Elec . 2/68 Phone Zip Code 382oi--Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor 









..¥, I), Meei?e\1,\). 5e4v.bo'Y'OVv(j h CoP 
:Vaughn Law.i;:.enss- i·,\\ \-<.\v\.t'.. FC 
Boyd Blackburn , Jr .  ScS 
Joe Gooch WBCh 
Price McLean SWW 
John H .  Moseley PCCh 
.W.alter 1'reva�a�. �.Mt..'Do nb I d.  CD 
W .  H .  Dinwiddie HOff 




TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) -W- 285 F . Yr . 6 /30 





'�\�·� \ � � \co w  
Bj 1 1 y D Ro�&@l'l-
.Mara le �.Jo.ew P�-t �o� A 
Troy Kelly 
Ernest Ray Smith 







H .  B .  Brummitt 
James Gregg 
Joe Ward 
Mrs . Ruth Collins 
Dr . J .  T .  Holmes 
Mrs . Mary Hines 
Sam P .  Scarbrough 
Elec . 3 /69 Phone 901--986-4346 
Zip Code 38235 
William E .  O ' Neill 
James V .  Smith 
James V. Smith 
Phone 615--473-2452 CITY OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) -M- 10,479 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 12/67  Zip Code 37110 First and second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor 










Franklin P .  B lue 
Harold N .  Roney 
W .  Lynwood Smith (CP) 
Sam Martin , Jr . 
A .  J .  Ingle (CFin) 
Charles Keplinger ( CF) 
J .  C .  Panter (CSt) 
C .  E. Haston 
John H. Biddle 











B I  
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe) E 1,812 F . Y r . 9 / 30 
First Tuesday each quarter , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Paul Anderson CoP 
Ald Dr .  R .  c .  Kimbrough FC 
Ald Leon Harvey (CP) HOff-SG 
Ald Hugh R .  Stewart SS-CD 
Ald Taylor Howard sww 
Ald Kenneth White SSP 
CR-Jg Joe Jim Richards Lib 
Atty J .  D .  Lee 
PI  J .  H .  Arp 
42 









Virgil K .  Horton 
Elec . 9 I 68 Phone 615--442-2622 _ 
Zip Code 37354 
Guy Lewis 
Anderson Hatcher 
Dr . R .  C .  Kimbrough 
Taylor Howard 
Hugh R. Stewart 
Kenneth White 
Mrs . Ethel Callahan 
CITY OF MANCHESTER (Coffee) -M- 6,038 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5 /68 
First and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Phone 615--728-4652 
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Stanley Rogers 
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Ald Willard Rooks SS Tom Winston 
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Ald H .  c .  Brundige PC Ch James Corbitt 
CR Max Burchard SWW-SG Leon Williams 
Atty Harold Brundige SSP Oliver Miles 
BI Charles A .  Vowell 
CITY 'OF MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 12,021 F . Yr . 6 / JO Elec . 7/69 Phone 615--983-4012 













Joe B .  Montgomery , Jr . (CPW) 
Harold Copeland 
Lynn Shasteen 
F .  Rodney Lawler 
Roy D .  Crawford 











5P- � D 
Dr .  Julian C .  Lentz 
Herman Best 
J .  P .  Stewart 
Mrs . Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
��t;-t; /. II e, J L<!.O� 
Col . Merle Delaney 
Joe B .  Irwin 
W .  C .  Kennedy 
fY•-.-.\\. \Sv-c..d \ Q,1 
.!Q.WN OF MASON (Tipton) -W- 407 F .Y r . 12/31 Elec . 4 /69 Phone 
Second Monday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at Fire Hall Zip Code 38049 
Mayor J .  A. Whitaker Ald J .  D .  Ward Ald c. E .  Nash CR Mrs . Laura P .  O ' Kelly Ald w .  M .  Williamson , Jr . Atty John S .  Wilder Al ct c .  G .  Moseley sww c .  E .  Nash Ald N .  R .  Seay Mar Carl G .  Simpson Ald B .  P .  Atkins , Jr .  
43  
TOWN OF MAURY CITY (Crockett) -W- 624 F.Yr.4/30 Elec.5/69 Phone 901--656-2119 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 38050--
Offices close Wednesday all day, April through September 
Mayor Ben Buford CR Mrs. Ann Branch 
Ald J. M. Riddick ScS w .  B. Hargett 
Ald � Mar Casey Stallings 
Ald w .  P. Harper SS Cecil Turnage 
Ald Charles Jetton SWW-SG David Lee Riddick 
Ald Cecil Turnage 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE (Union) -E- 668 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/68 Phone 615--992-5414 







E. J. Steiner 
Kyle Richardson 
Ernest Bowman 
J. Howard Collett 




Zip Code 37807 
Clifford Stiner 
T. L .  McDonald 
E. J. Ailor 
Shirley Needham 
TOWN OF MEDINA (Gibson) -W- 722 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/67 Phone 







��ift�Y'b, w�.\k(ly CR 
Frsa J��#\Q."'� \<':�\v� )� FC 
� �� �011,c\- � , �....-'di- SS-SWW-Jg 
2 i Uy K.n�1*(.a'W\!b.\) \_\ �o. SC.j Mar 
Walker Graves CD 
Billy Jack Goodrich 
TOWN OF MEDON (Madison) -W- 97 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/68 







Mrs . P. E. Smith 
Mrs. Olis Arnold 







.Jal111-Sm.i-t?l1· C. . W a.\ � <!...,.. 




Mrs. Vera Wilson 




CITY OF MEMPHIS (Shelby) -W- 536,585 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.10/67 Phone 901--527-66ll 
rues.day each ·week, 2: 30 p .m., at ·city Hall Zip Code 38103 
offices close Saturday all day, all year Je'("Y"Ol d. ¥1. Mo �'f"<.. �cc..'() .,.. 'f L� Q, b  c._ A {)  �:sk W. J t\-Ci-
11ayor HiHis:m 13 . � ��\ �.S.�.-BI lUehare 1. Mu��""°)d C.. . AY'wo&d 
V-May Cla�ele-A. Ar1'!1e- 1 ..l;;A- ElecI Anthony Gallini �"" �. E. Sisee:n (Q>��\... C�4\evP I W. A. Taylor 
_egmm-C.s1""'"" ...1,..--&:-Erwtrr- (� TQ � � l d  ScS E. C. Stimbert 
.GemmCo"""........ ..Runee-t-b-ane, Ji"':""�)\\'f b .A.� I Jg Bernie Wienman (City) 
Atty l?at:riGk J0fms.e���\1i•"'"'�·;:Jg Miss Margaret Wilkinson 
Col? JI e. -Ma:C'donabr\.\((rl\.,-y L\A.)C. . Jg Kenneth A. Turner (Juvenile) 
Eng Thomas Maxson Jg Ray W. Churchill 
OPZ �cpoe. RBCh Harry Pierotti 
SSP James Cole l'A Norman Thompson yPfl/ t�� .. ��J�)C�l-l't"n 
RD Marion Hale CD W. G. Robbins ))��)� 0:1.L\\ �":!C". 
SP H. S. Lewis Tr John E .
. 
Lee l'l f'� ��W'lt:'l&hl\.v'J 
Lib Lamar Wallis PCCh Wayne Mink / J 
FC Eddie Hamilton Of� . f,n .. �k C. .  \\�\\({) ma.V\ 
SG Frank Thorn Light, Gas & Water Division 
.� ?- S- - ;,5�.J-.. 
Compt C. W. Crutchfield Pres James Ray Morton 
HO�f Dr. Eugene Fowinkle SWW J. J. Davis 
DH Waltei; Sibmmoa-s- EMgr C. L .  Osenbaugh 
PA Walter Joyce , i..S',ai��G H. s .  Jones 
0o'\j\,"" Le..w'i...s 'l .  \>� T\t-\ }()� ll!:.:' ::>  t.-0""'""' °'1w"� �� 1..,"<" eo\l� ()(}r1 �.,..A«J..v...IY!.b 
�"'- �<a•·r�d... \S \��c..h'"v. d lo � ..:!!' ·"T, · A \.."M. !o  lo"\"' £3\\\� \-\'(Mo.v-. 
(.\\), � f vc.J.. l- · 01).v , � C'o"'-"' ..:i �t.. s- L . ·�:\\t.rs e�-... .\)", o. �c-°'\\� �--' u ., ,  "Jy ,  TOWN OF MICHIE (McNairy) -W- 457 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. 8/68 Phone 901--689-3113 
Fourth Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Shaw's Restaurant Zip Code 38357 
Mayor 
Ald 
E. S. Howard 
Ernest Sandstrum . 
Ald 
CR 
J. D. South 
Haskell Manuel 
CITY OF MIDDLETON (Hardeman) -W- 461 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.2/69 Phone 901--376-8382 
Third Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 38052 
Mayor ' . Jasper Phillips Ald James Reeves 
Ald Francis L. Simpson, Jr. CR Harry Shelly 
Ald Charles Yopp Mar c. M. Campbell 
Ald John W. Neely 
CITY OF MILAN (Gibson) -W- 6,309 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.12/67 Phone 901--686-3301 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m. ; at City Hall Zip Code 38358 
















K .  A. McRee SS 
Richard Burrow, Jr. /}� PCCh 
-Grnuer C . M.�Fe�"l'!"j <.Pl�_sJq_,)"'Lib 
2sRssu: l:lgJ,.me.s.f"yrj (ft?:\.. .s l  ey TA 








Harold Crenshaw � 8 lo - J §" ::S ( 
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K .  A. McRee SS 
Richard Burrow, Jr. /}� PCCh 
-Grnuer C . M.�Fe�"l'!"j <.Pl�_sJq_,)"'Lib 
2sRssu: l:lgJ,.me.s.f"yrj (ft?:\.. .s l  ey TA 








Harold Crenshaw � 8 lo - J §" ::S ( 
Raymond Fuchs 
Jesse R. Douglas 
John D .  Denney 






(Hardin , Chester 
TOWN OF MILLEDGEVILLE & McNairy) -W- 350 F . Yr . 12 /31 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 





Joe L .  Hutton 
H .  D .  Bridges 
Faye Harwell 





CITY OF MILLINGTON (Shelby) -W- 19,071 F . Yr . 5/31 
First Monday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor Thomas F .  Hall 
Ald c. c. Hollingsworth 
Ald Charles Baker 
Ald Leonard Dunavant 
Ald L .  c .  Jackson 
Ald w .  s .  Howard 
Ald c. w .  Maley 
Ald w .  F .  McKelvy 
CR Mrs . Lois Uffelman 
TOWN OF MITCHELLVILLE (Sumner) -M- 184 






























A. E .  Hudson 
Elec . 1 2/68 Phone 901--872-3334 
Zip Code 38053---
James W .  Watson 
Charles W .  Pruitt 
Don Moncier 
Victor Pitts 
J .  G .  Miller 
Thomas L .  Goin 
Thomas H .  Hall 
L .  W. Miles 
Gordon Moffatt 
Elec . 12/68 Phone 
Zip 





TOWN OF MONTEAGLE Marion) -M- 775 F .  Y r .  6/30 Elec . 3/68 Phone 615--924-4653 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37356 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, and Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor 
Ald 
J .  E .  Walker , Jr .  I' Ald •D. J. 0-ampben,:J�vry �-n rt � � \ct CR �W!'R3-V@'r-l!7'/>\ 
}; 6 VV\ \ S tt.'r' 
Don Underhill 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam) -M- 2,297 F . Yr . 12 /31 Elec . 12/67  Phone 615--839-2323 -
First and second Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 











Elmer Parsons Atty -F.aymo�Hm�,hv.M ,  S-1�\.:,� e. FC 
Kenneth \laelea R.a7 W 'l::..'j BI-PI 
Harold Bagwell Mar 
-.Beecher P1:e£ee J'""D\.\Y\ fl,  L..� s k. SWW 
Dr .  C .  A .  Collins WBCh 
lfflve Wi:1:so1�W'�\l�Y e � W'V'1'1 � 'f'\  SS 
-H-a*e�l-SwaK11�W& D�v� 'N i \  H >VI PCCh 
J. K. wa*eF, J�wi""'r ��v.do\f*ssP 




J .  S .  Brown 
N .  K. Matthews 
Bill Vanderpool 




Zip Code 38574 
WN OF MORRISON Warren -M- 426 F. Yr .  6/ 30 Elec- . 
Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Jim Smoot 
H .  C .  Jacobs , Jr .  









Mrs . Gladys Jacobs 
37357 
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN (Hamblen) -E- 21,902 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 11/68 Phone 615--586-5554 First and third Tuesday each month , 4 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 















William A. Foard,  Jr .  
Ernest Farmer 
Joseph L .  Reed 
Dr .  William Rooney 
W .  V .  Ricker 
James Gratz 
James K .  Miller 58' 0 - "- s-<o ) 
E .  H .  Winstead 
J .  H .  Call 5S'lo - �\ L. \  
R .  T .  Bales , S r .  
D r .  Y .  A .  Jackson 














Anderson W. Jordan 
J .  E .  Burke 
Seymour Gerson 
Carl T .  Vance 
Horace Quinton 
Dick Bireley 
Carr E. O ' Dell 
W .  D .  Carver 
Mrs . John H .  Butler 
Lon Price 
C .  D. Cox 
J .  B .  Martin 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Faye t te)  -W- 368 F . Yr . 1 2 / 31  Elec . 2/68 Phone 901--877-6781 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38057 
Mayor Mrs . Clo teal G .  Morton Ald Leslie B .  Chambers 
Ald Robert W .  Hurdle Ald Henry Boswell 
Ald Vip D .  Lewis CR Vip D .  Lewis 
Ald s .  A .  Browning Tr-SWW-SSP s .  A.  Browning 
Ald Ed Pulliam FC R .  L .  Tacker 
!OWN OF *MOUNT CARMEL (Hawkins ) -E- 2,776 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--357-7311 
Second Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Town Hall Zip Code 37642 
Mayor Thomas E .  Dean , Jr . Ald Paul J .  Parker 
Ald Harvey Gibson CR-RD Johnny Parker 
Ald Charles Messick Tr Joe Armstrong 
Ald Claude R .  Christian PC Ch G . �. )Q..?l. }  
Ald Joe R .  Wininger BI T .  E .  Sizemore 
Ald Elias Parker RB Ch Henry Hurd 
*Address : R . F . D . 5 ,  Church Hil l ,  Tennessee 37642 
47 
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37357 
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN (Hamblen) -E- 21,902 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 11/68 Phone 615--586-5554 First and third Tuesday each month , 4 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 















William A. Foard,  Jr .  
Ernest Farmer 
Joseph L .  Reed 
Dr .  William Rooney 
W .  V .  Ricker 
James Gratz 
James K .  Miller 58' 0 - "- s-<o ) 
E .  H .  Winstead 
J .  H .  Call 5S'lo - �\ L. \  
R .  T .  Bales , S r .  
D r .  Y .  A .  Jackson 














Anderson W. Jordan 
J .  E .  Burke 
Seymour Gerson 
Carl T .  Vance 
Horace Quinton 
Dick Bireley 
Carr E. O ' Dell 
W .  D .  Carver 
Mrs . John H .  Butler 
Lon Price 
C .  D. Cox 
J .  B .  Martin 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Faye t te)  -W- 368 F . Yr . 1 2 / 31  Elec . 2/68 Phone 901--877-6781 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38057 
Mayor Mrs . Clo teal G .  Morton Ald Leslie B .  Chambers 
Ald Robert W .  Hurdle Ald Henry Boswell 
Ald Vip D .  Lewis CR Vip D .  Lewis 
Ald s .  A .  Browning Tr-SWW-SSP s .  A.  Browning 
Ald Ed Pulliam FC R .  L .  Tacker 
!OWN OF *MOUNT CARMEL (Hawkins ) -E- 2,776 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--357-7311 
Second Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Town Hall Zip Code 37642 
Mayor Thomas E .  Dean , Jr . Ald Paul J .  Parker 
Ald Harvey Gibson CR-RD Johnny Parker 
Ald Charles Messick Tr Joe Armstrong 
Ald Claude R .  Christian PC Ch G . �. )Q..?l. }  
Ald Joe R .  Wininger BI T .  E .  Sizemore 
Ald Elias Parker RB Ch Henry Hurd 
*Address : R . F . D . 5 ,  Church Hil l ,  Tennessee 37642 
47 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- 2,945 F .Yr . 6 / 30 
Third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 










Dr .  J .  O .  Williams , Jr .  
Jack Lightfoot 
George W. Brown 
H .  M .  Smalley 
Ruskin A .  Vest 
Jay N .  Sullivan 
Arnold Peoples , Jr .  
H .  M .  Smalley 










Elec . 7/69 Phone 615--379-3201 
Zip Code 38474""'-




W .  B .  Ralston 
Herman Hill 
Harry G. Paul 
Jack Lightfoot 
R. D .  Short 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1,784 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 3/69 Phone 615--727-3611 





Ralph G .  Stout 
Chester F .  Blevins 






Barton A. Hawkins 
T .  W .  Wilson 
W. R. Mutter 
Hill Ward 
TOWN OF MUNFORD (Tipton) -W- 1,118 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 / 69 Phone 901--837-8171 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Haddad ' s  S tore Zip Code 38058 
Mayor w .  L .  Pickard Ald Jasper Sage 
Ald J .  D .  Wooten CR Henry Bass 
Ald J .  R .  Bibb Atty Walker Gwinn 
Ald George Baddour HO f f  A .  s .  Witherington 
Ald Edward Haddad Mar-SS Bill S timpson 
Ald H .  J .  Murphy TA 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO (Rutherford) -M- 2 1,441 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor w .  H .  Westbrooks 
Coun Robert Rose 
Coun Donald M .  Wiseman 
Coun Robert Scales 
Coun John R .  Rucker 
Coun Edward E .  Miller 
Coun Ewing Smith , Jr . 
Mgr E .  c .  Fite , Jr . 
CR Albert Williams 











Jg Charles J .  Raper WBCh 
BI John R .  Matheny RB Ch 
DPZ William D .  Welch 
48 
F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 4/68 Phone 
Zip Code 
Raymond L .  Duffy 
William I .  Chambliss 
w .  E .  Landers 
B .  B .  Qualls 
Herman O .  Jones 
Donald M .  Wiseman 
B .  E .  Hobgood 
Joe W .  Lovell 
John D .  Barber 
H .  Miller Lanier 





ETRO .  GOVT . OF NASHVILLE-
DAVIDSON CO . Davidson) -M- 250 887 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 8/71  Phone 615--747-4442 
Zip Code 37201 Firs t  and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Courthouse 







































Miss Frances Doyle 
Tom Sharp 
Harold Boguskie 
Robert E .  Lillard 
David Scobey 
James L .  Warren 
Arch M. Carney 
James A .  Hamilton , Jr .  
Raymond B .  Buchanan* 
John A .  Wilson 
Earl Shacklett 





Paul G .  Blankenship 
James J .  LaPenna 
Thurman F .  Brooks 
G .  C .  Warren 
Z .  Alexander Looby 
H .  Sanders Anglea 
H .  B .  (Herb) Jenkins 
Forrest A .  Prince , Jr . 
Martin A .  Garrett 
Richard D .  Taylor 
Orman P .  Phelps 
Mansfield Douglas , III 






































H .  A .  Bartlett 
James R. Tuck 
Kenneth L .  Miller 
A. T .  Hessey 
Robert Reasoner 
H .  Porter Smith 
John L .  Driver 
W. M .  Carr , Jr . 
Neill S .  Brown 
Andrew Doyle 
Hubert 0. Kemp 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J .  Spore , Jr .  
Farris A .  Deep 
William C .  Mcintyre 
E .  Douglas White 
John H .  Harris 
J .  C .  Bradford 
ll, W, Pi<;i�ru;i. f'f 6M.\� �hh )�'j 
W .  F .  Burton 
�Pd-6-:t-s-k� J.'N. '$�y 
Joe E .  Torrence 
Dr .  Joseph M .  Bistowish 
Paul Roberts 
Thomas P .  Kennedy , Jr .  
R .  L .  Lawrence ,  Jr .  
Marshall S t.ewart 
Robert L .  Walker 
A .  W .  McCloud 
Irwin McKay 
Clifford Allen 
George Karsch , Jr . 
Camilla Caldwell 
Luther Earl Johnson 
*Address :  1625 Neely ' s  Bend Rd . ,  Madison, Tennessee 37115 
Phone 615--535-2345 !QWN OF NEW JOHNSONVILLE (Humphreys) -M- 664 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . 5/68 
Zip Code 37134 First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Citizen Bank Building 
Mayor Maynard Asbury 
Ald Jack F .  Kane 
Ald Allen Carman 
Ald .w.e.s.J.e.y-Mi-i-�A\�'"t -r. c.\lo k 
Ald Jack Calahan 









Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 
Arthur L .  Schneider 
Charles Webb 
J .  C .  Hall 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- 2,945 F .Yr . 6 / 30 
Third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 










Dr .  J .  O .  Williams , Jr .  
Jack Lightfoot 
George W. Brown 
H .  M .  Smalley 
Ruskin A .  Vest 
Jay N .  Sullivan 
Arnold Peoples , Jr .  
H .  M .  Smalley 










Elec . 7/69 Phone 615--379-3201 
Zip Code 38474""'-
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R. D .  Short 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1,784 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 3/69 Phone 615--727-3611 





Ralph G .  Stout 
Chester F .  Blevins 






Barton A. Hawkins 
T .  W .  Wilson 
W. R. Mutter 
Hill Ward 
TOWN OF MUNFORD (Tipton) -W- 1,118 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 / 69 Phone 901--837-8171 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Haddad ' s  S tore Zip Code 38058 
Mayor w .  L .  Pickard Ald Jasper Sage 
Ald J .  D .  Wooten CR Henry Bass 
Ald J .  R .  Bibb Atty Walker Gwinn 
Ald George Baddour HO f f  A .  s .  Witherington 
Ald Edward Haddad Mar-SS Bill S timpson 
Ald H .  J .  Murphy TA 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO (Rutherford) -M- 2 1,441 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor w .  H .  Westbrooks 
Coun Robert Rose 
Coun Donald M .  Wiseman 
Coun Robert Scales 
Coun John R .  Rucker 
Coun Edward E .  Miller 
Coun Ewing Smith , Jr . 
Mgr E .  c .  Fite , Jr . 
CR Albert Williams 











Jg Charles J .  Raper WBCh 
BI John R .  Matheny RB Ch 
DPZ William D .  Welch 
48 
F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 4/68 Phone 
Zip Code 
Raymond L .  Duffy 
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B .  B .  Qualls 
Herman O .  Jones 
Donald M .  Wiseman 
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ETRO .  GOVT . OF NASHVILLE-
DAVIDSON CO . Davidson) -M- 250 887 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 8/71  Phone 615--747-4442 
Zip Code 37201 Firs t  and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Courthouse 







































Miss Frances Doyle 
Tom Sharp 
Harold Boguskie 
Robert E .  Lillard 
David Scobey 
James L .  Warren 
Arch M. Carney 
James A .  Hamilton , Jr .  
Raymond B .  Buchanan* 
John A .  Wilson 
Earl Shacklett 





Paul G .  Blankenship 
James J .  LaPenna 
Thurman F .  Brooks 
G .  C .  Warren 
Z .  Alexander Looby 
H .  Sanders Anglea 
H .  B .  (Herb) Jenkins 
Forrest A .  Prince , Jr . 
Martin A .  Garrett 
Richard D .  Taylor 
Orman P .  Phelps 
Mansfield Douglas , III 






































H .  A .  Bartlett 
James R. Tuck 
Kenneth L .  Miller 
A. T .  Hessey 
Robert Reasoner 
H .  Porter Smith 
John L .  Driver 
W. M .  Carr , Jr . 
Neill S .  Brown 
Andrew Doyle 
Hubert 0. Kemp 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J .  Spore , Jr .  
Farris A .  Deep 
William C .  Mcintyre 
E .  Douglas White 
John H .  Harris 
J .  C .  Bradford 
ll, W, Pi<;i�ru;i. f'f 6M.\� �hh )�'j 
W .  F .  Burton 
�Pd-6-:t-s-k� J.'N. '$�y 
Joe E .  Torrence 
Dr .  Joseph M .  Bistowish 
Paul Roberts 
Thomas P .  Kennedy , Jr .  
R .  L .  Lawrence ,  Jr .  
Marshall S t.ewart 
Robert L .  Walker 
A .  W .  McCloud 
Irwin McKay 
Clifford Allen 
George Karsch , Jr . 
Camilla Caldwell 
Luther Earl Johnson 
*Address :  1625 Neely ' s  Bend Rd . ,  Madison, Tennessee 37115 
Phone 615--535-2345 !QWN OF NEW JOHNSONVILLE (Humphreys) -M- 664 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . 5/68 
Zip Code 37134 First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Citizen Bank Building 
Mayor Maynard Asbury 
Ald Jack F .  Kane 
Ald Allen Carman 
Ald .w.e.s.J.e.y-Mi-i-�A\�'"t -r. c.\lo k 
Ald Jack Calahan 









Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 
Arthur L .  Schneider 
Charles Webb 
J .  C .  Hall 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne) -E- 1,131 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 12/67  
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Phone 615--626-426! 







+:£&i;.li"7-� �ciw�� c\A.'1"1'-0..'C\ 
Charles Chadwell 











William R .  Stanifer 
Melvin B .  S chultz 
TOWN OF NEWBERN (Dyer) -W- 2,033 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . 11/67 Phone 901--627-3221 









-E4-A--.--Ni.G.h<*s-M"'-.... v-�y Fl �:li� Atty 
Fred Combs Jg 
�� Oel'\ �vya.;t-tY Admr 
William Shuck FC 
Cherry Davis SWW-EMgr 
.EJ.mgr Mee-'t'eOv \1)."' \-\e�+he.tftt" PCCh �--E-i--d''Orre�� "" �!i � .. v'f SG-SS 
V .  J .  Johns , Jr . CoP 
\3 r 
John M .  Drane , S r .  
Macie Fry 
\)Qh r(\u.� 
&av-j Yv'-r' � h1 
Donald R .  Campbell 
John M. Drane, Jr . 
Re&ai;.t...JU.eQ.g& b'M�Y >VY' \.\ � \ I 
Ed Waller 
�C) 'i:i<L."lf., '0>\ e. d d (. 
TOWN OF NEWPORT (Cocke) -E- 7,282 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 12/68 Phone 615--623-7323 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 









D F d M V 1 · Jr .b i.? CoP r .  re . a entine , 
Jack Brockwell FC 
James P .  Masters 
Joe Kyker 




James Burnett CD 
Roy T .  Campbell , Jr . SU 
Bill Whitson BI 
-OF. He-0� For�. 'E,  y'(\ �Nob� J't': PC Ch 
CITY OF NIOTA (McMinn) -E- 679 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 10/68 






Joseph S .  Snider (CFin) 
Claude C .  Russell 
Robert W .  Presswood 





*Address : Athens , Tennessee 37303 
so 
Zip Code 37821 
�e :fohfts.eRw ::LJ �Q. \ M �'ft� k� 
Carol Shoemaker 
J .  Lacey Viason 
-M-Hgh Cray�QW6.¥-c\. (;. t \"'\-\ "')' 
Hollis Cody 
Edward Walker ,  Jr . 
James S .  Franks 
Arlie Murr 
Charles Rhyne , Jr . 
Phone 615--385-2456 
Zip Code 
C .  A. Renfroe (CF,  CP) 




TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 119 F . Y r . 2 / 28 Elec . 





B .  E .  West 




Zip Code 37360 
E .  P .  Barton 
Mrs . G. E. Boney 
CITY OF NORRIS (Anderson) -E- 1,389 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 11/68 Phone 615--7645 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Community Bldg . Zip Code 37828 










Lloyd Kahler CoP 
James W .  Curlin FC 
William D .  Gooch PC Ch 
Drew S .  Hammond , Jr . WBCh 
Charles L .  Gouffon RD 
Armond Arnurius TA 
James M .  Underwood* RB Ch 
Earl Canipe CD 
Betty Hammond 
*Address :  Clinton , Tennessee 37 716 
Virgil McKamey 
Robert Schnell ,  Sr .  
James 0 .  Artman 
Rex A. Elder 
Barbara Shepherd 
John G .  Riddick 
Jerry Crossno 
Marion Traylor 
QITY OF *OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 4,869 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 615--297-6153 





Albert P .  Rose 
Paul C .  S impson 
Gilbert M .  Dorland 





F .  E .  Kent 
F .  E .  Kent 
Andrew D .  Tanner** 
Granbery Jackson, Jr . 
*Address : 
*,�Addres s :  
West Melrose Bldg . ,  2535 Franklin Rd . ,  Nashville 
507 American Trust Building , Nashville , Tennessee 
3 7 204 
37201 
51  
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne) -E- 1,131 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 12/67  
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at  City Hall 
Phone 615--626-426! 







+:£&i;.li"7-� �ciw�� c\A.'1"1'-0..'C\ 
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�C) 'i:i<L."lf., '0>\ e. d d (. 
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Joseph S .  Snider (CFin) 
Claude C .  Russell 
Robert W .  Presswood 





*Address : Athens , Tennessee 37303 
so 
Zip Code 37821 
�e :fohfts.eRw ::LJ �Q. \ M �'ft� k� 
Carol Shoemaker 
J .  Lacey Viason 
-M-Hgh Cray�QW6.¥-c\. (;. t \"'\-\ "')' 
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Arlie Murr 
Charles Rhyne , Jr . 
Phone 615--385-2456 
Zip Code 
C .  A. Renfroe (CF,  CP) 




TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 119 F . Y r . 2 / 28 Elec . 





B .  E .  West 




Zip Code 37360 
E .  P .  Barton 
Mrs . G. E. Boney 
CITY OF NORRIS (Anderson) -E- 1,389 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 11/68 Phone 615--7645 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Community Bldg . Zip Code 37828 










Lloyd Kahler CoP 
James W .  Curlin FC 
William D .  Gooch PC Ch 
Drew S .  Hammond , Jr . WBCh 
Charles L .  Gouffon RD 
Armond Arnurius TA 
James M .  Underwood* RB Ch 
Earl Canipe CD 
Betty Hammond 
*Address :  Clinton , Tennessee 37 716 
Virgil McKamey 
Robert Schnell ,  Sr .  
James 0 .  Artman 
Rex A. Elder 
Barbara Shepherd 
John G .  Riddick 
Jerry Crossno 
Marion Traylor 
QITY OF *OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 4,869 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 615--297-6153 





Albert P .  Rose 
Paul C .  S impson 
Gilbert M .  Dorland 





F .  E .  Kent 
F .  E .  Kent 
Andrew D .  Tanner** 
Granbery Jackson, Jr . 
*Address : 
*,�Addres s :  
West Melrose Bldg . ,  2535 Franklin Rd . ,  Nashville 
507 American Trust Building , Nashville , Tennessee 




CITY OF *OAK RIDGE & Roane) -E- 29,696 F . Yr . 6 / 30 Elec . 6/ 69 Phone 
First and third Thursday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
615--483-5671 Zip Code 3'7'83o 
J�c. 't 8 � - .9 l!> \ \  Q.'1-1 J.-ra.11. Mayor A .  K. Bissell\k\)\XI\_ '")�)- 3 {os Jg 
V-May Bert M. Kelly DFin 
Coun Robert A. McNees DPW 
Coun Charles E .  Normand PA 
Coun George C .  Corley FC 
Coun M .  L .  Gupton Eng 
Coun Harold W .  Jernigan CoP 
Coun Harry C .  Francke RD 
Coun Lloyd Alexander HO ff 
Coun H .  F .  McDuffie ScS 
Coun George W .  Phipps Lib 
Coun John H .  Barrett CD 
Mgr Carleton E .  McMullin BI 
MgrA Raymond D .  Schweitzer PI 
AdmrA Penelope H .  Sissom SSP 
Clk Louise E .  Murphy TA 
Atty Luther Reed DPZ 
Allen Kidwell 
Robert . D .  Grewell 
O .  K .  Rickman 
V .  L .  Withers 
John W. Lee 
M .  C .  Algood 
C .  T .  Vettel 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 
Jack L .  Davidson 
Patricia L .  Postell 
Paul V. Clemmensen 
David Foote 
Clarence Miracle 
Sam S .  Scoles 
Lucien C .  Faus t 
*Address :  Municipal Building , Oak Ridge ,  Tennessee 3 7830 
TOWN OF OAKDALE (Morgan) -E- 470 F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 6 /69 Phone 615--369-4400 










R. C .  Murphy 
Elbert Gilreath 






TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fayette) -W- 306 F. Yr . 11/30 Elec . 
W .  L .  Headrick 
E .  C .  Leopper 
Willard Kittrell ,  Jr .  
Charles Grace 
W .  L .  Headrick 
Phone 
37829 








Atty T .  W. Tomlin 
TOWN OF OBION (Obion) -W- 1,248 F . Yr . 4/30 Elec . 4/69 Phone 901--634-3561 





















J. Paul White 




OWN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane -E- 3 606 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615--435-2511 









J .  H .  Burney 
Chester Spradlin 
Eugene Clowers 
Donald A .  (Bill) Silvey 
Douglas 0. Silvey 










B J:  
Zip Code 3 7840 
Eugene Justice 
�Hs Phi1U.p--sW. EMvr1e.1t __ ��\\ \ 
-ClrnrJ es H .  £e49�A."" <:\.-, "!w>)� <1..­
C .  E .  Vann 
Emit Hall 
S .  J .  VanHooks 
Lorena R .  Abston 
R.�'('\t-. \ � L. @Q.b. 7. ev 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Scott) -E- 2,480 F . Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 11/67 Phone 615--569-4295 






. .  
W .  N .  (Bill) PrRctor 
-Howard -Kr=Ha,s-frC\l t\�-0.'i WQ..fi­
Ervin E .  Jeffers 
Herman Seabolt 








Carson & Wilson 
C .  L .  Watters 
Arlie M. Lay 
Dorsey Rosser 
Mrs . Robert Cannada 
Ves ter E .  Blevins 
3 7841 
TOWN OF ORLINDA (Robertson) -M- 337  F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 1/68 Phone 615--654-3340 
Second Thursday each month , 7 :  00 p .  m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor 
V-May 
J .  Cecil Jones 
Lawrence Groves 













Zip Code 37141 




Ruth Gm.:bt.h� ���� 1> 
Andy Smith 
W .  T .  Goff 
37364 
(Anderson 
CITY OF *OAK RIDGE & Roane) -E- 29,696 F . Yr . 6 / 30 Elec . 6/ 69 Phone 
First and third Thursday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
615--483-5671 Zip Code 3'7'83o 
J�c. 't 8 � - .9 l!> \ \  Q.'1-1 J.-ra.11. Mayor A .  K. Bissell\k\)\XI\_ '")�)- 3 {os Jg 
V-May Bert M. Kelly DFin 
Coun Robert A. McNees DPW 
Coun Charles E .  Normand PA 
Coun George C .  Corley FC 
Coun M .  L .  Gupton Eng 
Coun Harold W .  Jernigan CoP 
Coun Harry C .  Francke RD 
Coun Lloyd Alexander HO ff 
Coun H .  F .  McDuffie ScS 
Coun George W .  Phipps Lib 
Coun John H .  Barrett CD 
Mgr Carleton E .  McMullin BI 
MgrA Raymond D .  Schweitzer PI 
AdmrA Penelope H .  Sissom SSP 
Clk Louise E .  Murphy TA 
Atty Luther Reed DPZ 
Allen Kidwell 
Robert . D .  Grewell 
O .  K .  Rickman 
V .  L .  Withers 
John W. Lee 
M .  C .  Algood 
C .  T .  Vettel 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 
Jack L .  Davidson 
Patricia L .  Postell 
Paul V. Clemmensen 
David Foote 
Clarence Miracle 
Sam S .  Scoles 
Lucien C .  Faus t 
*Address :  Municipal Building , Oak Ridge ,  Tennessee 3 7830 
TOWN OF OAKDALE (Morgan) -E- 470 F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 6 /69 Phone 615--369-4400 
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W .  L .  Headrick 
E .  C .  Leopper 
Willard Kittrell ,  Jr .  
Charles Grace 
W .  L .  Headrick 
Phone 
37829 








Atty T .  W. Tomlin 
TOWN OF OBION (Obion) -W- 1,248 F . Yr . 4/30 Elec . 4/69 Phone 901--634-3561 





















J. Paul White 




OWN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane -E- 3 606 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615--435-2511 









J .  H .  Burney 
Chester Spradlin 
Eugene Clowers 
Donald A .  (Bill) Silvey 
Douglas 0. Silvey 










B J:  
Zip Code 3 7840 
Eugene Justice 
�Hs Phi1U.p--sW. EMvr1e.1t __ ��\\ \ 
-ClrnrJ es H .  £e49�A."" <:\.-, "!w>)� <1..­
C .  E .  Vann 
Emit Hall 
S .  J .  VanHooks 
Lorena R .  Abston 
R.�'('\t-. \ � L. @Q.b. 7. ev 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Scott) -E- 2,480 F . Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 11/67 Phone 615--569-4295 






. .  
W .  N .  (Bill) PrRctor 
-Howard -Kr=Ha,s-frC\l t\�-0.'i WQ..fi­
Ervin E .  Jeffers 
Herman Seabolt 








Carson & Wilson 
C .  L .  Watters 
Arlie M. Lay 
Dorsey Rosser 
Mrs . Robert Cannada 
Ves ter E .  Blevins 
3 7841 
TOWN OF ORLINDA (Robertson) -M- 337  F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 1/68 Phone 615--654-3340 
Second Thursday each month , 7 :  00 p .  m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor 
V-May 
J .  Cecil Jones 
Lawrence Groves 













Zip Code 37141 




Ruth Gm.:bt.h� ���� 1> 
Andy Smith 
W .  T .  Goff 
37364 
TOWN OF PALMER (Grundy) -M- 1,069 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 8/68 Phone 615--779-3541 










CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W- 9,832 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 12/68 Phone 901--642-1212 










Richard L .  Dunlap , Jr .  
Henry Watson 
Ralph Dale Chesemore 
Jack R .  Jones 
Dr . Tom C .  Wood 
O .  T .  Keenan 
Milton Brown 
Hugh McLean 










Mrs . Margaret Sykes 
Maurice E .  Field 
Alex Ellis 
Woodrow M .  Minor (Acting) 
John C .  McClure 
R. T. Bowden 
J .  T .  Miles 
Jake Marr 
James Huffman 
TOWN OF PARROTTSVILLE (Cocke) -E- 91 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec .  Phone 




Charles F .  Barger 





*Addres s :  Newport ,  Tennessee 37821 
Fred Hixon 
J .  C .  McSween , Jr . *  
George Blazer 
TOWN OF PARSONS (Decatur) W 2,193 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/68 Phone 901--847-3761 
Zip Code 38363 First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day , May through September 
Mayor Roy Garrett Atty 
V-May Osco Taylor CoP 
Ald A .  c . Tuten FC-CD 
Ald Edward Montgomery HI 
Ald J .  A .  Carrington (SP)  SG 
Ald W . B .  Moore (CP) BI 
Ald M, N .  Townsend (SS)  PC Ch 
Ald Dave Odle (CFin) SSP 
CR-Jg-TA Olan Davis Lib 
Sec Charlotte Crawley sww 
DH Mrs . Edna McNeill WBCh 
54 
James N .  Smith 
James Duke 
Jack French 







TOWN OF PETERSBURG & Lincoln) -M- 423 F . Y r . 12 /31 Elec . 1/ 69 Phone 615--659-8311 
first Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor J .  L .  Scott 
Ald M .  E .  Partain 
Ald Julius Hart 
Ald Herman Scott 
Ald Derrick Thompson 
Ald Lyndell Davis 
Ald Odell Pack 
c..m �r f>\-\l \..AOE.1-Pf'l't!.. 
.... Mb) t?V" �oi elita � Q 'l... 
b� � j"-, �I'-.\ 1 J"". 11�y \� H 













H. R .  McEwen 
CITY OF PIGEON FORGE (Sevier) -E- 1,200 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615--453-4061 
First and third Friday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at City Office Zip Code 3 7863 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year , except last Saturday each month 
Mayor Don Maples WBCh Winfred C .  Whaley 
Comm Woody Brackins FC English Mccarter 
Comm Merritt Teaster CoP Mindle Collier 
Mgr .OrU.lil T�&ftamd<O\'\"'\ C. .  '-a.ne PC Ch Tom Morrisey 
CR Charles c .  Clabo sww Bill Stinnett 
Clk Earlene M .  Teas ter 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE (Bledsoe) -E- 1,39 7 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 12/67  Phone 6 15--447-2600 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 






James W .  Pope ,  Jr . 
Earl Lawson 
W .  A .  Emery 
David L .  Wheeler 






Zip Code 37367 
Mrs . Beatrice Welch 
Alf red Ho Hand 
Oscar Wheeler 
Dr . Paul G .  Smith 
!OWN OF PLEASANT HILL (Cumberland) -E- 267 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 4 / 71  Phone 
First Wednesday each month , 7 :00 p .m . ,  at Community Building Zip Code 38578 
Mayor Fred Rackley Coun T .  L .  Cunningham 
Coun James W .  Conlin CR James W .  Conlin Coun Clay Parker , Jr . Tr Fred Rackley 
Coun Denton Cole 
55 
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54 
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c..m �r f>\-\l \..AOE.1-Pf'l't!.. 
.... Mb) t?V" �oi elita � Q 'l... 
b� � j"-, �I'-.\ 1 J"". 11�y \� H 
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Zip Code 37367 
Mrs . Beatrice Welch 
Alf red Ho Hand 
Oscar Wheeler 
Dr . Paul G .  Smith 
!OWN OF PLEASANT HILL (Cumberland) -E- 267 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 4 / 71  Phone 
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Mayor Fred Rackley Coun T .  L .  Cunningham 
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55 
TOWN OF PORTLAND (Sumner) -M- 2,424 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5/69 Phone 615--325-3434 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Fred White Atty 
Ald Billy Johns Tr 
Ald Melvin Briley FC 
Ald Robert L .  Shannon SS 
Ald Paul D .  Gossett SWW 
Ald Leslie Aus tin CoP 
Ald O .  M .  Moore Eng 
Ald Paul A .  West PC Ch 









CITY OF PULASKI (Giles) -M- 6,616 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 11/67  Phone 615--363-2516 












John T .  Church CoP 
Parmenas Cox SP 
Edwin Rogers A r FC 
:s.e.n�s+o.�1 n-. ��"('Vl er sww Dr .  T .  Wayne Harris PCCh 
John K. Rayburn , S r .  EMgr-CD 
Foster Gordon RBCh 
David Cheatham RD 
W .  M .  Rainey 
W .  Howell Forrester 
Cecil H .  Pigg 




Fos ter Gordon 
Hal Stewart 
w .  R .  Abernathy 
w .  B .  Holt 
w .  L .  Anderson 
T .  Wayne Harris 
Kermit Smith 
James Tredwell 
B .  W .  Rackley 
E .  A .  Hendrickson 
TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) W 408 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 901--247-5362 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Town Hall Zip Code 38251 





Richard L. Crank 
Max Dale 
Milton Smith 




CITY OF RAMER (McNairy) W 358 F .Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 








Barcall R. Doran 
C .  H .  Parks , Jr .  
Taylor Owen 
Phone 901--645-5215 ---
Zip Code 38367 
L .  G. Vaughan 
CITY OF *REff BANK (Hamilton) -E- ll,737 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--87 7-6550 
First and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Zip Code 37415 
Mayor Joe H .  Godsey Atty Gus D .  Hatfield , Jr . ** 
V-May John McGee Jg Ralph E .  Vineyard 
Comm J .  D .  Sanders DFin Lowell H .  Bishop 
Comm T .  H .  Collins CoP Howard Henry 
Comm Robert McColl um BI J .  L .  Green 
Mgr-CR Lowell H .  Bishop Eng Irving Buchele 
*Address : 3005 Dayton Blvd . , Chattanooga,  Tennessee 37415 
**Address : Suites 202-204 , Professional Bldg . , Chattanooga , 3 7402 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon) -M- 597  F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 4/69 Phone 615--699-3025 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Scott Wood Clk 
V-May w .  A .  Moss Atty 
Coun Robert B .  North Jg 
Coun Fay Witcher CoP 
Coun Willis Knight FC 
Coun Lowell Smith sww 
Coun J .  P .  Driver 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY (Marion) -E- 224 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 




F .  C .  Crumbliss CR 
M. Kilgore CD 
.fittke '.IL Hulle�J'� ll (3'r'b.n)10t\. 
Zip Code 37150 
w .  P .  Biles 
Reneau & Reneau 
c .  E .  Bilbrey 
George H .  Ritter 
Charles Jordon 
F .  E .  Parkhurst 
Phone 615--837-7552 
Zip Code 37371 
Miss Viola Johnson 
Wells Wilkinson 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake) -W- 1,464 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 901--264-5182 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38252 









Q .  T .  West 





Wilkes Moore , Jr . 









5 7  
Mrs . Buddy Hardison 
Noel Hugh Riley 
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TOWN OF RICHARD CITY (Marion) -E- 224 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 




F .  C .  Crumbliss CR 
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Q .  T .  West 





Wilkes Moore , Jr . 









5 7  
Mrs . Buddy Hardison 
Noel Hugh Riley 





CITY OF *RIDGESIDE (Hamilton) -E- 448 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . 11/70 Phone 615--622-1001 
Third Tuesday each quarter , 7 : 30 p . m . , at various places Zip Code 37� 




*Address :  1725 McCallie Avenue , Chattanooga,  Tennessee 37404 
(Davidson & 
TOWN OF RIDGETOP Robertson) -M- 572  F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 615--859-2293 













Zip Code 37152--.. 
E .  L .  Woodard 
Mrs . Nancy Brake 
Forde Callis 
Howard Grant 
TOWN OF RIPLEY (Lauderdale) -W- 4,016 F . Y r . 3/31 Elec . 3/68 Phone 901--635-1515 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 










C .  Wilson Viar Jg 
JUoyEl Grai:n Ev-v-.'<'- °)J.nQ.'<.. BI �&ft-H�g.et..e- ,;;-• .5 . 5 c.. >J tt EMg r 
Hal Wi-lsaaJl�.,., W ,  �Y'-1 t 't"'! tr  n FC 
Bobby Walker CoP 
T .  Frank Garner A \ SS �Y.t<.\cJ....v� 0-tt II Jlh. .!i SG 
Scott Dua�4PVev-blt. Ml�I\& PCCh-CD 
Joe Walker ,  Jr . PBCh 
C .  Wilson Viar 




Zip Code 38063 
J .  W .  Best 
William Fitzhugh 
J.erry r sgg-e-t-t:�vQ) 6 CYIOwdll.l' 
J .  Acton Holmes 
TOWN OF RIVES (Obi on) -W- 291 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 1 /68 Phone 901--246-2435 
Second Friday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at Bank Building Zip Code 38253 
Mayor Carlton Crigger Ald F .  s .  Flack 
Ald Druie Black , S r .  Ald Howard Moore 
Ald J .  M .  Fisher CR c .  Bonner 
Ald H .  L .  Damons Tr J .  M .  Fisher 
Ald David Mathis CoP Arlie Bryant 
58 
CITY. OF ROCKWOOD Roane) -E- 5 799 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/69 
second Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Phone 615--354-0163 
Zip Code 37854 
Mayor Clint H .  Putnam BI 
�\./-f<\<!.'{ John H .  Albertson , Jr. EMgr 
comm Harry E .  Brown , Jr . PB Ch 
CR Howard Butler WBCh 
sec-Tr Audrey R .  Buie SS 
Atty Bill Leffew ScS 
aoff Dr . R .  s .  Hicks RB Ch 
CoP Herbert Stanley SSP-SWW 
FC Howard Booth PC Ch 
TOWN OF ROGERSVILLE (Hawkins) -E- 4,050 F . Yr . 6/30 'Se"cond Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 













W .  N .  Peeples , Sr .  
Dr .  Henry Lyons 
w .  F. Phipps 
Bill Durham 
Ernest Henderson 
Edward M .  Testerman 
.Miss-Cecile S·-1!-0U>t Bi\\ o� 'r' ho.m 
Eastman Portrum 













c. A .  Harmon 
J .  H .  Albertson , Sr .  
Hollus L .  Knight 
George E. Davis 
Roy L .  Johnson 
Ned C .  Monger 
George Davis 
William H .  Hamm, Jr .  
Elec . 6/70 Phone 615--456-7597 
Zip Code 37857 
I .  D .  Price 
Bill Livesay 
L .  L .  Barker 
Noah Britton, Jr .  
Ben A .  Cunningham 
W .  N .  Peeples , Sr . 
F .  H .  Farris 
Fred A. Berry 
Mrs . J .  M .  Summers 
Glen Carrol 
TOWN OF ROSSVILLE (Fayette) W- 397 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 4 /68 Phone 901--853-4188 
First Friday each month , 8 : 00 p . m . , at Rossville Savings Bank Zip Code 38066 
Mayor A. K .  Morrison Ald s .  R .  Bulle 
Ald J .  w .  Boyd Ald M .  L .  Baker 
Ald H .  H .  Farley Clk H .  H .  Farley 
Ald E .  P .  Waller PC Ch 
Ald w .  J .  Frazier 
TOWN OF RUTHERFORD (Gibson) -W- 983 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 901--665-5085 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 









oB r . Rober I! G • Melttele-aft� 
Fleyc;l O'Da� '0"1 �. �e,...\\ 








*Address :  Trenton, Tennessee 38382 
59 
Zip Code 38369 
Mrs . Ann Hurt Abbott 
M. H .  Holmes , Jr . *  
W .  W .  Hassell 
Crockett Bell 
�leye @'t>a:n:reT 
George W .  Lane 
CITY OF *RIDGESIDE (Hamilton) -E- 448 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . 11/70 Phone 615--622-1001 
Third Tuesday each quarter , 7 : 30 p . m . , at various places Zip Code 37� 
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Ald w .  J .  Frazier 
TOWN OF RUTHERFORD (Gibson) -W- 983 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 901--665-5085 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 









oB r . Rober I! G • Melttele-aft� 
Fleyc;l O'Da� '0"1 �. �e,...\\ 








*Address :  Trenton, Tennessee 38382 
59 
Zip Code 38369 
Mrs . Ann Hurt Abbott 
M. H .  Holmes , Jr . *  
W .  W .  Hassell 
Crockett Bell 
�leye @'t>a:n:reT 
George W .  Lane 
TOWN OF RUTLEDGE (Grainger) -E- 854 F .Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . Phone 615--828-5222 






C .L .f'> �� & I G�� \J\T�t Elijah Coffey .Se "\-\:. "e\'\ 





..C.i;.ae<oi �an+e-i- SI\\ Sh \ v-\ t Y 
W .  I .  Daniel 
Seth llO""H 
Millard Greenlee 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hardin) -W- 39 7 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Agriculture Building Zip Code 38370 
Mayor J .  s .  Allen Ald L .  E .  Willis 
Ald Freeman Fields Ald 
Ald Cecil Hanna CR Cecil Smith 
Ald Ira Nash Mar J .  J .  Rippy 
TOWN OF SAMBURG (Obion) -W- 451 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . Phone 















TOWN OF SARDIS (Henderson) -W- 274  F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 8/68 Phone 
First Friday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor Riley Stanfill Ald Donald Wade 
Ald Charles Creasy CR-TA J .  H .  Jones 
Ald Claude Phillips Atty Joe C .  Davis 
Ald G .  M .  Stanfill CoP 
Ald Van Smith 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY �Hardeman2 -w- 141 F . Yr .  Elec .  Phone 
No regular meetings held Zip Code 
Mayor w .  E .  Floyd Ald E .  J .  Cox 
Ald c. E .  Cox Ald 
Ald u ,  c .  Daniel CR c. E .  Cox 




TOWN OF SAVANNAH (Hardin) -W- 5,860 F . Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 4 /69 Phone 











Frank B .  McGinley 
Bob Guinn, Jr . 
Granville Hinton 
Ralph Barker 
M. G, :i'.sbeH��cSi� . J&� V\�""  
John J .  Ross 










TOWN OF SCOTTS HILL Henderson) -W- 504 F . Yr . 6/30 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor H .  T .  Powers Ald 
Ald Gordon Scott Ald 
Ald Carey Johnson Atty 
Ald Gene Helms CR-Jg 
Ald Gene Buck Mar 
Ald Kenneth Edgin 
Al Ashe 
Ray May 
Zip Code 38372 
Bob Shackelford 
-Ws w. ercn:h:lt:t'e� fS�yt (lkl) iy� � 
Robert Wilkerson 
Jack Thomas 
Elec . 8/68 Phone 901--549-7491 
Zip Code 38374 
R. c .  Perkins 
Bill Snider 
Joe Davis 
H .  T .  Powers 
Hollis Hefner 
TOWN OF SELMER (McNairy) -W- 2,371  F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . Phone 901--645-3241 
Friday after first Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 









.T ,\- � � ":,\ -\-on .:;po. E! • Wi: lk:i>R-&0.ft FC 
�0�-Wee-0 L. 6 .W� \ )<.Q • .S .. 1 --LA-- PCCh 
�.J.-n-He�JY-t>-�> ..s fY\� IV� 1 J SS-Tr 
� l.Q."°"'�v 0 � ! .J.  SWW-.U P' 
.w J Reynal ds...� i\ \y 3ot.. G-\ovci.v-CD 
���\°\&..r"(''1 �\r.. CoP 
Edward Mitchell RBCh 
.W, CJ. Reyne las :r,T. ¥.�� ·, \�\'\ 
..e-:---� L. b. W ;\ \�e .s 
,-'l"'"'°b.'< \ i M� 4'/�:t'"t u 
En'iR flgst9-r#·,\\�y 4, na.."' """ 
ta·ek Hlt:tt=ake-i!�A"i"V";� �hn.lo"'-
Hugh Kirkpatrick 
!OWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 2,890 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 5/69 Phone 615--453-2742 
Second and fourth Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Zip Code 37862 
Mayor Robert S .  Howard CoP M. T .  Helton 
V-May J .  Cliff Davis PB Ch Rex Ingle 
Ald Carl Hatcher WBCh K .  Rawlings , Jr .  
Ald Hugh E .  Trotter SU H .  c .  Blair 
Ald Fred C .  Lawson FC James M .  Atchley 
Ald Joe W .  Dockery SS J .  Cliff Davis 
CR E .  T .  King CD Gene Catlett 
PC Ch Russell Hughes 
61 
TOWN OF RUTLEDGE (Grainger) -E- 854 F .Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . Phone 615--828-5222 
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TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hardin) -W- 39 7 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Agriculture Building Zip Code 38370 
Mayor J .  s .  Allen Ald L .  E .  Willis 
Ald Freeman Fields Ald 
Ald Cecil Hanna CR Cecil Smith 
Ald Ira Nash Mar J .  J .  Rippy 
TOWN OF SAMBURG (Obion) -W- 451 F . Yr . 10/31 Elec . Phone 















TOWN OF SARDIS (Henderson) -W- 274  F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 8/68 Phone 
First Friday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor Riley Stanfill Ald Donald Wade 
Ald Charles Creasy CR-TA J .  H .  Jones 
Ald Claude Phillips Atty Joe C .  Davis 
Ald G .  M .  Stanfill CoP 
Ald Van Smith 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY �Hardeman2 -w- 141 F . Yr .  Elec .  Phone 
No regular meetings held Zip Code 
Mayor w .  E .  Floyd Ald E .  J .  Cox 
Ald c. E .  Cox Ald 
Ald u ,  c .  Daniel CR c. E .  Cox 




TOWN OF SAVANNAH (Hardin) -W- 5,860 F . Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 4 /69 Phone 











Frank B .  McGinley 
Bob Guinn, Jr . 
Granville Hinton 
Ralph Barker 
M. G, :i'.sbeH��cSi� . J&� V\�""  
John J .  Ross 










TOWN OF SCOTTS HILL Henderson) -W- 504 F . Yr . 6/30 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor H .  T .  Powers Ald 
Ald Gordon Scott Ald 
Ald Carey Johnson Atty 
Ald Gene Helms CR-Jg 
Ald Gene Buck Mar 
Ald Kenneth Edgin 
Al Ashe 
Ray May 
Zip Code 38372 
Bob Shackelford 
-Ws w. ercn:h:lt:t'e� fS�yt (lkl) iy� � 
Robert Wilkerson 
Jack Thomas 
Elec . 8/68 Phone 901--549-7491 
Zip Code 38374 
R. c .  Perkins 
Bill Snider 
Joe Davis 
H .  T .  Powers 
Hollis Hefner 
TOWN OF SELMER (McNairy) -W- 2,371  F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . Phone 901--645-3241 
Friday after first Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 









.T ,\- � � ":,\ -\-on .:;po. E! • Wi: lk:i>R-&0.ft FC 
�0�-Wee-0 L. 6 .W� \ )<.Q • .S .. 1 --LA-- PCCh 
�.J.-n-He�JY-t>-�> ..s fY\� IV� 1 J SS-Tr 
� l.Q."°"'�v 0 � ! .J.  SWW-.U P' 
.w J Reynal ds...� i\ \y 3ot.. G-\ovci.v-CD 
���\°\&..r"(''1 �\r.. CoP 
Edward Mitchell RBCh 
.W, CJ. Reyne las :r,T. ¥.�� ·, \�\'\ 
..e-:---� L. b. W ;\ \�e .s 
,-'l"'"'°b.'< \ i M� 4'/�:t'"t u 
En'iR flgst9-r#·,\\�y 4, na.."' """ 
ta·ek Hlt:tt=ake-i!�A"i"V";� �hn.lo"'-
Hugh Kirkpatrick 
!OWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 2,890 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 5/69 Phone 615--453-2742 
Second and fourth Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Zip Code 37862 
Mayor Robert S .  Howard CoP M. T .  Helton 
V-May J .  Cliff Davis PB Ch Rex Ingle 
Ald Carl Hatcher WBCh K .  Rawlings , Jr .  
Ald Hugh E .  Trotter SU H .  c .  Blair 
Ald Fred C .  Lawson FC James M .  Atchley 
Ald Joe W .  Dockery SS J .  Cliff Davis 
CR E .  T .  King CD Gene Catlett 
PC Ch Russell Hughes 
61 
TOWN OF SHARON (Weakley) -W- 1,109 F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 901--459-2641 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38255..__ 
Offices close Wednesday all day , April through September 
Mayor Russell Jones Ald Dr .  Robert Moore 
Ald Rufus Morris CR w. w .  Roberts 
Ald w .  w .  Roberts Mar Paul Marcus 
Ald Russell Fisher CD Jerry Cannon 
PCCh Russell Fisher 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 10,466 F .Y r . 8/31 Elec . Phone 615--684-2691 














Hoyte E .  Adams , Jr . RBCh 
o .  Lee Blanton UBCh 
Howard B .  Nichols ( CPW) CoP 
Lloyd L .  Payne (CE) FC 
Fred J ,  Taylor SU 
Donnie W .  Thompson RD 
John A .  Boutwell ( CFin� CD 
-GS@>r..ge C , Eb-1-sn-ef �t· Cc) v Twviq \iit:ng 
Frances H .  Madison BI 
John C .  Shofner PCCh 
Alton E .  Hale 
Alfred L .  English 
SS 
Zip Code 37160 --
D .  Earl Brantley 
Ralph Murphy 
Roy Fann 
S .  T .  Marbury 
Theron A. Bracey 
Wallace Hancock 
Russell S .  Bryant 
V .  A .  Cline 
Wayne Cartwright 
Gerald R .  Grizzell 
Roy C .  Womble 
TOWN OF SIGNAL MOUNTAIN (Hamilton) -E- 4,083 F . Y r . 9 / 30 Elec . 5/ 7 1  Phone 615--886-2177 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 45 p .m . , at Town Hall 








Alfred E. Smith 
C .  A .  Thomas (CF, CP) 
James E .  Ballard 
Calvin Baird 
Neal C .  Bennett  (CPW) 
Joseph C .  Wagner 
Alfred E .  Smith 
TOWN OF SILERTON (Hardeman) -w- 84 
Third Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , 
Mayor Noel Siler 
Ald J .  R .  Fitts 
Ald J .  s .  Mc Cann 
Ald J .  L .  Bes hie rs 
Ald 















Zip Code 37377 
Calvin Baird 
John L .  Evans 
James F .  Neal 
Klaus P .  Nentwig 
Alfred B .  Ball 
Robert A. Bass 
Phone 
Zip Code 
A. E .  Fitts 
A. E .  Fitts 
c .  P .  Siler 
J .  B .  Weaver 
38377 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN .(Dickson) -M- 101 F .  Yr . 12/31 Elec . 















TOWN OF SMITHVILLE (DeKalb ) -M- 2,348 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 2/68 Phone 
Firs t and third Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
615--597-4745 
Mayor Othel Smith 
Ald Jim Amonett 
Ald Hobert Hendrixson 
Ald John Bill Evins 
Ald Edward Frazier 
Ald Bass Estes 







Zip Code 3 7166 
McAllen Foutch 
B .  E .  Thomas 
R .  R .  Herndon 
G .  D .  Hendrixson 
Donnie Driver 
Ralph Wood 
TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 9,931 F .Y r . 7/31 Elec . 11/69 Phone 615--459-2553 







John S .  Ridley 
Silas Coleman 
Thurman Francis 
W. R .  Culbertson 
Richard Hankins 










W .  E .  Carter 
Eugene Odom 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock) -E- 799 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 615--733-2241 







Charles W .  Turner 
E .  0 .  Parkey 
Truett H .  Pierce 
Edgar Greene 







Zip Code 37869 
Tyler Seal 
Howard W. Rhea 
J .  C .  Trent 
Lee Rhea 
Hoover Garland 
!QWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette) -W- 1,820 F . Yr .  5/31 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 901--465-3205 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 







I �  P .  Yancey 
Herbert Myers 
James W .  Freeland 
Lebert Howse 
R .  C .  Harris 








Zip Code 38068 
Jesse Price 
J .  T .  Greer , Jr . 
I;> , I>, P ar ... scms.r[)j-),s. tJ z.. ; e. Y­
�we.J:.:l .. :J",l.. . �\iW S C.  
 C..�\ ¥-\"r\ ?,.-\ c. e.. 
Bobby C .  Morris 
TOWN OF SHARON (Weakley) -W- 1,109 F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 901--459-2641 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38255..__ 
Offices close Wednesday all day , April through September 
Mayor Russell Jones Ald Dr .  Robert Moore 
Ald Rufus Morris CR w. w .  Roberts 
Ald w .  w .  Roberts Mar Paul Marcus 
Ald Russell Fisher CD Jerry Cannon 
PCCh Russell Fisher 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 10,466 F .Y r . 8/31 Elec . Phone 615--684-2691 














Hoyte E .  Adams , Jr . RBCh 
o .  Lee Blanton UBCh 
Howard B .  Nichols ( CPW) CoP 
Lloyd L .  Payne (CE) FC 
Fred J ,  Taylor SU 
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John A .  Boutwell ( CFin� CD 
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Alfred L .  English 
SS 
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TOWN OF SIGNAL MOUNTAIN (Hamilton) -E- 4,083 F . Y r . 9 / 30 Elec . 5/ 7 1  Phone 615--886-2177 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 45 p .m . , at Town Hall 








Alfred E. Smith 
C .  A .  Thomas (CF, CP) 
James E .  Ballard 
Calvin Baird 
Neal C .  Bennett  (CPW) 
Joseph C .  Wagner 
Alfred E .  Smith 
TOWN OF SILERTON (Hardeman) -w- 84 
Third Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , 
Mayor Noel Siler 
Ald J .  R .  Fitts 
Ald J .  s .  Mc Cann 
Ald J .  L .  Bes hie rs 
Ald 















Zip Code 37377 
Calvin Baird 
John L .  Evans 
James F .  Neal 
Klaus P .  Nentwig 
Alfred B .  Ball 
Robert A. Bass 
Phone 
Zip Code 
A. E .  Fitts 
A. E .  Fitts 
c .  P .  Siler 
J .  B .  Weaver 
38377 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN .(Dickson) -M- 101 F .  Yr . 12/31 Elec . 















TOWN OF SMITHVILLE (DeKalb ) -M- 2,348 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 2/68 Phone 
Firs t and third Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
615--597-4745 
Mayor Othel Smith 
Ald Jim Amonett 
Ald Hobert Hendrixson 
Ald John Bill Evins 
Ald Edward Frazier 
Ald Bass Estes 







Zip Code 3 7166 
McAllen Foutch 
B .  E .  Thomas 
R .  R .  Herndon 
G .  D .  Hendrixson 
Donnie Driver 
Ralph Wood 
TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 9,931 F .Y r . 7/31 Elec . 11/69 Phone 615--459-2553 







John S .  Ridley 
Silas Coleman 
Thurman Francis 
W. R .  Culbertson 
Richard Hankins 










W .  E .  Carter 
Eugene Odom 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock) -E- 799 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 615--733-2241 







Charles W .  Turner 
E .  0 .  Parkey 
Truett H .  Pierce 
Edgar Greene 







Zip Code 37869 
Tyler Seal 
Howard W. Rhea 
J .  C .  Trent 
Lee Rhea 
Hoover Garland 
!QWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette) -W- 1,820 F . Yr .  5/31 Elec . 5 /68 Phone 901--465-3205 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 







I �  P .  Yancey 
Herbert Myers 
James W .  Freeland 
Lebert Howse 
R .  C .  Harris 








Zip Code 38068 
Jesse Price 
J .  T .  Greer , Jr . 
I;> , I>, P ar ... scms.r[)j-),s. tJ z.. ; e. Y­
�we.J:.:l .. :J",l.. . �\iW S C.  
 C..�\ ¥-\"r\ ?,.-\ c. e.. 
Bobby C .  Morris 
Phone 615--735-2727  TOWN OF SOUTH CARTHAGE (Smith) -M- 615 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/67  
Zip Code 37030---First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 











J .  L .  Waggoner 
Mrs . Polly Scruggs 







James C .  Bass 
Ralph 0 .  Carmon 
Savage Chaffin 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2,686 F . Yr . 6 / 30 Elec . 10/68 Phone 901--479-2151 












Harry Allison CD 
Mrs . Emily Dame SU 
llenry Du.a,�..Jo'C'f\t- �  \-\\(...� ""c}n PCCh 
Charles Fields CoP 
J .  W .  Richardson 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 4,130 F . Y r . 9 / 30 











L .  W .  Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH) 
Leonard Wynne (CFin) 
D r .  Wm. Headrick (CP , CF) 
Howard G. Swafford (CPW) 
Virgil Adams 
A .  A .  Kelly 
Earl Coffey 
















Elec . 12/68 Phone 615--si7-7511 
R. R. Carter 
E. D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Zip Code 37380 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
W .  H .  Graham 
R .  C .  (Buddy) Long 
W .  H .  Graham 
John Cullom 
Paul Braden 
Edwinna G. Keown 
TOWN OF SPARTA (Whi te) -M- 4,510 F . Y r . 4/30 Elec . 4/68 Phone 615--836-3535 
First and third Friday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at Electric Office Zip Code 38583 













Harold (Mose) Sims 
William M. Johnson 
Dr .  Robert F .  Baker 
Arthur Mitchell 
Beecher Pollard 
R. L .  Crosslin 
Charlie V .  Thompson 
Gleeson Officer 
Lucius Camp 
John F .  Kitzrow 















Oscar Bennett  
Dr .  Charles A .  Mitchell 
Charles Golden 
Paul Thompson 
T. Stanton Hale 
Wm . Sidney Stewart 
Howard Carmack 
Grady Sparkman 
TOWN OF SPENCER (Van :Buren) -M- 1,038 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5/69 Phone 615--946-2351 
Las't Thursday each month , 7 :  30 p .  m .  , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor Shelby A .  Rhinehart , Jr . Ald 
Ald J .  C .  ' Steakley , ·Jr . CR 
Ald Edward Gene Brock A.tty 
Ald Donald Hitchcock Mar 
Ald Hugh Binkley 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,800 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Municipal Bldg . 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Mayor John Ross Fischesser FC 
V-May Jim Simerly CoP 
Comm w .  C . · Robinson HO ff 
Mgr-CR James Grasham SS-SWW 
Atty c .  P .  Swafford PC Ch 
Tr Mrs . Creed Shipley RB Ch 
RD Tom Temple 
Zip Code 38585 
J .  H .  Ward 




Zip Code 37381 
W. P .  Lyons 
Raymond Wolfe 
Dr. A .  W .  Loy 
Perry Ferguson 
J .  B .  Torbett 
H .  R. Fowman 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 689 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615--486-2252 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
9ffices close Wednesday and Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor J .  w .  Howard Ald 
Ald Wilson Daniels Ald 
Ald C .  S .  Curry Ald 
Ald �F, E, u. W@ooa-t"d �� Ah.mJ CR 
Ald Charles Stem FC-CD 
Ald Martin Langley Mar-SWW 
Zip Code 37174 






£ITY OF SPRINGFIELD (Robertson) -M- 9,555 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /69 Phone 615--384-4220 










J .  Travis Price ( CFin , CP) 
Richard Roark (CPW, CF) 
E� M. Beck (CE , CH) 
Ernest M. Dillard 
W .  P .  Bryant , Jr .  
Lance Bracey 
C .  H .  Hancock, Jr .  
Tom English 










W .  Royce Williams 
W .  Boyce Smith 
Mrs . R .  M .  Calloway 
Earl Burrow 
Dr . Jack Gunn 
Fred H .  Schott 
Billy D .  Matthews 
Phone 615--735-2727  TOWN OF SOUTH CARTHAGE (Smith) -M- 615 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/67  
Zip Code 37030---First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 











J .  L .  Waggoner 
Mrs . Polly Scruggs 







James C .  Bass 
Ralph 0 .  Carmon 
Savage Chaffin 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2,686 F . Yr . 6 / 30 Elec . 10/68 Phone 901--479-2151 












Harry Allison CD 
Mrs . Emily Dame SU 
llenry Du.a,�..Jo'C'f\t- �  \-\\(...� ""c}n PCCh 
Charles Fields CoP 
J .  W .  Richardson 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 4,130 F . Y r . 9 / 30 











L .  W .  Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH) 
Leonard Wynne (CFin) 
D r .  Wm. Headrick (CP , CF) 
Howard G. Swafford (CPW) 
Virgil Adams 
A .  A .  Kelly 
Earl Coffey 
















Elec . 12/68 Phone 615--si7-7511 
R. R. Carter 
E. D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Zip Code 37380 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
W .  H .  Graham 
R .  C .  (Buddy) Long 
W .  H .  Graham 
John Cullom 
Paul Braden 
Edwinna G. Keown 
TOWN OF SPARTA (Whi te) -M- 4,510 F . Y r . 4/30 Elec . 4/68 Phone 615--836-3535 
First and third Friday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at Electric Office Zip Code 38583 













Harold (Mose) Sims 
William M. Johnson 
Dr .  Robert F .  Baker 
Arthur Mitchell 
Beecher Pollard 
R. L .  Crosslin 
Charlie V .  Thompson 
Gleeson Officer 
Lucius Camp 
John F .  Kitzrow 















Oscar Bennett  
Dr .  Charles A .  Mitchell 
Charles Golden 
Paul Thompson 
T. Stanton Hale 
Wm . Sidney Stewart 
Howard Carmack 
Grady Sparkman 
TOWN OF SPENCER (Van :Buren) -M- 1,038 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 5/69 Phone 615--946-2351 
Las't Thursday each month , 7 :  30 p .  m .  , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor Shelby A .  Rhinehart , Jr . Ald 
Ald J .  C .  ' Steakley , ·Jr . CR 
Ald Edward Gene Brock A.tty 
Ald Donald Hitchcock Mar 
Ald Hugh Binkley 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,800 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Municipal Bldg . 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Mayor John Ross Fischesser FC 
V-May Jim Simerly CoP 
Comm w .  C . · Robinson HO ff 
Mgr-CR James Grasham SS-SWW 
Atty c .  P .  Swafford PC Ch 
Tr Mrs . Creed Shipley RB Ch 
RD Tom Temple 
Zip Code 38585 
J .  H .  Ward 




Zip Code 37381 
W. P .  Lyons 
Raymond Wolfe 
Dr. A .  W .  Loy 
Perry Ferguson 
J .  B .  Torbett 
H .  R. Fowman 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 689 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 615--486-2252 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
9ffices close Wednesday and Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor J .  w .  Howard Ald 
Ald Wilson Daniels Ald 
Ald C .  S .  Curry Ald 
Ald �F, E, u. W@ooa-t"d �� Ah.mJ CR 
Ald Charles Stem FC-CD 
Ald Martin Langley Mar-SWW 
Zip Code 37174 






£ITY OF SPRINGFIELD (Robertson) -M- 9,555 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /69 Phone 615--384-4220 










J .  Travis Price ( CFin , CP) 
Richard Roark (CPW, CF) 
E� M. Beck (CE , CH) 
Ernest M. Dillard 
W .  P .  Bryant , Jr .  
Lance Bracey 
C .  H .  Hancock, Jr .  
Tom English 










W .  Royce Williams 
W .  Boyce Smith 
Mrs . R .  M .  Calloway 
Earl Burrow 
Dr . Jack Gunn 
Fred H .  Schott 
Billy D .  Matthews 
CITY OF ST .  JOSEPH (Lawrence) -M- 641 F . Y r . 4/30 Elec . 11/68 Phone 615--845-4141 






0 .  B .  Roberson 
Sanford Springer 
Ernest Evers 










*Address :  Lawrenceburg , Tennessee 38464 
TOWN OF STANTON (Haywood) -W- 458 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 3/68 Phone 901--548-2235 
Meetings held when necessary Zip Code 38069 
Mayor L .  s .  McCool ,  Sr .  CR  Edward M .  Manus 
Ald Edward M. Manus Atty John W .  Norris 
Ald Le..w·1J s +\.l l\,y i Clk Mrs . Mary Lou Manus 
Ald Harry Simmons Mar Garnett  Faulk 
Ald Floyd R .  S tuart FC Carnel Pepper 
ss-sww David Stuart 
TOWN OF STANTONVILLE (McNairy) -W- F .Yr . Elec . 1/69 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at d i f ferent locat ions Zip Code 38379 
Mayor 
Ald 
Larry W .  Raines 
Ocie Burks 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins ) -E-

















Ald Norman Carroll 
F . Yr .  Elec . 1/69 Phone 
Hall 
CR Tommy Bellamy 
Atty Robert Bailey* 
DPS Donald Bellamy 
RB Ch Bill Nelms 
PC Ch Carroll Raines 
FC Henry Greene 
*Address : Church Hill , Tennessee 37642 
66 
615--345-2213 
Zip Code 37873 
CITY OF SWEETWATER (Monroe) -E- 4,145 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 615--337-6151 










E .  Perry Loomis 
Nathan H .  Harris ( SP , CF) 
Ruell Mason ( CP )  
D .  N .  McQuiddy (CFin , CE) 
Hoyal Snyder 
Delmer H .  Seiler (CSt) 
F .  0 .  Carter 
Billy R. Ridenour3>1 - l?l 2.. 3 









TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne) -E- 1,626 F .Yr . 6/30 






Eph Gose ed. +\� ....... �'�) w 
Delbert W .  Brooks 
Robert T .  Buchanan 






E .  C .  Dougherty 
Joe R. Wilson 




J .  R. Tennyson 
Glen Mason 
Elec . 12/31 Phone 615--626-5104 
Zip Code 37879 
C.. \�v � "' � '  0 lt"l.V·" c;:, V"i �-9-1-l-Meye-rs-
Ma t t Young 
Douglas Overton 
William R .  s·tanifer 
E .  J .  Hardin, I I I  
TOWN OF  TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe) -E- 794 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec .  
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
� > 'l 'l  
Phone 615--253 �ooe-
Zip Code 37385 
Mayor Charles Hall 
Ald Charles Wynn 
Ald Reece Britton 
Ald Vernon Plemons 
Ald Jack Watson 





FC c\Y\v v�" "' 
James Hooper 
J ,  D .  Lee* 
-H�r-0e-'t'-t-Ga-Fd-Re-r-w'-a.1"'� Kl� � h h (.(. """ 
Ruben Buckner 
James Hoope r 
*Address : Madisonville, Tennessee 37354 
TOWN OF TENNESSEE RIDGE (Houston) -M- 324 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 




�� f:htsf''.i't\ XSb��i1 Mgr 
James Spurgeon CR 
Andrew Schmidt 
Zip Code 37178 
Ray Mobley 
Vernon Fellows 
!OWN OF TIPTONVILLE (Lake) -W- 2,214 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 901--253-7182 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38257 
Mayor Fred Robertson CR Ivan Sullivan 
Ald Larry Wadley FC Emmett Lewis 
Ald Wayne Stewart ( CFin , CP) sww Arthur Gant 
Ald Hershel Whitfield ( CPW) Tr Mrs . Bobby Crocker 
Ald Easton P .  Lebo (CF) CD Rev . Henry Williamson 
Ald Howard Vaughn Mar Joe Jones 
Ald Ivan Sullivan Mar Joe D .  Leonard 
Atty Franklin Cochran CoP Taft Yates 
6 7  
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�� f:htsf''.i't\ XSb��i1 Mgr 
James Spurgeon CR 
Andrew Schmidt 
Zip Code 37178 
Ray Mobley 
Vernon Fellows 
!OWN OF TIPTONVILLE (Lake) -W- 2,214 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 901--253-7182 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38257 
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Ald Howard Vaughn Mar Joe Jones 
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6 7  
TOWN OF TOONE (Hardeman) W- 202 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . Phone 





A .  E .  Smith 
E .  F .  Murdaugh 
C .  M. Foote 




TOWN OF TOWNSEND (Blount) -E- 283 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 
Luther P .  Smith 
H .  F .  Wiggins 
J .  L .  Jones 
Phone 615--448-2260 
38381-













S .  P .  McNeill 
Don O .  Tipton 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY (Grundy) -M- 1,642 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 2/68 Phone 615--592-6213 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Mayor Fritz L .  Flury PC Ch 
Ald Tom Edd Kirk CoP 
Ald James Street FC 
Ald James Pirtle sww 
Ald Billy Ray Fults RD 
CR Glenn A .  Mayes WBCh 
Atty 





CITY OF TRENTON (Gibson) W 4,409 F . Y r . 9 / 30 Elec . 9/69 Phone 901--855-2013 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at Municipal Bldg . Zip Code 38382 











Dennis E. Page 
Glen Hurt 
J .  T .  Crouse 
D r .  W .  H .  Fortner 
Harold Nowell 
Edward C .  Tilghman 
Luther Coble 
Evelyn W .  Harwood 
Marion H .  Holmes , 
Ancil Walker 












w .  Y .  Howell 
Horace May 
Dr . M .  D .  Ingram 
Glen Hurt 
R .  c .  Cannon 
Mrs . Naomi Bunch 
David Fairless 
Joe H .  Wilson 
Cain F .  Taylor 
Cy Fairless 
TOWN OF TREZEVANT ( Carroll) -W- 944 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 
second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 






Jeff Walker Ald 
R .  G .  Presson CR 
Jerry Chatham CoP 
�e Bryat.Tt�o\\\i V�\\��� FC 
_geea-y E-r-A;i;.gia.��'M"�\. ���-tt..,.. 
Phone 901--669-4831 
Zip Code 38258 
Malcome Belew 
Elbert Joyner 
�ude Mo.'\±ri :Mt ·P.d�'i- E: J )  n C'l"" 
Hollis Gallimore 
TOWN OF TRIMBLE (Dyer) -W- 581 F . Y r . 9 /30 Elec . 9 /67  Phone 901--297-3177 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38259 
Offices close Saturday all day , all year 
Mayor ..Ea.i:-r-i-s-Ati-s-E-:i,.&-(/.. . ). $ w � i-"Z.t. Y CR Billy H .  Mooney 
Ald John Asbridge CoP-FC-SS Lewis Drummond 
Ald E .  K .  Pope ScS Marion Carroll 
Ald -Edw4..n-TcayAl0r \..R.'ll; J. ,\)yut,v'IW•\'O r'ld sww John Asbridge Ald Lloyd McMainis TA Milton Ozment 
Ald Billy Mooney PC Ch Claude Thompson, Jr. 
CITY OF TROY (Obion) -W- 662 F . Y r . 6 /30 Elec . 5 /69 Phone 901--932-3521 
First Thursday each month , 8 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38260 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Mayor w .  G .  Scott CR c .  w .  Hart 
Ald B .  A .  Cleek Mar R .  H .  Pryor 
Ald o .  c .  Berry sww Dwight Coleman 
Ald Jim Gray SG w .  G .  Scott 
Ald Jake Pryor FC Everett Watson 
Ald Dwight Coleman PC Ch Robert Fowlkes 
&ITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee) -M- 14,517 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 8/67  Phone 615---455-2648 











Floyd Mitchell DPW-BI 
O .  B .  Carroll SU 
C .  E .  Matthews CoP 
Robert B .  Tipps FC 
E :  Lillard S tone HOff 
Robert D .  England ScS 
.Robe�G-. f(e\;.�h,....,,_. .. shvPBCh 
Mrs . Mary T .  Larry PCCh 
Stephen M. Worsham RBCh 
Richard C .  Brown CD 
69 
Herman T .  Knox 
-A, 11. santle'f"s. !:> ol" fV\ i� "\.-,e \ \ 
Paul S tockton 
Frank E .  Norman 
Dr . Elizabeth Kirby-Smith 
L .  L .  Poe 
James Gray 
J .  C .  Morgan 
Clyde Hatchett 
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Atty 
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Floyd Mitchell DPW-BI 
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69 
Herman T .  Knox 
-A, 11. santle'f"s. !:> ol" fV\ i� "\.-,e \ \ 
Paul S tockton 
Frank E .  Norman 
Dr . Elizabeth Kirby-Smith 
L .  L .  Poe 
James Gray 
J .  C .  Morgan 
Clyde Hatchett 
CITY OF TUSCULUM (Greene) -E-






John A. Bird 
1,804 
p .m . ' 
F . Y r . 6 /30 
at Town Hall 
Mgr 
CR-Jg 
Elec . Phone 615--638-5432 
Zip Code 37743-
Perry Lamb 
A .  B .  Gilland 
CITY OF UNION CITY (Obion) -W- 9,138 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 11/68 901--885-1341 Phone 
Zip Code 38261 --First and third Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May through August 
Mayor James L .  Rippy PC Ch 
V-May Dixon Williams DPW-Eng 
Coun Robert Wade ScS 
Coun Charles H .  Adams FC 
Coun Thurman Sage SS 
Coun Howard Moore TA-BI 
Coun w .  B .  Robinson EMgr 
Mgr w .  David Frizzell SWW 
Clk Miss Mildred Roberts SSP 
Atty George C .  Cloys CD 
Jg Harrell H .  Lannom DH 
CoP w .  E .  Reese PB Ch 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 234 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 





James A. Cooksey 
Loys Balthrop 





TOWN OF VIOLA (Warren) -M- 206 F . Y r . 12/31 Elec . 












TOWN OF VONORE (Monroe) E- 572 F . Yr . 9 / 30 Elec . 9 /67  




Ward Barnes CR 
..E· • J .-H\iE E:-efl"',fYJ: Jrh 'fl�)� �>'1-' W 4�� 
..;r,aspeT-S-:-S�mf>"'l-eB nt�'h.� � M 11 HY 
T .  w .  Jernigan 
Claude Yarbrough, Jr .  








J .  T .  Witherspoon 
J .  Vernon Verhine 
Phone 615--763-2107 








Zip Code 37394 
Phone 615--264-7801  
Zip Code 
Melvin M. Pressly 
Reid Lindsey 
TOWN OF WARTRACE (Bedford) -M- 569 F . Yr . 11/30 Elec . 11/67 Phone 
s;cond Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at Town Hall 
615--389-6144 
Zip Code 37183 








.. J I TI W-i--s-� l?'Q Sic.:� s �� \.t�"� 
J?aE Go� :::r-��Q...!t AjQ.V'.S 
�eha MGG6B-"1ib-\Q. j � ....... ..,... �4-i+e 
�J; 12-ark��a.'C"' 'Al� \)o��r 












James W .  Ayers 
George D .  Ferguson 
M. C .  Brown 
CITY OF WATAUGA (C�rter) -E- 370 F .Y r . 12/31 Elec . 3/68 Phone 615--9 28-3490 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at School Zip Code 37694 
Mayor Robert H .  Carr 
V-May w .  H .  Blevins 
Comm Mrs . Mary Phipps 
Mgr Floyd Fair 
MgrA 
CR Charles Hagy 
Sec-TA Cleo Wise 












Frederick K. Farr 
CITY OF WATERTOWN (Wilson) -M- 919 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/67 Phone 615--237-3326 
First Friday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 













W. B .  Redding 












Zip Code 37184 
Frank Grooms 
J .  s .  Williams 
Jerry Franklin 
Herbert Lynch 
H .  E .  Stroud 
Edsel Floyd 
J .  H .  Chumbley 
R .  c .  Vantrease 
£!.TY OF WAVERLY (Humphreys) -M- 3,595 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . Phone 615--296-2101 








Dr .  James Powers 
Pau l E .  Johnson 
Victor D .  Asbury 
David Spencer 
R .  P .  White 
Lloyd McNeil 









James T .  Porch 
D .  Scott Porch , Jr . 




A. H. Conrad 
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Zip Code 37184 
Frank Grooms 
J .  s .  Williams 
Jerry Franklin 
Herbert Lynch 
H .  E .  Stroud 
Edsel Floyd 
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Dr .  James Powers 
Pau l E .  Johnson 
Victor D .  Asbury 
David Spencer 
R .  P .  White 
Lloyd McNeil 









James T .  Porch 
D .  Scott Porch , Jr . 




A. H. Conrad 
CITY OF WAYNESBORO (Wayne) -M- 1,521  F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 2/68 
Second and fourth Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon , all year 
Phone 615--7 22-2458 






Gertt.- o�,;., � ,>OV\ �-s-;-J-i::-. 
.Carl Gr:i:ggs-�.C..  �� \\,\fji� ( , 
C@ae J;>a-'1J.dsG1'1. j'\·\ 
, 
tYlt. Y V' i M \. V\ 












Phone 615--644-2371 TOWN OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 1,168 F . Y r . 6 / 30 Elec . 12/68 
Zip Code 37 186 Third Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 






Roy D .  Shoulders 
Jolly White 
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